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and
Nina
Donovan, Esther-Abi, Andy Williams,

BEATLES

Got your

tickets yet?

MOSCOW?
ANGLO-SOVIET

DISCUSSIONS
NEXT WEEK

* MATALI.

your tickets for

GOT

the Woburn Music
Festival yet? The festival, at Woburn Abbey
on July 6 and 7, is pre-

BEATLES. who have conquered the
world, may break new ground by
appearing in Moscow!
This is the exciting prospect opened
up by Anglo-Russian exchange deals
being negotiated by impressario Vic

sented by the MM, in

with Rik
and John Gunnell-and
features the top names
in pop, folk and blues.
Ticket
applications
are already flooding In,
so don't delay. If you
want to be at this mammoth music event, get
your tickets now.
association

The

18th

Lewis.

Vic flies out to Moscow on lune 29
with plans to present Donovan, Esther

and Abi Ofarim. Nina Simone and Andy

Century

Williams in the Soviet Union.

-

He told the MM: " All these artists have said
they are willing to go. I have been haring
discussions with the Soviet Cultural Attache, and
have already sent over Donovan's double album.

stately home Is a perfect site fora festival of
popular music
there
are excellent car park.
ing facilities, camping
is free for the two days;

They say he is welcome to come.

there are sideshows and
licensed and refreshment bars.

CHALLENGE

All this-and the Jirni

Hendrix Experience and
Donovan, too. They are
topping the hill at the
two-day event.
July
6:
Saturday.

I'd also like to set up a trip by the Beatles.
I
haven't said anything to them yet, but it
could be the sort of offer the boys would be
keen to accept. I feel they might regard it as

5.30 pm) stars the Pent-

tours in Britain. They can't be expected to play
the type of music they have put on records like
Sgt Pepper '
with their use of electronic
effects-on stage.
" These are the type of artists the Russians
would appreciate. I don't think they under-

something of a challenge.
" Frankly, I don't think they will do any more

afternoon show (2.30-

-

angle, Al Stewart. Roy
Shirley

Harper,

and

Dolly Collins and AlexKorner

is

Evening

show: (7 pin -midnight)
stars Jim! Hendrix (only
British summer appearance); Geno Washington;

stand rock 'n roll.

" I'm
Russian

Tyrannosaurus

Rex: The Family; Little
Women and New For -

very interested in setting up Angloexchanges. There's no better aid to

mutual understanding between
music."

countries

than

mule.

ORIGINALS

BLUES

Commented Esther and Abi Ofarim. " We'd
certainly like fo go to Russia if something
could be arranged."
Meanwhile, Vic Lewis this week started work
on his first album for the NEMS label. It will
also be issued on the Epic label in the States.

Sunday, July 7: after
noon show (2.3Cr- 5.30)
'

Is 'An Afternorin Wigs,
Donovan
backed
by
Blonde On Blonde. Even

ing show (7-11.30 pm)

features a blues session
with
the
Fleetwood

Album is the Vic Lewis Orchestra's Tribute
to Donovan. It features Donovan originals,
including " Mellow Yellow," " There is a Mountain," and " Catch The Wind," plus
two
originals written by Vic. One is the title song,
plus " The Boy In The Saffron Robe:'

Mac Tim Ruse, Chain.
Jack

..pion

Dupree,

Duster Bennett and the
Taste.

Tickets for Saturday
afternoon are 10 shit
Zings,

evening

15

In,

all

costs El

four

large orchestra consisting
12 violins, four violas, four
'cellos; two
double -bass, flute, French horn, oboe,
harp, a
solo soprano girl, and five
rhythm, plus harpsichord.

of

El.

Sunday afternoon with
Donovan Is 12s 6d; the
evening show is IS shillings. A season ticket
sessions

Vic will conduct

Donovan: on the Moscow list. See also special feature page 5.

a

Album is set for September release.

Tickets may be obtained from the Rik
Gunnell Agency, 56 Old
Compton Street, Lon.

don WI (01.437 1001)
ttrews kNth
Bond Wee!

LONr.

4.010 04'

and agents
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Jack Hutton

Rolling Stones, Decca
Union Gap, CBS
2
(2)
Don Partridge, Columbia
3
(7) BLUE EYES
Bobby Goldsboro, United Artists
4 (3) HONEY
Donovan, Pye
5
(8) HURDY CURDY MAN
6
(4) THIS WHEEL'S ON FIRE Julie Driscoll/Brian Auger, Marmalade
Engelbert Humperdinck, Decca
7
(5) A MAN WITHOUT LOVE
Equals, President
BABY COME BACK
8 (I I
9
(6) DO YOU KNOW THE WAY TO SAN JOSE Dionne Warwick, Pye
Des O'Connor, Columbia
10 (13) I PRETEND
(1)

1

IUMPIN' JACK FLASH
YOUNG GIRL

11

(9)

12 (22)
13

121)

14 (12)
15 (10)
16
17
18
19
20
21

Alan Walsh
S rAFFMEN
Max Jones
Laurie Henshaw

22

24
25

(20)
(25)

23 (-)

Louis Armstrong, HMV
Herman's Hermits, Columbia
1910 Fruitgum Co., Pye
Lulu, Columbia
Jacky, Philips
Association, Warner Bros.
Manfred Mann, Fontana

WHITE HORSES

TIME FOR LIVIN'
MY NAME IS JACK

Elvis Presley, RCA

U.S. MALE

Aretha Franklin, Atlantic
Andy Williams, CBS

THINK

(24) CAN'T TAKE MY EYES OFF
(19) LAZY SUNDAY
(28) WHEN WE WERE YOUNG
(27) IF I ONLY HAD TIME
(29) DELILAH

YOU

Small Faces, Immediate
Solomon King, Columbia
John Rowles, MCA
Tom Jones, Decca

C LONGACRE PRESS LTD., 1968

Mirage, 2 Dr, tomes, 3 Essex Int,
mecolwo, 5 Ebnovon; 6 Feldman; 7 LYan;
I

4

Koss., 9 Floe Sao/)a; 10 morns/Pala., rl
ver Shone,

I, Galt.,

Burrrngton, 14 Wel-

beck, 15 Volondo; 16 Peter Walsh; I] Yolanda,
18 Carter/Lewis; 19 MecoIrco; 20 Meteor; 21

Geriord; 22 Tamerlane; 23 Feldman; 24 Valley;
25 April; 26 Ardmore and Beechweod, 27 Im.
rnerhate;

;Tr THIS IS SOUL

2

rit SCOTT 2

VorraA Arttsts, Atlantic
Scott Worker, Philips

Andy WrIliams, CBS
141 LOVE ANDY
13) JOHN WESLEY HARDING
4
Bob Dylan. CBS
151 THE SOUND OF MUSIC Soundtrack, RCA
5
6 IBt FLEETWOOD MAC
Peter Green's Fleetwood Mac. Blue Hanson
Junr Hendrrx, Track
161 SMASH HITS
7
(-1 OGDEN'S NUT GONE FLAKE
Small Faces, Irnmedrote
III THE HISTORY OF OTIS REDDING
9
Ohs Redding, Volt
Soundtrack, Drsneyhancl
to rch JUNGLE HOOK
3

29

Leeds;

30

Donna

US TOP TEN

TOP TEN LPs
i

Donna;

28

sT

MANAGER

Peter Wilkinson

LP session."
Dave Dee's " Last Night In
Soho" by their managers Ken
Howard and Alan Blaikley de.
picts Dave as a gangster who

EDITOR

Jerry Dawson
2-4 Oxford Road
Manchester 1
Telephone: Central 3232

" goes straight " and is persuaded by old friends to try
another crime. It is coupled
with "Mrs Thursday" written by the group.

(2) THIS GUY'S IN LOVE WITH YOU
Herb Alpert, A & M

2

151 MocARTHUR PARK

3

4

Ohio Express, Buddoh

5 (10) THE LOOK OF LOVE
Sera. Mendes, A & M
6 (3) MONT MONT Tommy James, R oulette
7
(7) THINK
Aretho Franklin, Atlantic
OK.

THE MORNING
Merrilee Rush Bell

16) TIGHTEN UP Archie Bell ond the Drells
Artists
10 I-) REACH OUT OF THE DARKNESS
9

Friend and Lover, Verve Forecast

"I'm Gonna Try"

shows_

British

NEW MOVE EP
Regal Zonophone label
THEis rush -releasing the new
Move EP, "Something Else

concerts
Tim
AMERICAN
`-` Hardin arrives in Brisinger

The concert tour starts at
the Royal Albert Hall on July
16 and follows with dates at

the De Montfort Hall, Leices-

ter (18), Sophia Gardens, Cardiff (19), Leeds Town Hall
(20), Free Tradeand Hall, Manchester (26)Sunder)and
(28).

the

visit.

recorded at 331 and plays for
18 minutes. it was the group's
:as[ recording which included

Ace Kefford who

now a

is

solo act.
The Move's next single will
be a Roy Wood composition,
" Wild Tiger Woman." The
release date depends on the
success of the EP, but it will
probably be in the shops in
August.

The grOup nits signed for a

three - weeks

coast

-

to - coast

tour of America from July 10.
The tour will include a number of
Johnny

TV dates and
Carson Show

already been set.

the

has

The Move top the bill at
the Royal Albert Hall on July
7 in a charity show that also
and the Bonzn Dog Duo Dah
Band

ELVIS CONVENTION

BRADFORD FESTIVAL

will be among those flocking

'THE 1968 Ne
Festival takes place this

New Zealand and Canada

the Elvis Convention '68
being held at the De Montto

fort Hall, Leicester, on Sunday, July 21.
Fans are also coming from
Crechsloyakia, Poland. Italy,
Germany,

France,

Belgium.

special showing of

a

the

film

in

Sinatra.

Elvis's fourth film,

"King Creole," will also be

screened.
The Convention is being
staged by the Official Elvis
Presley Fan Club of Great
Britain and the Common-

wealth.

BBC TV's Bill I otteics

Dee time 12111

11,111

DOLLS' SINGLE

NEW

paper Dolls

Till-Time

truest

in

Blackburn vas
June 29, the day after the
release of their new Single,
For

in

" My Life In Your Hands: Other TV and radio data
include Top Of the Pops
4), Bill Cotton's BRt'.TV shoe
and the Basil Brush Show
(e),I). On July 20 and 21 they
record two shows for the new
London TV company.
The trio star in the ABC -TS'
Armchair Theatre production
Ballad of The Artificial Mash
on July .27 Filming for their
own 1 v series will Stitt in

the American charts.

The girls guest at the Andover Carnival on July 9 and
By to Germany for radio and
TV dates on July I2 and 13

TRAFFIC: suitable

STATUS

SINGLE

QUO have a new
STATUS
single released on July
lee In The Sun,"
written by Marty Wilde and

publisher Ronnie Scott.
Marshall Chess, boss of
America's Chess Records, is

Landon this week setting
up an AM.*. tour for
Status Quo whose single,
"Pictures of Matchstick Men"
is currently in the top 50 of

NEWS
EXTRA

September.

SYMBOLS
'-gHE. Symbols' third Arneri.
K
can lour will open in
Boston on September IS and
carry right through to Novels,
bee 2 with college, concert
and cabaret dates.

ON

PAGE 20

The group has signed in
appear at the Marntk Music
Festival in Poland on November 17.

They have a Scotitsh tour
from July 20 to 21

Gary Miller dies
CINGER Gary Miller collapsed and died of a heart atteek
-3 at his South London home on Saturday (15). He was
42 and leaves a wife, former ballet dancer Joy Dixon, and
three sons.

Gary Miller was a lieutenant in the Royal Navy during
the war and,
and, Mier demobilisation, studied languages at
London
His first showbusiness experience was as

a

straight

actor. He began to make a name as a singer In 1932 when
he started recording with the Philips label. Among his hit
records were " Davy Crochet," " Garden Of Eden," " Wonder-

U "Ce

He had starred at the Palladium and made hundreds of
radio and
appearances, including a residents in Stan
And Garters,TV

weekend at Bradford.
Starting tomorrow (Friday,)

the three-day Festival
includes Buz, folk and blues
stars in addition to
roups
and singers from Univegrsities

all over Britain.
Major attractions include a
Blues Convert at the Central

Library Theatre
tomorrow
(Friday) starring Alexis Kor-

ner
and
Champion
Jack
Dupree. At the same venue

on Saturday there
concert
Collier

with

Septet

is

a jazz

the
Graham
and
Frank

Ricotti Quartet, while on Sunday the Spinners and Tinkers
play a folk concert at the

Great Hall of the University.
Other items include a semi-

nar on "The Psychology Ol
Jazz" with Dr Graham Reed

RUSH FOR GERRY
GERRY

MARSDEN

and

actor Derek Nimmo have
a
joint single rush -released
this week. It's "Liverpool,"
a

song

Charlie

from the musical
Girl In which they

both star.
The

Girl "

B

side

is

"Charlie

and

the

Spinners discussing

"The Folk Song'i

Tomorrowght there

is

" Midsummer Night's
Dream" presentation at the

also

e

University,

starring

Peter
Green's
Fleetwood
Mac,
Hedgehoppers Anonymous, the
Blossom Toes and Amboy
Dukes.

IN NEXT WEEK'S MM

BAVIREUglit Bau
'This is my story so let this music
be my true roses
-John Mayal

A

SPECIAL
MICROPHONE

,

May 1968

new LP complete with special
double sleeve featuring phola8,01'
of the group ana lull lyrics.

4)SKL 4945 CD LK 4915

DECCI1

The Deena Record Company
Limited Decca

-

On,.

ful Wonderful" and "The Story Of My Life."

-VANS from as far afield as

winch Elvis stars with Nancy

,...,_

From The Move,. tomorrow
(Friday),
This is the EP which is

includes the Byrds, Joe Cocker

"Speedway,"

0I

sched-

cert and TV show in Miami
last week due to American
musicians' union demands that
an American group do the

due for

cludes

MGM1424

is

uled far release in mid -July.

Holland and Sweden.
Programme at the event in-

COMO'S
0
`Indian lake'

single,

Tremeloes

new

The group had to cancel a con:

Rrehard Harris Dunhill

Ill MRS. ROBINSON
Simon and Garfunkel, Columbia
141 YUMMY YUMMY YUMMY

8 I-) ANGEL

Tim Hardin

A

appearances may be added.
MGM Records will release a
new single to coincide with

I

June 28.
lie, Int hide Radio
Due Jockey Herb,

week, "The group didn't want
the hang up of worrying about
recording specific singles, flut
are happy to release anything
suitable that comes nut of an

Club dates and further TV

As Irsted by "0a11600r4-

All Join In " on July 12, a

Although Traffic recently
staled they would not release
any more singles, producer
Jimmy Miller explained this

He guests on the Simon Dee
Show on July 13.

POP 30 PUBLISHERS

springoerd to tie In With het
new single, "I Cies, My ryes
And Count In Ten," released

Night In Soho" by Howard
and Blaikley on June 28.

tain on July 7 for a concert
tour, TV and radio dates.

Reproduction in whole or part strictly forbidden

Tremeloes have new
singles released soon.

Dave Mason composition
and Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky,
Mick and Tich release " Last

Chris Hayes
Chris Welch
Bill Walker
T n Wilson

TI ET

radio and TV dates
have been set for Dusty
MURI-

Traffic release " You Can

Tremeloes, CBS

1151 HELULE HELULE
(14) WONDERFUL WORLD
(16) SLEEPY JOE
(17) SIMON SAYS
(26) BOY
(18)
(23)

Z6
27
28
29
30

Love Affair, CBS
RAINBOW VALLEY
Marmalade, CBS
LOVIN' THINGS
THE SON OF HICKORY HOLLER'S TRAMP 0. C. Smith, CBS
Scott Walker, Philips
JOANNA
Herd, Fontana
I DON'T WANT OUR LOVING TO DIE

'TRAFFIC, Dave Dee
and Co., and the

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Bob Houston
FEATURES EDITOR
Bob Dawbarn
NEWS EDITOR

)

MORE DUSTY DATES

12' stereo or mono LE rore

Holm Albert Lmoarnimeil troth. st

FREDDY MACK'S
SUNDAY NIGHT AT

THE WHISKY A'go-go
Commencing 30th June

Featuring personal
oppc ore rue s of the fonto she frecklyModi
Personal appearances of

She

top touring American Artistes

SPAMI onnacnon KEITH HARTLEY, formerly al John Mayas

...Kul/ kr, Sr. appearance with In, men kA'

Ray and girl dance court

5

...stand by for Music Factory...
MGMRecontstIC 213aanStroat LaindonW1 REG8321

thus eppeervery In sea 11* re lei femme deb

SURVEY

180.

9i

f',
it

Sorm-pro group

00'1!

sw WA. *4
W I ftl 9140 am

GO, 33.37 WARDOUR SNOT,
MEMOIR FOR FULL DETAILS 113113101
RIO DAY 4119 3 p fa OW
A
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Jools

NO COMMENT ON HERD
TO SPLIT RUMOURS

I JULIE DRISCOLL, Brian

Auger and the Trinity
have been invited to appear at this year's Berlin
Jazz Festival in November.

Montreux
Jazz Festival in Switzerland.
The group are expectedi to
thin
go into the studios
weekend

by

on

the

town's

beaches

this

summer
Spokesman David Peel told

the MM: " Apple have provided us with cash to obtain

we

Montgomery, whose unorthodox technique amazed British
guitarists during his Ronnie Scott Club .ason in 1965, seemed

a permanent fixture at the top of the guitar section of the
annual Melody Maker Jazz Poll.
Born in Indianapolis on March 6, 1925, he toured with
Lionel Hampton between 1948 and 1950, but first came to
prominence in 1958 with the Mastersounds and in groups with
his brothers Buddy (pno, vibes) and Monk (bass).
Despite his superb, if unorthodox, technique, Wes Montgomery did not read music and was a self-taught musician who
became the major jazz influence on his Instrument during the
1960s.

In America he had a massive single hit with "

Out

Of My Head," but he will probably be best -remembered for
his album, "The Incredible Wes Montgomery " on Riverside.

costumes and props. We got
the idea of asking for Apple's
support after readings recent
article

about

them

in

the

single.

No

titles w ere decided at press

LIBRARY TRIP
Rs

EwWi,

Public

Library,ingle

"Gotta

whose

released tomorrow
(Friday), go to Germany for a
Away

Is

TV date on July 3.
A tour of Sweden. Norway

and Denmark is being negotiated for late Miguel or early

ANGEL HURT

Spencer has also been
asked to take part In an
American
film to be
Autumn.

Underground
shot in the

for 15
minutes when he slipped and
fell on Hastings Pier on Sunday night.
unconscious

knocked

He

was

East

to

taken

Hospital and detained

Sussex

for observation The group,
who specialise in hard rock
and roll, are looking for a
temporary replacement.

rUPID'S Inspiration, whose
sa, current single is "Yester-

day Has Gone" guest on Time
For Blackburn this Saturday

(22) and the David Symonds
Show (July
to 5).
Pianist Garfield Tonkin has
1

joined the group
now a five -piece.

which

is

MIGHTY SPARROW
LEWIS, of News, Is
bringing
West
Indian

calypso star the Mighty Spar-

CBS have flipped the current Tim Rose single and the A aide

tour in a special West Indian
Carnival Show, complete with

He arrives In London this weekend and starts a new tour
at Hastings on June 28.

RAY CHARLES and his
orchestra spearhead the

row to Britain in October to
steel bands and limbo dancers
The News label is releasing

single by Sparrow,
Walker," tomorrow (Friday).

head Autumn invasion

autumn U.S. jazz invasion
of Britain. Following them
will be Buddy Rich and his
the

Oscar

Peterson

Trio, Earl Hines' All Stars,
the

American

Folk

Blues

McGURK DEAD

Festival and Jimmy Smith's
Raeletts
and band appear in this coun-

PETER McGurk, bass player
with the Dudley Moore
Trio. was found at his Put-

BBC TV and play concerts in
London and Wolverhampton.

held

Trio.

Ray

Charles.

the

try for only three days, September 20-22. They record for
Rich band
September -October
The

TIM ROSE SINGLE FLIPPED
Is now "Hello Sunshine" instead of "I Guess It's Over..
Tim this week recorded new tracks in America, with Al
Kooper, for release both in the States and in Britain In July.

Rich, Ray Charles, Peterson
band,

CUPID'S DEE

J IC

A

new

Brighton students who want
to perform plays for children

WES MONTGOMERY, the American poll -winning lazz gui43.

SPENCER, TV dare

Spencer

Epp EATLE Company Apple are
backing
group
of
a

dies at 43

tarist, died on Saturday night of a heart attack. He

trip

radio appearances as well
as club dates.

Davis
Group has been offered a return visit to
America, for a month,
starting in November.
The tour, the Group's
third, will include TV and

THE

write the hits for Dave Dec.
Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tirh.

Montgomery

a

ANGELS drummer

and
Howard
Blaikley, who also manage and

WES

the

Spencer offered return

The group are currently at number 15 in
But on Monday Ken Howard told the MM:
MM Pop 30 with " I Don't Want Our Loving
"I have no comment at this stage. There the
To Die," their third Howard and Blaikley hit.
is nothing I wan; to say."
The group, from Beckenham, Kent, were dis

APPLE'S BACKING

cording

September

Howard and Alan Blaikley, was Taylor and Andrew Steele - were available
rumoured in showbusiness circles for comment, and on Tuesday the group left
Britain for appearances in Germany.
this week.

Guitarist Wes

at

next week to start re

the

The booking for Berlin follows their appearance last

A POSSIBLE split between the Herd At press time none of the members of the
and their management, Ken group - Peter Frampton, Andy Bown, Gary

covered

booked for Berlin

begins

ney fiat on Monday night.
A post-mortem was carried
out and an Inquest will be

at London's Queen Elizabeth

Hall on September 28. Hines

brings his own group to
Britain during October and

November, and the first date
set so far is for the Glasgow
Odeon on October 24.
Jimmy Reed, John Lee
Hooker, T -Bone Walker and

at

(Thursday.)

Battersea. He was 40.

a

tour at
Bristol's Colston Hall on September 24. Oscar Peterson's
trio opens a full-scale tour

today

FREE ROBIN
PIANIST -ORGANIST

Festival play the
Glasgow Odeon on October 23
the

Blues

P.J. FOR GERMANY

and tour until early November.
and Jimmy Smith's Trio is
due on December 7 to work
here until its closing Royal
Festival Hall concert on

13. J. PROBY flies to Gerx

days of TV

Satchmo
plays 46
Selmer
p

N,

appearances.

On June 29 Proby and Chris
Farlowe play a concert at
Oxford University.

December 14.

Need we say more?

any on June 21 for three

Robin

Lumsden has Joined
Freedom,
the group
completed by Ray Royer (ztr),
Bobby
Harrison (drs) nd

Steve Shirley (bass gte).
Freedom's

single,

Where

Will You Be Tonight," was
released last Friday.

can't help it if he's
Come to that, all groups
are revolting. Revolting against
old-fashioned unoriginal sounds;
revolting against humping heavy
instruments around. And leading the revolt
are Farfisa Electronic Organs. Organs that
give groups the extra playing -edge and
sharpness they need to make a really
dbiinctive sound; organs that can be moved
easily from discotheque to dance hall and are
sturdy enough to suffer no ill-effects from
non-stop travel; organs that arc so reasonably
priced that every pop group can afford
them. Join the revolt and get on the move
he sound of a Fartisa Electronic Organ.
',
...,

,

s Ea rfis a Compac range: Compact 0

de luxe, Compact, Compact Minor

.sa Electronic Organs.
-tbuted by Rank Audio Visual Limited,
gee Road, Shepherd, Bush, London, V'

qs

,

h

M

JAZZ
FIRST
LOUIS ARRIVES FOR
NEWS
DATE
CLUB
BRITISH
EVER
TO

anbee,
.1*

HUMPH
PLAY AT

A NEW slimline Louis
Armstrong, weigh-

ing a little under ten
stone. arrived at Heath-

Airport early on
Monday morning. He

'?f

row

war accompanied by his

Jacky to

Armstrong had planned to
fly in to Manchester, in
readiness for his opening

Club, Batley. But with the

to
White
tomorrow (Friday).

rill record two titles

- one by Kenny Young. who
wrote
'Captain Of Your
Ship" for Reparsta and the
DwIrons, the other by Michael

(err and

Ben

Nesbitt

who

wrote " White Horses"
The single will he released
in mid.Juli and an LP later

the month
tin June 211 Jacky opens a
heek in cabaret at Tito's Club,
Su+kton
in

in a cabaret club for the first
time "Come to think of it,
never worked a club here
before," he told me.
How did he like the prospect of spending his birthday
1

over here - on July
Each

time

4?

come

here

is a birthday." Louis answered

promptly. "In fact, this won't
he the first birthday Foe had
in England, but the last time

was hack in the early Thirties "

talked

He

enthusiastically

& ABI

OFARIM
24 JUNE LEEDS ODEON
26 -JUNE BRIGHTON DOME

MON
WED

28 -JUNE LONDON

FRI

29 -JUNE COVENTRY THEATRE

SAT

30 JUNE

SUN

MON

1

2

TUES

WED

-

JULY

COVENTRY THEATRE

CROYDON FAIRFIELD HALL

JULY GLASGOW ODEON

3 JULY

THURS

4 JULY SHEFFIELD CITY HALL

FRI

5

JULY PORTSMOUTH GUILDHALL

TIME BOX have signed for

to

the

Royal

Orleans,

the hotel we were staying at,

-

all

td

the

rats were there

to see me
Paul Barbarin,
old Doc Souchon and every Recent

press

reports said
that Armstrong's sister (real
name, Beatrice) had died in
Louisiana. Louis was happy to
deny it. " We got those stories
he e'd,
but Lucille checked
them out and it was a !lino

It was my step-sider

LONDON

QUEEN ELIZABETH HALL

SATURDAY 29 JUNE, at 7.45 p.m.
TICKETS: 10/6,

13/6 16/9 20/-, 22/6

The group goes to France

from July 23 to 31 for cabaret,
TV and radio in Lyons and

Paris. They go to Italy from
September

to

for
TV
cabaret in Rome and two
21

UNION GAP are likely to

a major British
tour this autumn, possibly
sharing the bill with the

Small Faces.
Promoter Arthur Howes is
lining up the tour which
would play weekends through
October and November. The
tour, for which other American nameswou are being negotiated,
ld play only on

9

shows in Milan.
e
group
On August 4,
goes to Belgium torecord a
pilot TV show. If the show is
a success it will become a

two years.

The other days would be

filled in fur the Union Gap

with TV and dab dates.

Peaches and Herb and Sly
the

Family

for autumn promotional visits.

SPAN FOR BBC FILM
THE Span are to be the subject of a BBC -TV documentary which will take a
year to make.

Produced by Paul Watson
and titled Time Waits For No
Man, it will be an hour-long
film in colour. Filming starts
' -inorrow (Friday) at the
-ime,

Brighton, and will in.

i drieureesaerned

Tony Stratton Smith, manager of the Koobas has become
their personal manager, while
Tony Calder and Andrew Oldham of Immediate remain their
recording managers.

their new
British tour on July 3 with a
double date at the California
open

Ballroom, Dunstable, and the
Cue Cbth, Paddington.

Thy th

ply M

ch

t

and Warrington (6), Nottingham (7), Tunstall and Birmingham
(8),
Portsmouth (I1),
Edgware

and
(12),

London's
Sybilla's
Burton -on Trent and Sutton Goldfield
(13), Stevenage (17), Sybilla's
(18), Beckenham (19), Nantwich and Chester (20), and the
Orchid Ballroom. Purley (22).

DES SIGNS FOR SHOW
DES O'CONNOR, currently
number 10 in the MM's
Pop 30 with " I Pretend," has
signed to play Buttons in Cinderella at the Birmingham
Theatre next Christmas. The
show opens in December.
Des is currently appearing

at the Wellington Pier, Great
Yarmouth.

will be Howard

,ey

`Ind ian lake'

composition, " You
Understand Me," released
Yly 12

,,ED STAR SINGLE
(MEGA RED

STAR,
H ungarian group

the

British tour, rare
are
single and an LP

Rs Rest
aced

c..

,43

're's Hugh Mendel heard

roue at London's Hat-

last week and imrnedisigned them to a record.
ontract.
ey will record on June 20,
4d 26 and July I and 2
ore leaving for home on
ily 4.

They

in

guest

the

David

Symonds Show- from July
to 5

PLASTIC PENNY MOVE
LASTIC PENNY, who split
up three weeks ago have
decided to carry on after being offered extensive northern

P

cabaret engagements.
The
Bailey
Organisation
have offered them a week at
La Dolce Vita, Birmingham,
from June 23 and more dates

to follow, and the group have

decided to continue as Plastic
Penny featuring Brian Keith

NICE

MARATHON

ASEVEN-MINUTE single is
being released by the
Nice group tomorrow (Friday).
It is their instrumental arrangement
of
America "
from West Side Story, and is
described as a "comment, not
a
protest, on the current
Amerivin scene."
Released

on the Immediate

label, it is their second
single
and lasts

seven minutes and
twenty-two
seconds

I

CHICAGO BLUES
RECORD

Mike

producerhas

Vernon

recorded

albums in Chicago with blues
singer Sunnyiand Slim and
Johnny Shines, who was a

friend of singer Robert Johnson.

Vernon has also recorded
singer
and
Titus
Turner
signed a deal to release 16
Otis
titles on the Blue

Hnri7on
label
Roth

the lead trum-

peter who died

last week, will
be held at London's 100 Club
1.
July
on

Humphrey

Lyttelton and
the Don Ren-

dell-lan Carr Quintet

have already agreed to
appear and it is hoped

to present about six
groups in all.

Jack Parnell is trying to

NEW GENO DISCI

set up a second benefit,

A NEW SINGLE by Geno

cert, for later in the year.

Washington and the Rant
Jam Band, tilled "I Can't
Quit Her," will be released
on July 5.
The group is currently

wking on a new LP wch

for releasehi at
the end of July.
They leave for four days
of TV and radio in Paris at
the beginning of August, returning for a guest performance at the Brighton Festival
on August 10. From August
22 to 27, the group tours
is

scheduled

Spain.

WEB TOUR S.AMERICA
1THE Web

are to tour South

Set so far are visits to Venezuela, Brazil and Mesico.
The group is also to make a
film

for the

Foreign

Office

which will be shown in South
America and, possibly, Africa
as well.

WILLIE JOHN DIES
HOLLYWOOD, Tuesday.
B&B singer and composer
Little Willie John has died in
the State Penitentiary
at
Walla Walla, Washington (reports Leonard Feather),
He was imprisoned in 1966
on a manslaughter charge.
John, who was 30 years old,
was the composer of the Peggy
Lee

hit "Fever."

MARMALADE TOURS
ARMALADE moved up
III- the MM Pop 30 this week
with " Loyin. Things " from
22 to 12. They have been offered a seven-day tour of Holland and hope to go there

after their September tour of
Sweden.
They are planning a new
single and an LP Inc August
release

ROWLES RECORDS TV
JTORN ROWLES will record

show for Tyne -Tees TV,
Night Club '68, on Sunday (23)

at the Club Fiesta, Stockton,
Norman Vaughan Is
compere
of the show.
The programme
will be
screened
July.

some

time

during

s

MG

the widow of
Pratt,
Bobby

BOO

America in January, 1969,

LA BELLE DATES
DATTI LA BELLE and her
Belles

with the Time
featured each week
series

Continental

of

British tour

Stone are
oCher groups being lined up

IN CONCERT

dates.

series

Union Gap to
make major

and

THE MOODY BLUES

as

beck

and Sundays and would be
the Faces' first major tour for

FREE TRADE HALL

her

TIME BOX SERIES

fect, but afterwards we went

Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays

MANCHESTER

trice

Salena (see page 10)

make

ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL

name
is
We
knew

in which he starred
with enormous success last
month.
festival itself was perfest,

HAROLD DAVISON PRESENTS

ESTHER

whose
Salena.

about the New Orleans J0,-

take.

AN EVENING WITH

,,,,, :

trip since 1965.

BOAC pilots strike, travel

arrangements were Changed.
Looking positively lithe for
man nearing 68. Satchmo
expressed his delight at being
back in Britain,
d playing

-

........

.

NIGHT

BENEFIT
BENEFIT
A Night for

smiling, fit and with a new, slim shape. He flew into
London on Monday with his wife Lucille (behind him) for his first British
LOUIS' BACK

that evening at the Variety

single

She

1'. .

Leeds Airport.

AChl records her follow-

Horses"

spent

three hours at Heathrow before leaving for

follow-up
up

They

Lucille.

record

.,

BOBBY PRATT

Ali Stars and his wife.

Albert King tour offwork permit refused

AMERICAN blues star Albert
King's British tour
cancelled this week after
was
he
and
his
refused work permits by
group had been
the
Ministry of Labour.
reasons were given for the
No
refusal.
King was due to
open at London's
morrow (Friday) and tour
Marquee Club tothe
country for Don
The Marquee's
Arden.
John Gee told
hundreds of letters,
the MM: " I've had
and
many phone calls,
wanting tickets to
from people
Albert King.
fusal to grant worksee
This
last-minute repermits means
refund all these people's
that we have got to
money,"
The Taste have
taken over at the
Marquee tomorrow.

probably a West End con-

The second meeting

of the London Jazz Centre

will

held at
Arts
Centre,
Camden
Hampstead, on Monday
(June 24) at 7.30 pm.

Society

be

backing Earths Kitt al the
Room

Persian

in

New

York's Plaza Hotel
blues singer B. B. King
.

starts a 27 -concert tour of

Japan onulyl0.
Phase

e

Humphrey Lyttelton series
at the Six Bells, Chelsea,
comes up on June 27 when
Humph will feature John
Surman, Ray Warleigh
and Tony Coe (saxes),

Chris Pyne (tmb),

Eddie

Harvey (pno), Dave Green
(bass) and Tony Taylor

Chil ton's

Committeeman John Jack

(des).

got a few leads on prem-

Swing Kings play the Bells
this Saturday (22).

told the MM: "We have

ises for the Centre and we

may be able to announce
something definite at the

meeting.
ested

Anyone
in setting

inter-

up

a

permanent centre will be
welcome at the meeting."
Rebel

a
Records,
label, has ac-

Canadian
quired
40

previously

unissued tracks from the
estate of blues singer
Mississippi John
Hurt.

They will be put
three LPs.

on

to

two more albums for
Denis Preston's Record
Supervision. The first, a
Latin American suite, will
be recorded in July. The
second, to be recorded In
August, is a Tribute to
Duke Ellington and will
feature Don Rendell, tan

Carr and Joe Harriott as
soloists. The Tracey Big
Band guests in BBC Jazz
Club on June 26.
Delegates of the Euro-

pean Jazz Federation met
in Yugoslavia last
week
and formed sub
committees to look into
matters as finance, such
and TV, co-ordinationradio
of
jazz
festivals, a
jazz
library, and education.
They will report back
a meeting in Warsaw at
in
October.

The
beck

new Dave BruQuartet, featuring
Gerry Mulligan
has
broken
up
after a highly temporarily
visit to Mexico. successful
But Brubeck reports
that
demand for bookings the
is

tremendous and
he may
accept more concert
dates.
Baritone
sa xist
Ronnie Ross
finished a new has just
LP for Fontana which will
be released in
October. One
side features
with Les Condona sextet,
Elefson (Mr), Bill (tpt), Art
(pno, vibes), Spike Le Sage
Heatle
Tahned

ot

yf ea tCu*ar
a quintet with hTeorn
Sage, Heatiey Elefson, Le

erYse

and Ronnie
Stephenson
(des).
Th e
Ross Quintet
plays the
Bulls Head Barnes
the Robinson Crust*, (22),
near
Reading (25) and London's
Phoenix Club (26).

Veteran drummer
Cozy
Cole

The Alex Welsh

Band

their last Wood
Green Jazz Club gig, prior
to their Newport Festival
play

appearance,

on

June 23.

Also booked for that night
are pianist Lennie Felix,
altoist Joe Harrlott and
the Brian Ling Quartet.
Trumpeter Howard
McGhee has been guesting

with Wynton Kelly's Trio
at the Dom in Greenwich

Village
.
Vibist Bobby
Hutcherson's Quintet,
featuring
Harold
Land
(tor), have opened their
first New York season at
.

Stan Tracey is to do

((dbrass)s.)

John

Is

currently

The

Johnny

Parker

band plays the Hampton
Court Hotel for the first

time on Saturday (22) and
visits the Midlands to play
Derby Jazz Club on June
25 .
.
bassist Ron Rae,
who recently left the Alex
.

Welsh

Band, has joined
the Alex Shaw Trio at the
Harlequin Room of the
MEdoiunnbturghRoyal
Hotel in

Pianist Willie "The
Lion"

Smith last week
gave a concert at Rutgers
University Institute Of
Jazz Studies, described
as
the largest collection of
records, books and other
ez

materials In

the world.

Reading's

Sunshine
celebrates Its

Jazz

Club
fourth
anniversary
on
June 24 with a visit from
the Chris Barber
Jazz
Band
.
.
Feltham's Sunshine Jazz Club,
which
opened in January, already
has over a thousand
mem.

bers,

New
Gate
seven

York's Village

has gone

days

over to a
week

big
name jazz policy for the
summer.
a

Bookings

In-

OGscamervie,Petemrsikons,

Davis, Jimmy
Carmen McRae Smith,
and Gary

hasmoved
Pllinist

Les

over from
Pacific Jazz tosMcCan
Atlantic
records. He Is
to record a
live album at New
York's
Village
Gate
Kenton plans to recordStan
instrumental version an
of
Finian's Rain
Capitol.
.

.

bow tor

MT I ODY mAKT R. June
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ONOVAN:
It's strange
I'm still in the

'i DO NT "T feel

oldte

see

newwh

groups," said 22 -year -old
Donovan.

just

"1

feel

strange that I am still in

the business."
We were sitting in his
dressing room at Top Of
The Pops and I had asked
how he managed to keep

so relaxed through the

long, and seemingly in-

"As far

evitable, periods of hanging about in TV studios.
" I don't feel

all

at

business

in

showbusiness," he went on.

"There was a time when I
used to get very flustered.
It's that career instinct
thing

feeling that
you have got to make it.

Now it's all happened for
me. I was lucky and got all
the publicity in the beginning so

don't need to go
looking for it all the time.
And I don't have to let
things worry me."
I

-

We stubbed our cigarettes
out in the sink
the BBC
is

a bit short on ashtrays.

Which, I wondered, was the
mos important side of his
muscat life
songwriter
or performer?

-

" 'd be happy just

composing," he admitted. " But

art form, but it got covered
over by ' pop.'

the concert hug has really
got me. It happened first at
Carnegie Hall in New York.
And then again with my
first big one here, at the
Albert Hall. I really enjoy

- the

"I
very

the scene is
impressive now. I
mean the Scaffold could
never have happened in the

1950s. They couldn't have
existed then, with a poet
as well as a perfectly good

concerts."
American artists frequent-

ly express surprise at how
seriously popular music is
regarded in Britain. I asked
Don for his comments.
" I would say it varies in
the different areas of the
States," he said. "The West
Coast? West Coast music
isn't really serious anyway,
is

songwriter

in

Mike

McGear."

Donovan is glad to see
the lines between pop, jazz
and folk becoming more

it? You know, popular

music has always been

think

an

and more fuzzy. He, himself, has been given some
of the credit for his use of
jazzmen to back him on
concerts.

was concerned, it happened the first
time I met John Cameron
and asked him to do some
arrangements for me," he
explained. But like all ideas
and changes, it was something that simply happened
rather than being a deliberate thing. When you look
at it later it may seem that
it was some sort of thoughtout

as

I

it

but

advancement,

teally just happened naturally. The musicians John
was using were the best and

could see no reason to
change them.
Nash
" Then
Graham
I

started using some of the

of
course, Georgie Fame, has
been
mixing with jazz
musicians for years,
same

musicians.

And,

"The one thing I've had

trouble about lately is
wanting to use a young

drummer. I know that most
jazz, or session, drummers
:ould play what I want, but
I
do believe there is such
thing as a young feel.

'THE MELODY MAKER IN CONJUNCTION MTH RIK& JOHN GUNNELL

S THE
PRESENT

We've had big arguments

about it.
" And don't forget we use
classical musicians as well.
It's worth seeing in the
dressing

230-530pm

bottles of beer. The classical

THE DUKE OF BEDFCRD

Statesman, the Listener and

"I've gone full circle

PENTANGLE

" Meeting jazzmen

EMILY

JIMI HEERI NDRIX

EXPENCE
GENO WASHINGIONFWJAhl

TYRANNOSAURUS REX THE FAMILY
NEW FORMULA LITTLE WOMEN

"Now, the greatest sensation is to be singing alone
with just guitar again

-

BAM
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TiM

ROSE
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Comc to that, all groups
arc revolting. Revolting
against
old-fashioned unoriginal sounds;
revolting against humping
heavy
instruments around. And leading
the revolt
are Farfisa Electronic Organs.
Organs that
give groups the extra playing
-edge and
sharpness they need to make
a really
diqinctive sound; organs that
can be moved
easily from discotheque to dance hall
and are
sturdy enough to suffer no ill-effects from
non-stop travel; organs that are so reasonably
priced that every pop group
can afford
them. Join the revolt and
get on the move
to the sound of a Farfisa
Electronic Organ.

"I'm not really sure how
we will do

it yet," he explained, " We may split
them up into three categories or we may mix up

envlope.
12s6d

15s

SAT JULYE, 230- SAT JULY6 7-12zen wpr..IULY7 230- SUNJULY 7

7-1132pm

30pm

SEASON TICKET

't help it if he's

SPLIT

Please send me ticlets as marked.
I enclose PO/Cheque to the value of:
S
d. INSERT No REQUIRED IN BOXES BELOW
£
I also enclose a stamped self-addressed

If 2

like on one half of my
double LP. In many ways
I'm back where I started."
The talk turned to his
composing, and Don said he
was always knocked out
when somebody else did
one of his songs.
"I thought Julie Driscoll's
version of ' Season Of The
Witch '
was
wonderful,
much better than mine.
Then, of course, Joan Baez
did some of my songs."
There have been reports
that Donovan was planning
a series of three LPs - one
jazz -influenced, one pop and
one folk,

90 Nov &Ma vrt HYD6000.tralWardm

JULY
lOs

-

and
pop writers," he laughed,
" and
listening
to
the
Beatles and the Stones, I
got influenced. So influenced
at times it hung me up.

AFnERNMONCVANm
FLEE-I-m o p Ac

JOHN

as

my ears have bent to all
sorts of music," he said.

ALEXIS KORNER SHIRLEY& DOLLY COLLINS

7th
7-1100pn

Don't shoot the Organist...

BENT

106

12s6d
131tC51 773115PmilY

musicians with their New

intellectual dirty jokes.

ROf HARPER AL STEWART

Li

musicians with their swearing and dirty jokes and

EY COUR I ESY OF
HIS GRACE

FESTIV
SAT
th JULY

rooms. The jazz

Send to:RIKGUNNELL AG.
56 OLD COMPTON $T.
LONDON. W L

the things on different LPs.
Anyway they are going to
release here soon
a live
album I recorded
at a con-

cert in Los Angeles.

" And Pye feel that
it's
time for a ' Greatest Hits'
LP," a suggestion
he obviously found hilarious.
I asked how Donovan had
got the under -water effect
at the beginning of his current single, " Hurdy Gurdy
Man."

he

famous Farfisa Compac
range: Compact Du
Compact de luxe, Compact,
Compact Minor

" It was done perfectly
naturally,

it's just my
voice," said Don " People
thought it was done
electronically, but it wasn't.
It
comes from singing
jazz
songs that I found I could
sing like that,"

rill

tr

Farfisa Electronic Organs,
Distributed by Rank Audio VINUali
Limited,
Woodgrr Road, Shepherd,
Bush, London, sX.

aa

Pare s-Mt tom Medals
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AN Interesting track on
Roiling
the
next
Stones' album is called
The
For
" Sympathy
Devil." Producer Jimmy

Miller played it to me on
tape machine in Dave
Mason's
while
Jaguar

a

bombing down the M4 at
a rate of knots on a return
trip from Traffic's cottage.
The song features Mick
singing on top form, with
conga accompaniment, that
Aradualla builds to a climax.
with the other

Stones chanting, and Nicky

Hopkins' funky piano joining in
Says Jbnmy: "Mick and

Keith have written

some
great songs for the al.
bum " Miller, who has pro-

duced all Traffic's hits was
especially asked by Jagger

to work with the Stones.
Wentzell
met Pete Townshend and
three Russians on a train
MM's

Barrie

to Traffic's Berkshire cottage Ended up swopping
gifts

-

Sunday
Times
supplement for examples

of Russian handicraft.

Pete Townshend not too

worried about "Dog" and
is planning a new one

.

Al Kooper quit rave US

group Blood, Sweat And
Tears.

a
predict

can
'Nobody
Rowles
John
hit' says

DIGGING THE
STONES ON THE M4
Marty
Feldman who was wrongly
stated to be brother of
jazzman Victor Feldman in
last week's Blind Date

headed man?
'Eno,
'ells, 'ello!" Sorry about
that

session. Marty is not re-

raves

lated to Victor in any way.

to quit EMI to join Chris

Apologies

to

.

to

The RAVER'S

have been so kind to us."

weekly tonic

big business stops"
Czech beer grim, but
women carry all before
them. Scotch £15 a bottle!
drummer
Tony Cahill left all his
clothes in Bratislava hotel.
.

.

Easybeats

.

.

centrate on management.
Babs Gonzales in Town
promoting his new book..
Jonathan King has bought
a £20,000 house next door

to

the Alexis runs out, the

.

- It it's not quite good
then it goes on an album. And yet I could be quite
wrong about it all. I may be putting tracks on ms

.

daughter Michelle, have
been " overwhelmed " by

asked for cryptic message
to be passed on: "When

getting fan
Syd Gillingham

Hutchins .. Chris Peers
quit Island Records to con-

two weeks ago, and her

Davy Jones met Tony
Wilson at London Airport
on way to the States and

good, strong ballad you wit

are capable of singing a
never starve in this business."
aterial? "I always
How does John select his
look at the selling point of a song I do distinguish
tracks
between singles and album
enough for a single release

Taste

the

trumpeter Bobby, who died

thank all the bandleaders and musicians who

.

.

New Wave Irish group

Mrs Tina Pratt, wife of

the kindness and help offered them by many musicians and friends. Says
Mrs Pratt: " I would like

stick to ballads for my singles?" Joh.
question. "I'm net
" WILL
Rowles considered the be
a wild, up -tempo
could
well
My
next
one
sure.
thing - as long as yen
song. But I'll tell you one
I

London

play in the window of Pay ton's instruments shop, Islington High Street, on
June 29.

Mail

borrowed

Alan Walsh's diet sheeta gift from Louis Armstrong

.

More

Says Mick

Mulligan: "What did the
policeman say to the three.

recently

CAUGHT

near

Marble Arch. Soundproofing to cost another £5,000.
Italian film star Mar cello Mastrolannl flew into

Shop window for jazz?
Johnny Parker band will

Daily

Kenneth

ROWLES: ' up -temp

dig
Solomon
to

Julie Driscoll ...
Burke, Arthur Conley, Don
Covey, Ben E. King and
Joe Tex cut a single together called "Soul Meet-

ing" on Atlantic.

Didn't the Nice think of

album which could have been great singles. Noboci
can predict a hit. John's
and
manager
shadow. Nat Kipner believes
that at least six of the
IN THE ACT
tracks on John's album, due

DANKWORTH'S BIG
BAND -ONE OF BEST
IN THE WORLD

a round sleeve LP before
. .
the Small Faces?
Nice's " America " is a
seven minute sensation.
.

John Peel-please help.

out next month, would have
been smash -hit singles.
" And he has one song on
there he wrote, called 'Two',
which is just about the sexiest
thing
you've
ever

yao

a.i

dt;wat.e:

tab

ata

don't get many chances of hear n

his

big

handi

the 055,0 is

album has John
hacked by a 40 -piece orchestra and both John and Nat
were loudly singing the
praises of Mike Leander
The

#.

THIS WEEK is the second hal.
of John Darikworth's fortnight
at Ronnie Scott's Club and there
are two good rewons for catchboning

heard," enthused Nat. "If
he does it on stage it will
kill them."

these

when

it is quite obviously
still one of the best in rho world.
alMear,

`With pen in hand'

Basle-the good thiisg about the
Orchestra is that it
Dank
oche obi invite comparison with
other big bands, because Dank qualities of his ow His experiments In instrumentation (crossamong

the

sections,

neatness and
writing, his in.

the

tidiness of his

terest in composing as opposed
to arranging. haw an combined
to produce a full but delicate

sound and a learned but eer.

the context of
today's sound and fury he may
my
seem a little recious, an
antic style.

In

reinforced by some
twee mannerisms, but that is
the context's fault, not Dankthe British jaw scene
worth
is much poorer when he is away
from it.
pression

A third reason for going along
is Cleo Lune, who usually joins
the Orchestra midway through
a set (which may be as long as
ninety minulcs).
You should
knout by new whether you like
s
or nal. if you do.

A smash ballad penned by

then you can hear her in tap
then
farm at the moment; if you
don't, you stilt won't be bored
for

instance.
LAURENCE

Bobby Goldsboro

JOHNNY: qualities

the added spice of an extra percussionist).

-

THOMAS

spot7
andy
Decked by a five piece group,
which lacked bite at times
swung easily the
a d'
numbers with.

"he
Only Had Time," the highor packed house.
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time on our hands we really
started turning out the
songs."
John is obviously a man
to back his own judgment
" When I played demos
of ' If I Only Had Time'
people said ' I don't think it

will ever make it,'" he re-

calls. " Then the damn thing
took oft and the same people
came up to me and said: ' I
always knew it was a big
hit.' The only thing to do is
back your own judgment If
I'm wrong then I'm t°
blame."
Just who his fans are, is
another
which
subject
puzzles him

h
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conducting).
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'''''

have my own theatre show
and see what type of audience turns up," he told me

" I hope it would be a mixed
grout, of teenagers sod
adults I like to think I

cater for both."
Now that he is an estab-

lished hit -maker and is
making regular personal appearances I wondered if
John was thinking of having

a regular hacking group
" It's something I think

TOM JONES

the applause of the tough first'
night audience of landladies,
press and Yllss still ringing
his San. he was able to smiire
once again.
And rightly so ---for his
was unquestioned. His

chess

Sell my soul to the Devi

a

theira

HUSIERDINCK
having a few
before last Fri-

so much

" In the future I'd like to
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02225
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Paned
w.Hatchett's

EHGELEIERT
admitted to

tant songwriting learn.
asked who did what in the

got here we had

worth has got ton.he top with
breeding

and did the arrangements.
There have been predictions in the business that
the LP will also establish
John and Nat as an impor-

" I do the music and Nat
does the lyrics," said John
" I started writing about
four months before I came
to England. Then, when we

splendour of the
Mike Westbrook Concert Band
or the automatic swing of Count

JOHNNY DARRELL

record

team.

not mean that it

This does
purveys the

who produced the

'AAA

seriously about," he agreed
" I'd like to always know
I'm safe by having a regUIE,
four -piece with me Now. I
have that worry about who,

the band will be like

having

and

with
them fur two or three hours

to

rehearse

before every new show goes
on

Of

prefer
an orchestra

course,

I

working with
But I'd like to have a tour
piece-organ, drums, Pe"
and bass perhaps-and then
I could augment with maw
and violins when the sirca

sion demanded it" DAWBARN

'
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DON

PARTRIDGE considers his journey-

FROM THE GUTTER

TO BLACKPOOL'S
CENTRAL PIER
" I DON'T hate show business," said Don Partridge.
"But it's a line I'll use until I find a better one."
" Hating the business is a pose. I like insulting
people. It's one of my few pleasures. After all, there's
not much left for me in sex. I've worn myself out
there. There's only verbal war left."

Outspoken words (slightly tongue-in-cheek) from the

man who climbed from the streets to the TV studios with
" Rosie " and is currently in the top ten with his catchy

follow-up "Blue Eyes."
Partridge is a complex, cheerful, self deprecating, but
pungently honest man, who is aware that he's on a good
thing at the moment. He knows it can't last and he says
(and you feel he means it) that he'll pack it all in when
he gets tired of it. "That's when I've made enough money,"
he jokes.

may not always play before an audience, but I'll
always be involved in music for my own enjoyment. I'm
enjoying myself at the moment, but I know that it'll fizzle
out one of these days. I like the fact that you can get
high money for what you do and I'll stay with it until
I get bored with the whole thing."
Don believes he can keep in the pop scene as long
as he wants to by changing all the time. "Even when
I was on the streets, I used to change all the time
because I used to get fed up.
"At the moment, my whole life revolves round what
I'm doing but it won't always be that way. There are
other things I want to do that are more important than
satisfying the ego by appearing on television and before
"

I

an audience

" What sort of things? Well, there's a book to write for a
start. I've finished one and it's no good. But I've developed
a style of writing now and I don't find it hard to write.
I also want to do some books of poetry.
"I'll be sponsoring them myself and selling them myself,
without retailers. I enjoy the challenge of talking to people
and persuading them to buy a book.

"There'll

always

be

a

sale

among

the

pseudo.

intellectuals, anyway, because they'll think they have to
have them as part of their props."

Two hit singles have elevated Don literally from the

gutter to a lucrative summer season at Blackpool's Central
Pier. But there have been other offers, too.

by ALAN WALSH
He's writing the theme song for a TV series called
" We Have Ways Of Making You Laugh " and has an
offer to write and sing a title song for a new British film
starring Tom Courtney and Austrian actress Romy
Schneider. The film is called " Otley " and is currently

being finished by Columbia.
In addition, Don is already thinking on to a new single.
" I have a song called 'Colour My World' which Pm going
to record and which could be the new single. But what
my manager Don Paul normally does is arrange for me

to record a few songs and we pick the best."
That's what happened with "Blue Eyes." "I wasn't
going to do the one man band hit for the second single,
but ' Blue Eyes' was the best song and it sounded good,
so that's how it was done."

transition from the streets to the theatre has
pointed out the limitations of Don's self -supported rhythm
section. " It was difficult on stage to switch to just
guitar and I was also completely reliant on whatever
P.A. system was available. So I'm building a new electronic
one-man band.
A friend of mine and myself are working on it now and
The

"

it should be ready in about a week." It consists of a bass
built from the bottom of an organ at which Don will
sit and operate the bass pedals with his left foot.
There'll also be a drum with a hi -hat arrangement fitted
to it and which he'll operate with the other foot, leaving
his hands free for guitar.
"It means that when I'm on stage, all I'll have to do is
gel up and walk to another mike to do a song just
with guitar." The electronic -amplified one man band will
probably be in operation during the summer season.
Don, as he says, will be involved in music forever.

Whether that music will be heard by a mass audience

he doesn't know yet, but he's already a fiercely independent
person, made even more so by the money he's earned since

his first hit.
"It means that I won't be guided in what I do by the
money angle, because nothing good happens if you think
like that."

/
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Jazzscene
Wettling: writer,
photographer,
painter, drummer
BECAUSE OLD HABITS die hard, and
because Chicago played so vital a part
in the early development of the music,
jazz

collectors

still

think

of

MAX JONES

George

Welding, who died last week, as one of
tho Chicagoans.
He was. of course, a long-term member
at the club. He moved from Topeka. Kansas
to Chicago in 1921, when he'd have been
13 or
14. and spent his formative years
on the South Side.
It was there Wettling studied drums,
though he'd learned to play in Topeka, and
there that he got a feeling for jazz and
began playing in high school with like-minded
young nien He lived and worked mostly
in the Windy City until '36, when he moved
finally to New York.
During those years, George appeared on
certain records which are said to define

Chicago Style. The most " historic," I suppose, are the Jungle Kings "Friars Point
Shuffle" and "Darktown Strutters," probably his first recordings.
Then there were the Elmer Schoehel Friars
Society Orchestra sides of '29 followed by
Blues " and " Barrelhouse Stomp
"
by Wingy Mainns Cellar Boys on Vocalion.
But in the ma he seems to have played in
commercial hands at that time

His asaociation with the Chicago school
largely relies on the fact that he was one
of the gang of young musicians who hung
around the Lincoln Gardens to marvel at
King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band, and fre-

quented the Friars Inn to hear Leon Rappolo,

less Black and the rest of the New Orleans

Rhythm Kings
First, last and always, George admired
Baby Dodds He talked about him to anyone

who'd listen while the Oliver band was at
still talked about
large in Chicago,
Baby when I met him in 1957. "Baby was
the greatest thing I ever heard," he said.
There might have been others as great
but I never heard 'em."
'

As you listen to Wettling on records and he left plenty behind - you can hear the
influence of Baby Dodds. People who knew
them both tell me you could see it, too.
But he absorbed the playing of others as
well, in person and on records, and drummers
he praised to me included Zutty Singleton,
Chick Webb, Tubby Hall, Benny Washington,
Dave Tough, George Stafford and, always,

JOY MARSHALL
STATON,
DAKOTA
LAMBE,
JEANNIE
JONES.
SALENA
BERYL
BRYDEN,
TOP LEFT TO RIGHT
WINSTONE, BOBBY BREEN, OTTILIE
NORMA
CLEO LAINE BOTTOM LEFT TO RIGHT. MARIAN MONTGOMERY,
PATTERSON, GEORGE MELLY. ANNIE ROSS. GEORGIE FAME

Gene Krupa.
in

"I'll

tell you who did the most for drums

my era - Gene Krupa," he told me.

JAZZ
BRITAIN'S

"There used to be a heap of prejudice
against the drums .
still is some today.
Gene helped to overcome that in the early
days, and played a lot of percussion into the
.

.

bargain."

Once Wettling got to New York and had
the chance to look around 52nd Street and

-

visited New York with Jack
Hylton's U.S. Orchestra in '35, and this was
really his break into the music big-time

ARTISTICALLY REWARDING it May

with Hylton until the expiry of Jack's U.S.

never be described as lucrative.
The world of the jazz vocalist in our
fair country is a hybrid one. There Li

listen

he

-

be, but singing jaaz in Britain could

he was no longer .tisfied with Chicago.
After broadcasting and going on the road

work permit, George worked in Chicago with
Morey Stein's band at the Chez Parer.
There he received a wire from Wingy
tor. Wettling
Marione to join him in Pittsburgh.

jazz medium
and our singers, whether home -nurtured.
or American imports who find the climate here more liberal than the States.
have one fact of life in common: they'll
never get rich singing jazz.
The venues offering pure jaza work are
few and heavily -sought-after. The jazz
purist would soon starve. Most of the
singers who operate from London must

things and went
Pittsburgh.
then with Wingy's group to New York.
packed

his

He put down roots in New York, and since
'36 stayed there except for infrequent journeys
to Chicago and elsewhere-including his oneBritain with Eddie Condon in January February, '57.
Febto
Of the Condon visit, or visitation. I naturOf the airport
have vivid memories.
arrival with a band to greet Eddie and mob,
and Wettling practically dancing forward in
cap and English tweeds to meet his British
admirers; of some extraordinary parties and
train journeys, and several oddly impromptu
concert
performances;
friendliness.

and

of

George's

To do him justice, he liked a drink too. I
travelled up to Glasgow with him, sharing
a sleeper on the night train, and remember

retiring to bed fully dressed in his
newly acquired tweeds (his only disappointment with London shops was that they
didn't sell Harris Tweed underclothes). I
don't remember either of us feeling any pain.
George went off to sleep easily, but the
him

sound of a cork used to revive him.

At one Scottish party, where Condon mixed
his drinks in a pint jug which he emptied
more than once, Wettling was assisted out by
colleagues shortly before his leader had to
leave.

By about 5 am the last Condonite had gone
Indeed

had

all

the

Lyttelton band except Humph.
He and I were the only survivors able
to speak. Surveying the littered floor, Humph
rose to his feet and said: "Well, Jones,

think we've struck a blow for England

British friends weren't much of an example,
really. Bob Dawbarn and I were among wellwishers who attended the Condon press reception. Afterwards the celebrations continued
back at the hotel, and Dawbarn reminded me
this week that he woke up the following
morning underneath the bed in Wafflings
room. George was in it. ("When I realised
where I was," says Bob, "I made my excuses

and left").
In between festivities we heard plenty of
fine, flexible drumming. Condon used to say:

"Give me a good pianist and George
Wettling and I'll give you a good band anytime." A lot of Eddie's records confirm this
Now George can't answer the call again.
But he made a great many recordings, in
eluding quite a few under his own name.
Four tracks on the old Brunswick Chicago
Jazz album (1940 vintage) are worth looking
-

WETTLING

REMEMBER!!!
CLASSIFIED

disappointed
because he

couldn't get
tweed
an der c lo the

on his
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London

top.

for, as are the " George Wafflings Jazz Band"
Columbia LP with Wild Bill and a beautifully
recorded "Hi Fidelity Rhythms " on Weathers.
Condon LP's too numerous to detail featured
GW at the traps. " Treasury Of Jazz." " Jam
Sessions

Al Commodore;' "Jazz Concert,"

" Dixieland," " Roaring Twenties," "Condon
A Co Carte" and the excellent "Jam Session
Coast To Coast " are recommended if you
can find them And some of George's dynamic
drumming sparks the music on Ace of Hearts'
available ' We Called It Music " album
Bud Freeman, Bobby Hackett, Muggsy, Pant
Mares, Joe Marsala, George Hartman, Bunn}
Berle.. Artie Shaw, Sharkey Bona., Wild
Bill, George Brunie, Dm Evans, Yank Lawson,
Max Kaminsky, Red Norm, hie
Ralph Sutton, Dirk gory. Paul Whiteman. Jack
Tragardeb and Bob Crosby are others in the
d
graf phy. lit
sure
a place
in ethe

Hall

o

Fame drumis sectionof

combine cabaret
pop music in their
they are to placate their

A list of British jazz singers cannot

terrific discernment, and contempt when a
drummer wasn't carrying the beat.
He dug musique concrete, and a lot of
modern painting and poetry. He was an allround percussionist who'd been a staffman
at the American Broadcasting Company for
nine years. And in addition to his drum
artistry he possessed very fair ability as a
painter, photographer and writer.

so

to

and

repertoire if
bank managers.

When he
knew and liked old records.
listened to some at my home he displayed

and

prepared

be

Wettling was that rarity, a musician who

down or out,

clearly defined vocal

no

ever be comprehensive. But the main
singers working in and from Britain include Cleo LaMe, Annie Ross. Beryl Bryden, Bobby Breen, George Melly, Norma
Winstane, Ottilie Patterson, Jeannie
Lambe, Elkie Brooks, Fiona Duncan, Jo
Georgie

Stahl,

Fame,

Joy

Marshall,

Marian Montgomery, Sale. Jones and

Dakota Statue.
In addition, we have regular visits

from artists like Mark Murphy and Blossom Dearte.

They can work in the jazz field, either
as soloists at clubs like Ronnie Scott's,
or with bands, as in the case of Ottilie
Patterson who works with husband Chris
Barber's hand. But most have to do other
work, too-radio, cabaret dates, TV work,
etc.

American singer JOY MARSHALL, for
example, came here in 1962. Previous to

this, she had worked with bands as a
semi-professional. She liked Britain and
stayed and has since built a good re17.-

teflon as a jazz singer She worked for
a year with Johnny Dankworth and has
appeared at most leading jazz venues,

but she also does cabaret work.
This combined with regular radio work
and TV shows like Dee Time, keep her
busy. She has also signed a contract recently to record for Major Minor Records

(she was previously with Dec.) and

is

currently appearing in clubs and cabaret
spoGiEsOiRsGIGE"PnYA'ME,

born Clive Powell,

in Leigh, Lancashire, of course, has made
his name in the pop field, but repeatedly
proves

his jazz leanings-his season at

London's Mayfair Theatre last Christmas
was almost pure jazz.
And, of course, hr has just toured with
the Count Basic Orchestra. His working
arrangement

with

jazzmen

like

Harry
South (who does the arrangements for
his big band work) and his re-creation
of past jitZe vocal achievements (like
Hendricks -Lambert -Ross metamorphosed
as Hendricks -Fame -Ross) all

indicate his
love of the music, as well as an apparent
yearning to abandon lucrative pop etually for more artistically -rewarding
work

CE0 LAINE, of course, has created

reputation as one of our foremost
singers, both as a solo artist and via her
partnership with husband John Danka

She is best known
s."'rh.
her

jazz

singing

to the public for
but has never keen

afraid to venture away into acting and
stage work. For example, last year she

appeared in Trojan Women at the Hishinae r,assti:,1

independent status by vir-

tue of her marriage to a very successful
musician " I suppose I'm lucky," she
said "Being married to John I don't
have to work ''When she does, it's beu e she wants to. not because
she has

l'

ROSS

comedian

is Scottish and

is sist

Jimmy Logan She
hnwever, born in Mitcham, Surrey, was,r
cause her parents, who had an old betime
niusic hall act. happened
44

there it the Ume

to he on lour

SINGERS
ALAN WALSH

JAllSCENE SURVEY
She became a child actress in Hollywood (as Annabelle Logan) and then became a jazz singer, working as Annie
Ross, singing with top bands like Count
Basie prior to the formation of the Lambert-Hendricks-Ross vocal trio.
Annie ow lives i London. She dab bled in the club world when she opened

nn

niterie
which offered jazz in a nightclub setting.
Annie's

Room,

a

well -regarded

Annie used it as a platform for her singMg; in her own club, are could sing
what she wanted.
She agreed that it was difficult trying
to sing jazz in Britain. "I work as much
as I can, because I like to sing. I don't
consciously

'commercialise,'

because

everything I do is jazz influenced." But
Annie is another talent who turns regulac to the theatre to work.
SALENA JONES has made quite a
mark recently at London's Ronnie Scott's
club-but she's been a highly regarded
singer for a lot longer than that.

Selena is another American artist domi-

cited here and she says she doesn't esparlance particular difficulty getting work
-probably because she fits equally well

into most singing bags-jazz, standards,
cabaret work, even pop. She doesn't care
too much for distinctions between pop

anyway. "I'm interested in
any musical sphere which has to do with
expressing my true
and

jazz,

soul," she maintains.

DAKOTA STATON is another highly
regarded singer from the States
now living in London. She works
but also travels all over the in Britain,
where she works with varied Continent
tions, including the big bands combinaof Kenny
Clarke and Hurt Edelhagen.
She
Annie Ross and Torn Jones
as her -favour ites from the British
ing field. Dakota has been singing singfor 20
years. She started with local
bands in
her home sown Pittsburgh
and went on
to carve a reputation throughout
America
and Britain with records
and appearances.

BOBBY BREEN is another
singer who
finds it hard to exist hy
I
Breen, who used doin
to be featured
vocalist with Johnny
Dankworth, said:
"
really hard to make
jazz. There's only places a living out of
Head, Barnes and pubs like the Bull's
jazz work I'll give you anthat can offer
week I earned five pounds example. last
from jazz."
Bobby, too, does
cabaret work He has
an act, using his conga
sures him work in night drum, that en.
ret clubs. " But I don't spots and tithechange my songs
at all," he insisted
BERYL BRYDEN
"BrOnnhilde of Jazz"- once called the
Pap
Paper. direct referenceby a German newsbeen part to het girth and
the British Jazz
acene
f",
as
long
many people can
remember She madeUs Of
the jazz world back her first steps into
and a friend started in 1940 when she
the Norwich
club
Beryl, a washboard
-wielding, ebullient
bundle cat energy,
every band there has worked with almost
was or Is. both
and all over the continent
here
in the early days
Pita worked
of
her
carver at the
Vieux Colonthter
Its Pant, which
Sidney Bechet's
was
club.
Today she punctuates
her
'

appearing.

Britain with tours with Continental

in

bands like the Dutch Swing College
engagements
Europe.

at

nightspots

all

and

over

Another personality who made a huge
impact on jazz in the Fifties and Sixties
and still does gigs today, is GEORGE
MELLY, writer, critic and TV person ante
Melly's success was tied to the success
-

of the Mick Mulligan band which pro the showcase for his extrovert
performances.
Although an expert on the blues,
Melly's singing has been said to owe

Sided

more to vaudeville than

Notwithstanding this, his unique presentation
of a song (often from a supine yoaltiun
jazz..

on top of the piano) did a lot to bring

an appreciation of jazz to people weaned
on Johnnie Ray end Frankie Leine.
The partnership between Mulligan and
Melly lasted 12 years and ended as a
full-time affair in 1961 when Mulligan

reverted to semi -pro playing and

Melt}

concentrated on writing and compering
Scots -born JEANNIE LAMBE 0 rateried to terrorist Danny Moss. She .11

housewife as well as a singer and said
that she always found there was enough
work for her (her residency on the BBC
-

TV satire show At The Eleventh

Hoar

for example).

"But

don't know if this would be
the case If I was a full-time singer." she
said. At the moment, she is M semiretirement after the birth of her first
child, but she will soon be back on the
I

singing scene.
Another singing mum is MARIAN
MONTGOMERY, whose husband in plan'
ist/arranger Laurie Holloway.
Marian divides her lime between Ent

land, where she has worked most ton
clubs including Ronnie Scott's, the
States and Europe. Marian was Doe i.
Natchez, Mississippi, and after turning

professional worked Chicago clubs under
the name Pepi Runnels. Marian is a do,"native singer with a distinctive fau 6,2;
and sensitive phrasing. She is a regular

artist on television, on shows like OW
national Cabaret. Dee Time. etc

NORMA WINSTONE was really IN:
first British girl singer to 51. at Ronnio e
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to a song and is one of our younger
aspirants. She's been s ggle.... ,,:ow in
ad
public for more than three years won,.
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in the female
of the MM Jazz
Poll
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WILL CHARLIE WATTS
WAKE UP THE WORLD ?(
BY CHRIS WELCH
BEACH BOYS, Beatles and Donovan
chased round the world after the
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in search of
spiritual peace.
But Charlie Watts has built-in meditation
and finds all the peace he

needs owesn isolated Sussex farm.
Many pop stars have been through

traumatic scenes in the last few years,

bending like rds before the blasts
philosophy

and fashion.

stayed the same.

He likes

to

give

the

Charlie

of
has

impression of

being bored - and boring. But this is
a good line of defence for somebody who
is enthusiastic as ever about the Rolling

Stones,enjoys
working and has lots of
e
interest in art, writing, films and mu sic.oo

If he is reluctant to
wordily on his interests,

expound t
It is because

pretension Is an anathema to him.
Although the GPO are a strange crew
who plan shortly to destroy all London's
telephone directories, they are still capable of some technical feats.
They have arranged a cunning system
of poles which carry wges from London

to the Watt's farm enabling his speech
to heard as if he were in the next room.
Only a crossed line, frequent pips, and

a cow rubbing his head against a telegraph pole somewhere near East Grinstead, made Charlie sound as if he were
in the next room. but one, when he spoke

to the MM this week.
" What's been happening on the film?
I disarm, what', been happening on the
film?," said Charlie, in vague response to
vague queries about the Stones' film One
Pius One, by French director Jean -Luc
Godard.

" The thing is - have you ever seen

any of Codard's films?"
"No, are they very experimental?"
"No, I don't like that word experi-

mental. Well, his films aren't like basic

stories. They are much more intimate.

He can shoot a film entirely in one room.

He's just filming us at work - as he
'creating' When he's

calls it

at

work,

you just don't know you are being
filmed. I've heard people say it's like a
documentary, but he's creating an environment, for a film about creation and
destruction."
Do the Stones have speaking parts?

" What we say are speaking parts."
Was Charlie involved in the recent fire
at the studios?

" That was bloody frightening. The
lights got too hot, and when the fire
didn't think they could put it
started
1

out"

FUNNY

and the Stones?

" We haven't stopped working since

January. There hasn't been a week when

there hasn't been something to do. I'm
very pleased with the single and the
next LP has got fantastic things on it.

It will be very right for the times. It'll

be much more together than the last
ne.

"Satanic Majesties was a good step

right direction, but this will be
better. When we did ' Majesties' we
in the

didn't have a producer and nobody to
hold us together, which you need when
you've got five people putting different

suggestions out.
like working with our producer
Jimmy Miller. He kept us going through

"I

sessions. Mick and Keith kept
writing of course and Jimmy kept

join and

to

on
us

I

hope he stays - per-

sonally."

What of the future. Charles?
"I've got no idea what the Rolling
Stones are going to do next"
we always
"All we can do Is do what
do. Make another single. Make another
album. As for a tour. I don't know anything about that."
What is the present Mood of the
Stones in view of recent events?
" We went through a period of depression last year, people change every
day don't they? One day we can do a
track that sounds awful. Work all night
and

" Most of our gear was saved so we
at
can still work. It was funny. We
looking at the fire and we didn't think it
was happening until they started getting
extinguishers out "
How busy and involved are Charlie

the

playing.
t a great ear for picking
Jimmy'
things out,anted he'll tell us in a nke way
what is right and wrong. Mick asked him

It

sounds

AWFUL Then

nes/

day, It sound totally different Mick gets
depressed, then he feels all right again
There's no point in our saying: shall we
carryon?"
" We have to carry on because there
else we can do, and it's our
is no
way of getting enjoyment."
What is giving Charlie musical enjoyent at the moment?

"My lave rave at the moment, you

'The Sorcerer' by Miles
Davis. And I like listening to the quiet
stuff Buddy Rich plays - like his album
with Art Tatum.
"1 like Don Ellis, but he can go off
after a bit. But it's great. If you know
mean. There seems to be more
what
West Coast avant garde pop, like the
can

say,

is

1

Mothers. Maybe that

is

where jags is

going,"
Does Charlie have any ambitions to do

things outside of the Stones?
"1 do. But it's no good talking about
it

until I've done it."

And somehow, one is left with the
feeling that one day Charlie Watts will
shake the world!

a new voice -a familiar face

BARRY RYAN
his first solo record

`Goodbye'
MGM1423
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SATCHMO:

still the

get the

BRATISLAVA

lacket in hand, managed to do that.
Undoubtedly Satchmo touches the heart of
all who see him. His winks, gestures, head,haking, finger -pointing are cunningly devised

to rivet attention to his incredible face. And

he always achieves his object.
His programme on Monday was exactly the
same as he offered at last year's Antibes Jazz
Festival, with the addition of " Wonderful
World." The emphasis is heavily on singing
and clowning and lovers of the Louis trumpet
may be disappointed.

was perhaps a little tired after his long

trip. When he blows himself in, he often opens
up one night and astonishes even the members
of his group.
The tantalising thing is that you keep hear-

ing brief snatches of that glorious horn. On
the unpensionable "Indiana," backing Tyree
Glenn's lampoon of "That's My Desire," rid-

audience. Millie, with her strident voice, belted out " And
I Know," "That's How Strong My Love Is" and her old
hit "My Boy Lollipop." Prior to Millie, Hungarian singer,

ing along briefly on " Cabaret " and the opening "Sleepy Time Down South," his sense of
timing and his burnished
tone are undeniably still
performance is heavily rationed.

the one and a quarter hour
performance was pianist
Marty Napoleon's
solo
spot, "The Girl From
Ipanema." Napoleon puts
on a two-fisted tour de

force that rocked him off

his piano stool and set the
crowd yelling.
A fine
player.

Tyree

clowned

Glenn

his way through "Volare "
and showed he's still master of the wa-wa trom-

bone. Joe Nluranyi repeat-

ed his "Closer Walk With
Thee" which moved In

the lower register but
which
sounded
shrilly

sharp when he

Buddy

On Running."

P. J. Proby, replacing Gene Pitney, was, to be honest,
terrible. His voice seems to have deteriorated, a great pity

BATLEY VARIETY CLUB

JACK HUTTON

Troubles

For three minutes, he
did make it a wonderful

world. There was even a
pause in the consumption
of vast quantities of heavy

beer, gin and scampi and

chips.
By the time the
closing
"Saints" was
hand -clapped
through,

-

Louis could do no wrong

except leave the stage.
As one transported Batley

housewife said as she
demolished a large gin: "I

could just watch him sitting there having a cigar -

ette."
Salena
a

long

Jones
set before

sang

Louis,

was in top form and was

warmly received.
Excelby
lently accompanied
pianist Brian Lemon and
the resident Batley Variety

Club group led by trumpeter Dickie Hawdon, she
brought power, swing and
artistry to such numbers
as "I'm Yours," "Gloomy
Sunday,"
" Witchcraft"
and

"That

Old

Black

Magic."

SATCHMO

Brown in her

close -hugging sparkling dress perfunctorily performed her

"Bring on Louis" a gruff

talks to the

number and, when Pops
came forward from his
backstage seat where he
was having a drink and a

Melody Maker

woolworkers

the
wanted.

Pops

Yorkshire voice shouted as
Jewel announced her last

cigarette, the crowd broke

into smiles and applause
s
he beamed his way
through

World."

On the third night, the Easybeats did a great show.
They held the audience and after correcting the low amplification that took the edge off "Friday On My Mind," they
really got It together in no uncertain manner. From a rocking "Good Times" they went into " Hells, How Are You"
with Softie Pararnor conducting the excellent festival orch-

estra. "What In The World" and "She La La " with the
audience singing along.

Jean Claud Pascall, a sort of French Dean Martin -type
singer and Jugoslavian RadmIlla Karaklajic completed the
evening but their performances
re eclipsed by the showmanship and excitement created b the Easybeats.
Cliff Richard, indisposed by illness, was replaced by the
Shadows' who brought storms of cheers and applause from
the Czechs an the final evening with tunes such as " Niv
ram," -Apache" and " FBI" and three vocals, " It's All
Over," " Mrs Bell " and Lonnie Donegan's old skittle hit,
" Sweet Hank"S complete with Brian Bennett on Washboard andk and Bruce on acoustic guitars. Though the
Shadows sound may be dated by British pop standards, the
Czechs didn't seem to think so and shouted their approval

formers.

At The Savoy." And Jewel

a was

ing of "Maria," " Somewhere," " Hold Me" and "Cry Like

set which included "La La La" and Karel Gott and Eva
Pilarova, both from Czechoslovakia' and Czeslaw Nieman,
from Poland, all proved to be entertaining, talented per-

NEXT WEEK

Dreams" and "Stompin'

But

were obviously disappointed with Proby's unfortunate sing-

and clapped solos.
EuroviSiOn song contest winner Massiel s 'ng a good

In

three numbers.

because Proby can be a tremendous performer. The audience

A Baby."

Catlett

and drummer Danny Barcelona trotted out their
customary solos " Wrap
Your

LOUIS: entertainer

switched

upstairs.
Bassist

good looks with some equally
attractive singing which ended with her version of " Keep
Zsuza Koncz,

the

One of the highlights of

TONY WILSON

BRIAN AUGER, Julie Driscoll and the Trinity set young
Czech pop fans jumping on the opening night of the
Third International Pop Festival held in Bratislava, Czech°,
slovakia last week. Although the older people in the
didn't appear to like it, and in fact walked out before
the end, the young Czechs responded enthuSiastically to
Brian and Julie's firey brand of music.
There were cheers and applause during Brian's opening
nurnbers, "Red Beans And Rice" and a knock -out version
of the Beatles"' A Day In The Life" and the excitement
continued when Julie appeared on stage. Wearing a taped,
brown trouser outfit, she weaved and writhed like an avantgarde Geisha through "Take Me To The Water," " This
Wheel's On Fire" and "Save Me." The group returned fur
and the audience, just about to leave, rushed to
an enco
the frontre of the stage and Julie led the group Into "Any
Old Time."
Julie was presented with a bunch of red roses which
she received with "Oh, My Gawd " amid the Czech show
of approval, a unison hand clapping, slightly faster than
the derisive slow hand clap.
On the first night show, with Brian and Julie, were
Alan Jeffers, an American currently living in Britain, who
sang well on "Look Away," " Hallelujah, Love Her So" and
" Turn Back Time," pleasant Italian singer, Ornela Vanoni
and a Czech show band, Hronec, who were very good.
Honours the next night went to Millie Small whose
bouncy, happy-go-lucky style was highly appreciated by the

Milan or Accra. But in Batley, they get down
to brass tacks more quickly and they booed
the unfortunate compere who came out to
shush them up. Only Louis, reappearing with

But

" Wonderful

DON'T MISS IT

1614EVERTHELESSv Go BUY
DIS/RIIWIED IL e0CrPerri NICOIrOs ti a, ray

award
MONTREUX
JACK BUTLER

Exactly the same emotion -charged ovation
that Louis gets in Tokyo, San Bernardino,

there.

pi,

soloist

Czechs jumping

ROBERT BURNS' famous assertion
that people all over the world are
basically the same was proved again in
one sense on Monday in Batley, the
Yorkshire wool town. Sixteen hundred
ecstatic members of the 40,000 population gave Louis Armstrong a standing
ovation at the end of his opening performance at the Batley Variety Club.

He

tools
and Auge

great
entertainer

Surman
wins top

Apart from the international guests, a number of Czech
singers took part in a song contest that formed the second
hall of the festival. A song called " Cesta (Road);' sung by
the pretty Marta Kubisova, won the Bratislava Golden Lyre.
For the first time a group, the Olympics, took part and they
showed a great deal of promise with theft entry " Krasna
Neznarna."

The standard of songwriting is good but still very
much influenced by Western styles, and not always the best.
It would seem the Czechs need to evolve a style that
characteristic yet remaining in the accepted framework is
of
pop music. Not an easy thing to do but the talent and
interest is there and this could well happen. The Czech
pop industry is young but developing. Now that there
are
two state owned record companies, the long established
eopraphon and Panton, established six months,
there could
begin the type of competition that breeds style and
quality.
Overall, the Festival is a good chance for Eastern
and
Western European Interests to meet and for international
singing stars to appear together in front of
an Interested,
and in the case of the younger fans, a hIghly
aware and
responsive audience.

baritone saxist
John Surman from the
Band won
Mi ke We stbrookaward
at the
the top soloist
2nd International Jazz Festival in Montreux, Switzerland, June 12-16.
The award carries with it
a one-year free scholarship
to the Berklee School In
also won
eptRITISH

tBh°estreimSer"Tggpyg

best soloist on

a

wth'eg

GRIFFIN: visa°,

wind in-

strument.
The Westbrook band, com-

peting with

11

other Euro-

pean groups, were unlucky

not to win the Grand Prix
for the best jazz formation.

Their vigorous and imaginative music made a great impression
The

on

Grand

the

Prix

Casino

award

went to the Rlel-Mikkelborg
Quintet of Denmark, a hard
swinging

modern

Griffin

in great

group

with an outstanding solist in
trumpeter Palle Mikkelborg.
With its picturesque lakeide setting and it genuinely
festive atmosphere, the Mon-

style

Festival has
now established itself as one

treux

Jazz

UUBUANA

of the most successful and

erantagYaabalfe lianaaEuiraotpaere. aAta wide

catered Inc.
There was a second-hand
record market, an exhibition
of jazz protographs, afternoon jam sessions, projection of jazz films and drum
and saxophone clinics.
The drum clinic was presented by Kenny Clarke, Art
Taylor and Stuff Combe and
the saxophone clinic by
French
tenor's(
Michel
Rogues, whose trio scored
a triumph on the final night.
Main attractions of this
year's festival were Nina
Simone, the Bill Evans Trio
featuring es -Charles Lloyd
drummer Jack de Jonette,
Julie Driscoll with the Brian
Auger Trinity and the trio
of Eidee Young and Red
Holt, both former members
of the Ramsey Lewis Trio.
Brian Auger gave his
familiar demonstration of
trying to hammer the organ
through the stage floor
and
got a triumphant reception,
although he produced
his
best
jazz
playing
hours, when he at inafter
on
piano with Elder Young,
Red
Fluaoilitayand trumpeter
Benny

Julie Driscoll, a firm favourite in Montreux,
not at her best also though
got a

storming reception and
served, "1 thought this obwas
supposed to he
a
jazz
festival."
As for Bill Evans and Nina
Simone - they provided
the
peaks of masterful
musicianship. I have rarely
Bill Evans in more heard
lyric I
and inspired form, andb
bass.
ist Eddie Gomez' is
too much. As a bass player
from one of the competing
groups muttered, "he
ou g ht
of to be allowed."
Nina Simone, a supreme
soul artist, just
tore the
place up on the
final night
providing a fitting
climax
to a strikingly successful
Jazz festival.

DON ALDRIDGE

THE

etls

1.174

YugoslavFestival-and

to be held In Ljubljana-PM
most

the

successful

tilt

to

as far as attendants was ...versed

and
certainly
It
brought the biggest
for organisers head.
aches
Mazur and Alex stale. Withei
the Paris strike it seemed,
one time. to be a case si
wait and see who turns

HONOURS
However, the final lull wa.
quite substantial, with Pao
Woods
undoubtedly Wms
the honours on the hest eillg

also f tttttt afileffdel
lim, the RTV reared ah
Rand and Austria's Oriel"are
h
Storyville Jar. Band,
heard Memphis perform mach
neither the
better,
while
Yugoslav big band nee the
I

Austrian group sheeted

TWO

real use
The second
ace`. night starred Me

Lee Rangy Trio, Benny Palle/
ale
Quartet, RTV Ljublfit.. ap
S and, Martial Sots' Tr.*, 5110
from Chechoslovakia the Linke
JO
Quintet
and
Singers

VARIED
The
American sentinel:
was very disappointing nn,,

Ron'.
O ut

welt

even

kit

betas,
he

ga,,,

lley
Benny
which disptaYed
lack of MOIR ..... '

the

,0

QS

was in excellent for:.
sup Quintet V.v. s:14.,
Performan
The

lastce

night

Itited:.:

...

nr,.:,hoe.t"g"Cuj
Y

who
save
balanced blues

Pe-

a

Sm."
end

.. a off

The festival was
In truly ..... state 4pay
excellent
Jenn.a_,
id.'
by
Art
TaYme
backed
JimmJ
Mal Waldron (pne)

Wank (bass)
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New single-why Esther

FINDER

and Abi gave in

LULU

pSTHER

OFARIM
sat
with
Cinderella -like simplicity be-

fore the transformation scene in

the utilitarian surroundings of the

BBC -TV Lime Grove Canteen.
With Dresden -doll delicacy, she
plucked at a bun or sipped a cup of

hoed by

the beginning of the century.

hung on

hit lath We law Brodstre
- Slaw

ea ea Deco

standard

Wad lacked

a
a

single diamond which
slim chain around her

shapely neck. But what a diamond!
It was a present from Abi to
Esther on her birthday- that very day
Thursday, June 13. Esther gaily
laughed off any suggestion that she

might be superstitious. - Why should
I

her she

asked.

"Life

has

been

bs One Larvers.
Vera librie Laurie lin Lwow
Caves, 'anemone's, sow Mewed
wi
brarrember 4, Mb, We below ..gig.

good to meAnd she went on to expl
splay jest
why the duo had recorded as their

woks.

refused

-

new single "One More Dance"

the Glen -

the song they had at first steadfastly

in an debut eras r - Satashig
and snot tbea

single to the chart -topping "Cinder-

loarvien

213111111,

ans ailla Seem,

lifla Love"

so..

a Mg sw" To Sir

Bee lhota aim= still available include
Sanstibbag Ts Sheol About
sari ` LW. - asi Ace Of Clubs

Shan

aveiable ea a Deere
ansle awl her either rides IWO this
label Isere -1 fat Fleet Thu No
" Han Canoes The ?fight.-

- Satisfied" "Lane A Little Love,-

- To To Understand- - Tetl MET
Lbw 1 h,Ile " sad " What
4
Wonderful Teeing - anal Ala
Pomo
In Awe 11114 Lan left Deco for

leer Glimmbk sin]. are
`The bar Thad I Bea:. Let's PreEMU

med- Lave Laves To Low,"
The !owned Heart

has

edit

wig - Boy.- She
Calibial abate released

call Low Lows To Lave Laid -

If they JO,

then they don't really
"There's a lot of

buck. Esther was demurely garbed in
a plain black dress whose austere.
exquisitely -tailored simplicity was re -

sionsing the Ida
arab "Noy bad bar fast

songs are In that vein.

Her fella, Abi. sat opposite,
resplendently dressed like a Regency

offee.

Laid
arts*
Nap

by Laurie Henshaw

to

record

as

a

follow-up

ella Rockefella.'
There had been such a public demand for it," she said. "We just
had to take account of what the
public wanted.

.01

course,

there

is

always

problem in finding a follow-up single
to a record that has been such a
sncceSS. Its no good just taking a
track from an LP. So we decided to
try this before we do something more
serious.

Of course, it's a satirical song, and

it reflects our attitude to love songs.

a way, it's a parody of those old
songs they feature all the time on
American TV. You know, they show
those old films every night featuring
In

stars like Jeanette Macdonald.

"We

find

them

amusing,

and

slightly poignant- There was such an
innocent approach to love in those
dais. People seemed to believe that
lore was all to do with butterflies
and flowers.
I'm sorry for those
people who may think that our love

suffering

us.
in

love. It's not all just a matter of
saying ' I love you,' and smiling and
kissing hands as it seemed to be al

"It all seems a little bit corny these
days. But It was also charming. It

hardly belongs to these days, though.
"Of course, women still like to be
loved in a tender way.
But a man
has to say he loves a woman in a
believable way.
"There Is a man in America who
is a tremendous success singing these
old love songs. His name Is Tiny Tim,
and he's in the mid 'forties. There's a

touch of satire, too, in his approach,
but he has a very big following. It is
very possible he would be a
,
too. Trends usually follow
hat happens in America. And ice
versa of course."
Fsther and Abi-again in response
to public demand-are fitting another
British tour into their tight Itinerary_
It starts at Leeds on June 24.
Did Esther find this constant pres-

Wsuccessvere

sure for personal appearances, In addition to TV and their other continental work, at all exacting? yet.
But, despite their heavy schedule,

Esther end Abi found time to celebrate her birthday with a party the
night before last week's Top Of The
Pops appearance.

Manager Ady Semel was there, plus
a few select friends, including film
star Raquel Welch. " Abi gave me the
diamond at midnight," said Esther.

" And we danced until

five

in

morning. Then we came straight
to Top Of The Pops.

the
on

Abi: "They made her

an

You know what women

are

Added

enormous cake. It bad just one candle
on

it.

about their age."

ANAN PROMOTIONS. DAVID JACOBS AND PAUL ARISTIDOU

MANN
"PAANFRED
Date

Blind

ANIF191-19's

really don't want to hear

took place In

singles

sunshine on tan Pa UitlOlDld

ing Ath's ebitree studio,.
where the group ware re

tioarsIng kw a Dusty Spring
field thou, Wind occasion
ally bin, the arm red the

out the

MNEs piutable plow eau,
ing Manfred to remark "I
don't like the toycholeii,

Wichnet D'Abo. Klaus \nor -

in

man and musk publisher
Gerry Prod

tTnaek),
// 15h, it
new SAM and
lase single When you
est:14141h tell me %NMI it is

BLIND

Oh, of eoursie

s.ss

suppose

made

laugh.

me

" lovely buttocks."
It's not funny enough

tw a funny- record and not7
good enough to he a group

it' Really/
d like to say I dig
SVho is

Pete Townshend a lot, and
have always liked their

1

stuff

But this sounds a bit like

the

Small

says,

Nice

contrast between
the raving group sound and
the
brass
band,
which
makes the record. I can see
people digging this, and
buying it.

because

Faces,

their last one had a rock.

nes bit. I would never have
thought that was the Who.

like them so much, it's a
bit of a drag. Of course, it
nay be a big hit for them.

I

DICHARD BARNES:
"Woman,

Where's

Woman"

Gerry

Broil
imaruigerr I think it's
terrible production. Gerry

I-, ORS: "At The Hop"

(Stateside).

think

it's

absolutely

great in the same way the
Bunco Dog Doo Dab band
everybody would say it was
a hip scene and fall about.

the cocilenm seice Well, the

Well

he

it was the Bonzos' new
single one would laugh,

making me 1051.1. I can
only understand the bit with

ress,n1

-

again.

interested

take the mickey. If you said

DATE

ifs meant to he

saguel) funnyRut it's not
end

was

MA
THIS

I -NANNY AND THE JUNI-

itx HD, -Dogs"
I'll

would normally have a two
her break you get a brass

Moby Grape
reading the label.

singles

onto slightly mellowest the
caustic Manfred nit of
olden times Joining Sian.
hest on the greensiyard sere

That's really clever, In
the middle, where they

1

latest sounds and Issued ser-

dices that pursed time has

M°BY GRAPE: "Can't Be
So Bad" (CBS).

band. Contrast. I was just
beginning to get bored, and

new

rewords" lie esPressof
skterable interest In all the

anymore..

-

produced this and it's Richard Barnes. Gerry (Iron

- manager, pro-

brackets

duced it. so that was a joke.
Actually, it's a very well
produced, a good sound and
professional job. and Rich
ant Barnes is a beautiful
looking bloke, but I just
-

don't think it's commercial.
It was Gerry who said to
me once that eighty per
cent of record production is
picking the right song, and
I think this is the wrong

Dylan is that nobody was
Mile to hear the demos he

made like "Mighty Quinn"
and " Wheels On Fire." He

I don't know who it was,
but it's a ten year old rec-

ord.

made some great sounds and

the public didn't hear them.
They weren't like his last
album at all. In making
some commercial demos he
ended

up

making

beautiful tracks.

some

tip 'CHARD HARRIS: "Man-

i% Arthur Park" (RCA)

song.

Victor).

BOB DYLAN: "Mixed Up

thousand piece orchestra. I
think it's very, very profes-

A lovely sound, with a

Confusion"
(CBS)
(Only available from specialist import shops).
Ah. this is a Bob Dylan
song. I just don't like his
songs. (Laughter from Klaus

Voormanl. The pity about

sional,

very

cleverly

arranged and a lot of time
has been spent, but I just

IN ATRI

don't like it.
It's not the sort of thing
that knocks me out. It goes
on for eight minutes and I

THE

ROCK
MACHINE
TURNS
YOU ON.
MEL

HD

NEW
CWS
SOUNDS

The Rock Machine is a machine with a
soul. The Rock Machine isn't a
grind -you -up. It's a wind -you -up.
The Sound is driving. The Sound is
searching. The Sound is music. It's your

ail.

*ilk

fok.4V
..11

DYLAN: Great sounds.

cOWSILLS: "Indian Lake"
(MGM).

I think this is great. Is it
called "Indian Lady?" As
Michael says, it's a hit like
the Mothers Of Invention.
Really great, and the whole
thing is terribly well done.

It sounds a bit like the

Cowsills actually. All right,

But he
read the label. I'm just a
Michael

told

me_

simple soul really.

bag. So it's ours, It's the super stars.
And the poets. It's the innovators and
the Underground. It's the loners, and
the lovers. And it's more. Much more...

Footnote, I'm incredibly
hip.

mAE STUNGO: " Hardters " (Columbia).
It's
Manfred
Mann's

group, with Tom McGuiness singing. It's either the

WEEK THREE:
4 GREAT

Miller, the
Mothers Of Invention, Tiny
Tim or Tom McGuiness.
Who is it? More
it's
great!
Beautiful horrible
piano. I can't tell if they are
Bonzos,

Mrs.

-

or not. If you hear
our Edwin Garvey tracks
serious

ALBUMS

-

from our new LP
OUR
NEW LP CALLED MIGHTY
GARVEY! - you won't be
sure if it's serious or not.

MOBY GRAPE -\\1)Nt
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desk on a sunny day in Hollywood, two men discussed a supporting

feature film. One was Harry Cohn, the late head of Columbia Pictures. The
the rumbustious hell raiser with the voice of gold. The date was 1952 and Sin.
his career. But he had heard about the
part of Private Maggio in Columbia's Fror
that day, Sinatra got as near to begging as he has ever done in his life.
Sinatra had said: "I was the only actor to play Private Maggio, the funny In
knew Maggio
.

was beaten up with him. I might have been Maggio."
Cohn relented a few days later and phoned
test. Sin,
nothing from the studios and Hew off with his Sinatra to promise a screenwhere
shi
He was in abject mood when he made the trip wife Ava Gardner to Africa
in on
films; he could not even land a supporting role. to Nairobi-his wife was starring
.

Sinatra
bickered

-

.

1

and

then

Ava

cable
arrived inviting Sinatra to
attend a screen test. He
a

caught the next plane and
made a 27,000 -mile round

trip for a 15 -minute

test.

screen

But the test was sen-

sational;

Sinatra

got

the

part; the film was a huge
success and from a trough
of failure, Francis Albert
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TALENT

boy.
While working in a newspaper office he entered
amateur

path to riches and glory.
The story is told in
Sinatra, A Biography (W.
H. Allen, 35s) by Arnold

Shaw, which documents and
describes the turbulent but

never dull 53 years of the
singer and star who personified the little man gesturing towards the Estab-

the

of the most hated and at
the same time one of the
most loved and respected

singles

St ii
Sicilian
-American

lishment with two fingers

Sinatra was back on the

reviews

new

ALAN WALSH reviews a fascin

The big baby grew
up to
be a pretty small
man, in
stature at any rate-he
was
later called " that skinny
young vocalist." He was undistinguished at school
after graduation in 1931 and
he
'oined the Jersey Observer.
He has claimed to have
been
a cub reporter but there
is
no evidence to suggest that
he ever got closer
editorial staff than to the
copy

The book is a fascinating
and far from sycophantic
view of a most unusual
man; a man with superb
talent, immense charm, a
streak of vicious cruelty
and an immense ego which

-SONGS OF LEONARD COHEN"

VI"

a

firmly outstretched.

"cllii,i) IS FATHER TO THE MAN"

TMEMISIITY

ACROSS

donned to

bats, a marriage
f13nailure.

months ,at dePre
ended when Harry

Cabin
James

and

s

came to hear him slot -offered him

w
in Baltimoreul on

job

r

Junetma19

if'
portedend
w

Soona
after, Jamesy ias.

Sinatra ' considers hii2 ase,_
0.7
the greatest vocalist
told
businneasts.'t'a Hetolpa

list

raise
singnigherto--th"e'll den

con tests and
eventually
joined a singing

combine to make him one

group called the Hoboken
Four, receiving 50 dollars
a
week and meals.
He left
after a fight and returned
to
the grind of club dates.
transporting his own portable pa. system.

figures
in
contemporary'
popular music.
He was born in 1915 in
Hoboken, New Jersey, of

Jersey in 1939, the year in
which the wiry, but cocky
and
self-assured Sinatra
took another major step
into adult life: he married a
quiet brunette. Nancy Bar

He went into the Rustic
Cabin, a roadhouse in New

-

James-ho

Iyears

Jam

band's fortunes

trey

Idt

01
:1193iantrifig9tte,dann:Si jnoaTitnraldmr"SthYinsert:

James just after

His stint with

Chris=

Dorset

wee

chequered with rows and ass
agreements, but Simiara
beginning to be miner._
mentioned

in

the
Trumpeter Lee

press.
who roomed wenn the

,"..fsk
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`WHEN HE WAS DOWN AND OUT HE WAS

SWEET.

SO

NOW THAT HE'S GOT SUCCESSFUL AGAIN, HE'S
BECOME HIS OLD ARROGANT SELF' - Ava Gardner
on the Los Angeles Daily

News threatening to " See
that you get a belt in your
vicious and stupid mouth"
after a story he had written.

There were also rumours of
romance although he eventually said he and his wife
Nancy had become reconciled.
There were also reports and
allegations that Sinatra fraternised with racketeers,
But Sinatra denims
this. "Any report
that t fraternised

with goons or racketeers is
vicious

lie," he said.

1948,

Sin-

atra's popularity be
gap

Tag'earfimbeu,'at

began to be involved
in a new relationship

that was to say the

!cast

explosive.

friend-

His

ship with Ava Gardner was

make headlines all over
the world.
In 1951, Sinatra's downward popularity trend continued. On October 30, Nancy
to

filed for a California divorce,

He was involved in riots and
fantastic fan scenes wherever
he appeared. To Frank, says
the book, the ardour of the
dedicated brought Sinatra an
estimated first -year income of

while
obtained
Frank
a
Nevada divorce. On Novem-

up

others

bia's From Here To Eternity and
I

He flew to Washington for a meeting
with Franklyn D.

said:

dent of the United

calling him Maggio. Sinatra
himself praised his co-stars,
Burt Lancaster, Montgomery
Clift and Deborah Kerr: " I
was working with the finest
pros." he said.

James

singlob
tasted

a

se 30,

egend

xas re
the'
imsel
in 07
inured
th
h

noticed

anger which immed idissipates after the

or tw'

)orse
ra tot

islets
Jorse

wa
nd

has come to a head.
oatra

.'.rig on most of Dorsey's
,ds, although not credited
the

iopularity began to grow

But, by the be relations
1942
omen Dorsey and Sinatra
"lerably.
of

strained.

band

Dorsey

was

that more and more
t.on was being given to
-err and. in the summer
1.
Frank left the band
Ig

wo
Castes

During his
with the band,

label.

'A Year

du

raw°e

at this time was

-

zving the protection

if I'd

continued his
involvement
and shortly afterwards con-

tributed 5,000 dollars to the
Democratic war chest.

He also stayed at
r
best hotels. no matter
0ry the rest of the band

Astor Roof, after an argot, halong a heavy pitcher

as

was denounced for meddling
in politics. But the opposition
didn't deter the singer; he

ilrithes

"0 was also, at times, a
.fit man. One evening at

felt

publicity stunt" and Sinatra

by

staying.

"I

and
the

But a hue and cry went
later_
p immediately. The meeting
was called a " cheap little

bands, --the way he washed his
.,d, repeatedly, showered
or three times a day and
had perfect creases in
Imo

Hannegan
had tea with
E.

seen a -a -a -vision," Sinatra said

mnatra's idiosyncrasies also

water at drummer Buddy
He missed and it hit a
Immediately he was
apologies-typical of the

chic

President

rlds there wasn't anything
iiouldn't da for you.

'and

ut th
bare)
Jame

Robert
Sinatra

this boy was tough. If
crossed him you were
hut it you were

Cabin

was

Democratic national chairman

new singer, said of Frank,
Even then, you could see

rig 18

The meetarranged through

States.

RACIAL

of the Dorsey band, his
agents, GAC, found he wasn't
as easy to sell as they had
hoped, He Worked, but never
set the music business on fire

give Sinatra any son of
baild-up when he walked on
stage for the first time, but
the
from
response
the
bobbysoxers was fantastic.
They went mad for the
skinny singer who stood
gripping the microphone and

pouring out his soul. It was
the first manifestation of the
Bobbysox mania that was to
sweep America a short time
later.

Sinatra went on to become
the darling of the teenagers.

the rumours paired him with,
he would long ago have been
in a jar at Harvard Medical

for the

Sinatra was
shaken by two events which
touched his personal life

WAIF

The first was the msassinalion of John F. Kennedy.

The following year, he met

Frank was on Stage 22 of
the Warner Bros lot when
the killing took place.

the

waif -like

young

A few days later, during

filming of Robin and the
Seven Hoods, he made a plea

Place

who was to become

.

.

.

and somebody called me

'dirty little Guinea ' there
was only one thing to do a

break his head. After I got
older, I realised you've got to

do it through education."
Frank continued to hit the
headlines, there were political comments, rows with film
companies and show spoil.rs
and of course the never-ending battle with journalists,
Late in ISHIS he seat a
telegram to one colionnist

spontaneously

scorned
mother.

lot in October,
1964, but even Mia's relatives

In the second half of 1968.
is
still box-office
Sinatra
magic. His records still sell
in millions; his films make
money and he is still the hardhitting character he always
was.

Arnold Shaw's biography is
brilliantly done; the facts are
thoroughly sifted and Shaw
manages to capture some of
the enigma that is Sinatra, although you feel that really it
should be subtitled Part One.

Because a man like Sinatra
has a lot more living, a lot
more loving to do in his life
yet.

THE BOOK

HOWEVER, A FASCINATING
STUDY OF THE MAN
IS,

a

AND
HAD MORE FRIENDS AND
ENEMIES
THAN
MORE
ALMOST
ANY
OTHER
LOST

FORTUNES

AR
I'll laiiisyou
forever today
FROM THE FILM

never had to reshoot a scene."

In fact, crew members began

arrogant self.

4,0 co,ti/Aay

We

were happy when he was on
the skids."
Soon after, a handout from
MGM said that Ave and
Frank could find no mutual
basis on which to continue
their marriage. It had lasted
just under two years. They

eventually divorced

in

A

PENNY

They hailed a New Frank
after the movie, but apparently the improvement did not
show on his domestic scene.
Ave Gardner said: " When he
was down and out, he was so
sweet_ Now that he's got
successful again, he's become
his old

Columbia 008431

TINE'

almost

we

RICHARD
BARNES

July

Woman,
Woman

award for his part of Maggio

Coll/oil,. °Elea Jo

It was the Academy

Award for the Best Supporting

(Male) of
1953, "The greatest change in
Performance

my life," he said later " began
the

night they gave me the

Oscar."

In 1954, the direction of
his professional Ilk swung
to films He made various
including

Suddenly,

Young At Heart and Not As
A Stranger In 1955, he made Man With
A Golden Arm. The film was

in

line for another Oscar fur

the singer/actor.

fifties
brought Sinatra many screen
triumphs, and his vocal work.
The

mid

and

late

both is smooth ballads and

swinging albums, also placed

Irian Intims

mar hmk

aai
YeSt,
lowit

line

M1...ftee le

1.0

Ilanmil Amiga
"AI

Ilart

on

SHOWBIZ FIGURE ALIVE.

fested

fel OW

35s
ALLEN,
H.
tRy ARNOLD SHAW/W.

announced
was
tion
November 22, 1967.

romance.
Her
actress
Maureen

Century -Fox

" He played Maggio so

gathering of high
school editors offering an
analysis of the evil consequences of race prejudice. He
told a reporter: "This preju-

dice is nothing new to me. In
Hoboken when I was a kid

a partnership which lasted a
mere 16 months Their separa-

WHO HAS MADE AND

for unified control in the face
of the hatred which had maniitself in Dallas, His
plea to the people working on

July Ft 1966, he married Mt;

Mrs Frank Sinatra III-Min
Farrow.
He met Mia on the 20th

Zinneman

in 1954.

delphia

actress

from TV's soap opera Peyton

He made the
film in 1953 and completely

Frank
showbiz
Sinatra's
comeback was set by a major

1945, he lectured at a Phila-

Lake

School.
In
1963

role.

fight against racial
prejudice also continued. In
His

a

"I'd give the world for my

1957.

until he was added to the bill
at New York's Paramount
Theatre in December 1942.
Benny Goodman was the
top attraction with Peggy

Lee and less Stacey also
featured. Goodman didn't

had affairs with all the girls

at

stage

on

Tahoe resort, Frank's singing
son, Frank Jr, was kidnapped
at gunpoint.
Sinatra paid 240,000 dollars
ransom and his son wasw re.
leased. Later three men ere
arrested and were later convicted and sentenced for the
kidnapping. During the tension
of the long waiting while
Sinatra Jr was in the hands of
the kidnappers, Sinatra said:

view for the part of Maggio,

absorbed the part.
Director Fred

Roosevelt, the Presi-

completely
unknown.
Sinatra said that if he had
and

going

after

tical arena came in
September 1944.

'ascinating book

one

the screen test and the subsequent acceptance of Sinatra

entry into the poli-

ing

structure

making anti racial prejudice
statements and his
ready

In the late fifties, his name
was linked with a bewildering array of women, famous

December evening as he was

another of his professional
life toppled over. He was at
his lowest ever ebb-when
he heard they were casting
for From Here To Eternity.
Then came the fateful inter-

in-

Aweigh. He was al-

test. Sinatra was elated, but heard
where she was to make Mogambo.
ing in one of the year's big budget

med to

1952

by

cluding Anchors

later the Clan. a selfpleasure -driving
pmtecting,
gang that at various times cluded Joey Bishop, Sammy
Davis Jr, Dean Martin and
Peter Lawford.

was greeted with applause.

The following year was a
cruel one for Frank. During

Higher and he followed this
with

cronies

Ava).

Hollywood. His first starring
role was in RKO's Higher And

supporting role in a forthcoming
res. The other was Frank Sinatra,
and Sinatra was at the nadir of
funny and sour Halo -American.

snapped

Hollywood

they snatched a brief honeymoon in Cuba (paid for by

Sinatra, the phenomenon of
the first half of the Forties,
soon

Later that same year, on a

of

O'Sullivan said: "Marry Mia7
It would make better sense 11
he married me."
A cynical statement-and
futile one as it turned out, On

ber 7, Sinatra married Ava
Gardner in Philadelphia and

over a million dollars.
was

who made up the Rat Pack

tion
and

RUMOURS

From

him among the best sellers in
the record world.
running
He
was
also
socially with a varied selec-

the set said "now is the time
for all of us to work together
with understanding and tem.
perance "- a statement that

IIMP111.1.00111
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E.M.I. Records (The Gramophone Co. Ltd.) E.M.I.House, 20 Manchestei se. to

d
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ROBOT

GOLDSBORO:

Hooey" (Iohed Ar-Gala). It's
great to sin Robby Goldshoro
finally getting the chart mten
lion he deserve Hes berm
Produrtng records for three
(ears without ever really m411
Ina
firm impression Now
hi moque', personal vocal
stye has happened with
Money," the sadly soulful

song tart's the basis for this
Chsup But Robb) has more

than

gist

a

wistfully

-

exthe

pressive nose
hr has
abilny to write fine songs
songs like " With Pen In
Hand" " Pledse
and
Pardon Mr Miss" Nice
to

talented

people

Goldsboro fulfilling

like
their

pennon..

SPENCER DAVIS GROUP:

" With Their New Fans (hi"
(United Artists). A great deal
of

care

has ...mush gone

into the new Spencer Davis
I P hut, curiously, it in gene
rally the simple, )are -based

things that conic oil best The

group In really excellent on
tracks like " Ales In Transit

land" with great organ and

piano from Eddie Hardin and
fine guitar from Ray Fenwtek
in addition to the always dependable Spencer and Peter

still one of the best
drummers on the pop scene
York

the occasional failures occur
when !meal Imagery falls
over into pretenttousness But
taken all in all this is an ex-

old as much as the new
cellent

which

album

delight Spencer's fans

should

the

"She
Wears My Ring" (Columbia).
KING:

SOLOMON

The big man with the big
voice and a truly amazing
range He sings well here in

his straight Hollywood musical

fashion, but some of the arangements

6n6

sound

straightforward.

HIS

a

bit

best

Bobby Goldsboro

gets the breaks
at long last
rnonents come on the title
Have Nude,"
song plus
" The Breeze And I " and
" Arrivederrt Roma."

A Baby" (Bell). Yes, indend,

they can sing. Fine, cohesive
group sound brilliantly led by
Alex Chdton, a soulful end exciting singer, A very commercial album which should sell in
vast
quantities.
Includes

" Deep In Kentucky," "Fields

Clover," "Trouble With

Sum," "You Keep Me Hanging Ow"
PEANUT

BUTTER

CON-

SPIRACY: "The Great Conspiracy" (CBS). American
West Coast groups, like the

PBC, seem to get a much more

relaxed sound and beat than
our own groups. This album,
though it has its dull patches.
is full of good things that
sneak up nn you. There are
good

lyrics,

and

some

"Captain
"Wonder-

worth they follow that on this
album with " Lady Madonna."
Verdict: very good without being in any way original. The

CLEO LAINE "All About

sant enough voice but is apt

Poppy

bad

ones, nice, if few memorable,
themes, and the pure, folky
voice of Sandi Robison. And
above all, some excellent guitar from Bill Wolff. First class
group music with titles includ-

A

People,"

Sandwich"
ment "

THE BOX TOPS: "Cry like

Of

"Turn On

Friend,"
" Pleasure," " Invasion Of The
ing

and

Me." (Fontana). People who,
like sleeve note writer Benny
Green. believe that " they
don't write songs like that any

more" will he delirious (like

B. Green) with this album. Just
look at the lush pastures they
" I Don't
can wallow in
Know Why." " I Can Dream
Can't I," " All About Me,"

-

" I've Got My Love To Keep
Me Warm," and " I'll
Be
Around." Cleois undoubtedly
in the top echelon of British

singers. She has style, class,
a lot of jazz feeling and a
true voice. Our only reservation is that she has a certain
plummy
ummund

that teds to

make eachso perfortnancen sound

somey. But the lass can certainly sing.

GARY PUCKETT AND THE
UNION GAP (CBS). Commercicl sound cleverly presented.

It took "Young Girl" to num-

ber one and just to prove their

whole album is a showcase for
Gary Puckett. He has a plea-

bit up high. Includes "Kiss Me Goodbye,"
" I'm Losing you," "Woman,
to strain

a

"The

Woman,"
Quinn."

Mighty

THE EASY BEATS: " Vigil"
(United Artists). The Easy heals have a good habit of
selecting good numbers. You'll

find many of them on this LP
including
"Good
Times."
" Music

Goes

My

Round

Head," "She La La," "See
Saw," "Hello How Are You,"
" I Can't Stand It." Sometimes their vocalising gets a
bit strained but their interesting orchestrations are strong
on excitement.

PETULA CLARK A PARIS
(Vogue). If you speak French
and also happen to like Pet
you'll dig this all -French version of such songs as " C'est
Si Bon," " Pigalle," "Syrn"Clopin-Clopant "
phonie,"
and " La Mer." Even if you
don't speak French you'll enjoy it. Quite settee!
SCAFFOLD (Parlophone), A

kBOBBY:

brilliantly funny live performance
and

by McGough, Gorman
at
London's
McGear

Queen Elizabeth Hall. Guaranteed

ELSE FROM...

to

have any group of

sane adults keeling over with
There'r

laughter.

hysterical

also a few fair swipes at the

current social scene.

50
OF
THE
GUITARS
"Our
TOMMY
GARRETT:

Love Affair" (Liberty).

Plea-

lulling music with a
supermarket approach to big
sant,

hits like "This Is My Song,"

"I Hear A Symphony," "Born
"The
Impossible
Free,"
Dream," " A Lover's Concerto." Doesn't make you

think, but it eases away the
cares.

BAJA

BAND:

MARIMBA

"Fowl Play " (AEM Records).

The Marimba Band is vast and
contains all the more normal
instruments as well as marimbas,
mandolins, etc. They
make full bodied sounds on
excellent material like " She's
Home,"
"Along
Leaving

Comes Mary." "Yellow Days"

and "Fiddler On The Roof."
ALMEDIA:

LAURINDO

"The Look 01 Love" (Capi-

-

tol)- The sleeve intones--" to
The

day's

"to-

intones
romantic hits on

sleeve

-

the

Spanish guitar of the magnificent Almedia with string and

woodwind backings." And that
just abut sums it up except

-

Sure to make young ladies all

over

the

globe

swoon

and

reach for tiny handkerchiefs
Includes "Ce Monde,"
You've

- 11

works out into a very good album. The songs, by such as
Kooper, Tim Buckley, Randy
Newman, Steve Katz and Griffin and King, range from the
significant to the satirical via
the pretty hilarious.

DAVE BERRY '68 (Dacca).
Oh yes. Dave is still one of the
most distinctive singers we've
produced. A great album full
of feel and an understanding
of what it's all about. Listen
to this album of pop artistry.
Includes "The Coffee Song,"

"We Can Live On Love,"
"Baby's Gone," "Suspicions,"
and " I Got The Feeling."
THE FANTASTIC

PEDD-

LERS (Fontana). The Peddlers
get fantastic word of mouth
publicity from people like
Pete Murray and many others.

On one or two numbers they
give a semblance of swing and
bigness. But, sorry, it palls on
a

hole album and becomes

mannered.

Nevertheless

Pete

will love this. Includes " Let
The Sun Shine In," "Tr.
Girl," "I Love Paris," "Over

way," "Alf'

RICHARD
PRESENTING
ANTHONY (Columbia). The
handsome Richard belts out
current pups with typical
even
abandon
French
though he was horn in Cairo

3311PM.18Mlip fOR12s 3d.RETEASEll JUNE 21

noises. Believe it or not, it all

HANK WILLIAMS: "Hank
Williams and Strings, Volume

True love."

MINI ALBUM RECORDED LIVE AT THE MARQUEE

thing different? Vocals by Al
Kopper and Steve Katz, Fred
Lipsius' alto sax, brass, a 12 piece string ensembles, addi
tional laughter and other odd

to say that the songs include

and " My Own

Lost

Levin'

That

"Un Hoenrne
Infer," and "El Apres."

En

ARJACKSON
CHUCK
(Tamla
RIVES!
Motown).

Typical Motown sound with
Chuck blasting away soulwise

and
those
raving
answers that add up

the ex-

citement

a

Definitely

chorus

party

dm Includes "The Man In

You," " Lonely, Lonely Man
Am

I," "To See The Sun

Again," "We'll Find A Way,"
and "Girls. Girls, Girls"

SLIIOD SWEAT & TEARS:
" Child is Islam Te The

fine writer

Man ^ (CBS). You want some-

The Rainbow," " Georgia On
My Mind."

"Angel Eyes," "I Love You,"
"Don't Sleep In The Sub-

a

III" (MGM} Die superbly personal style of the late Hank

Williams is one of the enduring

products of American
country mustc. MGM producer
Jim Vienneau hit on the idea

CHICKEN SHACK. 40 BLUE
FINGERS FRESHLY PACKED

& READY TO SERVE (Blue

Horizon). Instrumentally, the
Chicken Shack reach moments

of high excitement especially
on

Stan

Webb's

extended

guitar solos. Drummer Dave
Bidwell and bassist Andy Syl-

vester contribute rooting support.
Vocally,
Stan
Christine Perfect are

and
a

genteel. Definitely one of the
most inventive blues groups
in the country. Includes "The
Letter," "Lonesome Whistle
Blues," " See See Baby," and

" What You Did Last Night."

ALEXIS KORNER: A NEW
GENERATION
OF
BLUES
(Liberty). Alexis has a distinctive sound on these gentle
sounding blues. A smokey
voice, sensitively used with

some fine flute and guitar accompaniment. Nice performances. Includes "Mary Open
The Door," "Baby Don't You

Love Me," "The Same For
You," and " What's That
Sound I Hear."
STEVE

MILLER

BAND
(Capitol). Don't he put off by
the pretentious double sleeve

of adding strings to Williams
origincl recorded work - and
the success of earlier volumes
proves that ht was right:
that's what the fans wanted.
The arrangements are tasteful
and never obstrurave and,
if
it's possible, enhance the original There can he no greater
praise than that.

ALEXIS: flute
of the new Steve Miller band
album. The music isn't in the
clouds. It's right down here,
gutsy and the vocals ore compatible as Our Amertran
friends might say. This was

produced in England and many
home groups will have to own
up when they hear it. Includes "Children
Of
the
Future," "You've Got The
Power," "Baby's Catlin' Me
Home,"
" Junior Saw It
Happen "
DIRTY BLUES BAND (State aide).
Another
interesting
American white blues band vial

of the Butterfield bag. Instrumentally they are strong Intl

hit " square "
vocally.
Nevertheless the potential is

a

" What Is SOY I
" Hound
Dna."

there. 1110111.1es

Rabe,"
" Shake It Babe," " Spoonful."
" Chicken Shark "

JULIE LONDON: "Great
Performances" (Liberty). For

years Julie London has sung
nice songs with taste. semitont/. a tour and sexy voice
accompanied
ti)
intelligent
arrangements. This album
ts in
the same mould The numbers
include "Charade," "Days Of
Wine And Roses," "Fly Me
To The MOM." " Summertime" and
I
Wanna b..
Around "

bit

33 MINUTES OF BLUES
AND SOUL MOM). the talc
la self explanatory and Ws
deed rigM The snips Include
Jimmy Holkley and Oldie
Kies: The ?Mime Vernon

Gramm, Gem Dasiwe and The
Brotherboad; Bobby Womatitt
Homer
The
Treossliture

CNRISTINE: genteel

Banks. The O'Jav
Mrc rai On A yal,o-

Palanac

}Wens

22, 19614-Pak, is
MELODY MAKER, June

Man
MONKEES

Cliff sets
knees

UP THE

aquiver
"I'll

ence to fly into their studios

film "Two A Penny,"

ing they have come up with
a new sound. In fact the
formula is much as ever,
and results in a dull song,
unimproved by dull production. Which is a shame for

CLIFF RICHARD:

Love You Forever Today" (Columbia). Song from
his

and a slow paced ballad per-

WRONG TREE

formed with Cliff's

usual

It's
taste and conviction.
ridiculous to realise Cliff has
been with us ten years and
is still capable of shaking
up the scene with mammoth

MONKEES: "D. W. WASHBURN" (RCA Victor).
The Monkees are dead! Short live the Monkees!
Well, what will be the outcome of the Monkees'

hits.

While preferring Cliff on

more up tempo material,
when one imagines him

attempt to shake off their teeny bopper image and
appeal to us oldie -poppers?
Younger -poppers dig
Davy Jones because he reminds them of their favour-

leaping over table tennis
nets with youthful vigour,

ite

teddy bear Horace, while teeny -poppers (as
opposed to teeny-boppers who are aged about 11-14,

this is the emotion packed

-

kind of saga to set feminine
knees
and the chart - a
quivering.

while the former are 15-19) dig their comic antics
on their entertaining TV series.
But if there is to be no more series and their
first film is to contain the frightening scenes we have
one?

This ghastly single sounds like it's sung by Micky
Dolenz, and is yet another version of the perennial
trad favourite " Ja Da " arranged by Shorty Rogers,

I

wasn't."

a rash of warts and lose all his hair and the

SUPREIVIES:

group who are trying deperately to take over themselves, may sink into an abyss so obscure even Arne
Saknussem may have difficulty finding them. And he
knew the way to the centre of the world.
MALCOLM

ROBERTS:

"Our Song" (RCA Victor).
It was in the summer of
1943.
Gladys was in the
Army Trousers Corps, sta-

tioned

at

Chzle
Welch

Pants.

1 was patrolling the Goodwin Sands in the steam
lndicisive,
packet
HMS

praying for the end of hostilities and the time I could
return to that cabin we had
built as a love nest in Ep-

when Von
suddenly
marched into neutral Van
ping Forest,
Falkenhayn

Deimans Land and set the
rival capitalist systems of
the world at each other's

throats.

And as I held the Boche
hordes at bay and Gladys
kept all Britain's menfolk in
trousers, I tuned into wirethe

broadcasts, from

less

sandbagged cellars

Savoy Hotel,

by

of the

Geraldo

and heard "our song."
All

good

years
talented
looking,
Malcolm expresses

these
-

young

later

with his powerful, romantic

voice

the

feelings of

lovers who have memories
of a song that somehow (by

what magic
chemistry?) sums up the
who

knows

story of a romance.
And I remember how I
"Darling,
used to think:

they're playing our tune,"
when Geraldo struck up

"Tiger Rag."

JOHNNY CASH: " Folsom Prison Blues" (CBS).
A tremendous performance
actually recorded " live "
before prisoners at Folsom
Prison. California, and the
lyrics about the frustrations
and emotions of inmates
naturally draws a wild response

Fruit the spoken introduction " Bello, Fro Johnny
Cash," a mighty cheer goes
up, and John drives straight
into a Irwin -type blues with

that brautitulh tight drum
and guilitr sound that has
become

a

Cash rhythm sec-

tion trade -mark

Deserves

(Tamla Motown). Castanets
seem to indicate from the
opening bars that Tamla
are allowing Spanish influ-

A brilliant new star

Ashton -Under -

to sell well as a single, but
most fans will wait for the
album.

THE 50 GUITARS OF
TOMMY GARRETT: "Big
D" (Liberty). Perhaps this
is

only two of

Tommy's

guitars in action. Most of
the action on this Workers'
Playtime tune seems to
come from vibes and violins,
and what a jolly sound they

earthy, Chicago sound behind Jimmy's biting voice,
that often gets as gravel

throated as those curious
singers Duke Ellington used

to employ in Cotton club
days, like Cootie Williams
on "Ring Dem Bells."
GLEN CAMPBELL: "By
The
Time
I Get To

Phoenix "
(Ember).
The
original and best version

make!

of the Jim Webb song, that

absence of the other 48
Perhaps some
guitarists.
dolt road manager left their
case of plectrums behind on
the last gig, and had to kill
time in the studio canteen
while Tommy, swearing profusely, arranged this instru-

is

What puzzles me is the

mental session using gigsters from MM small ads.
" Bleeding roadies," says
our Tom. " Good job I gave
up the idea of the Fifty
Wurlitzer Organs Of Tommy

Garrett."

POWELL:
"Sugar Babe Parts I and 2"

JIMMY

(Decca). A rave six years
ago, when this was first re1962
the
and
pop scene was in ghastly

corded

While he has
doldrums
never had a hit, Jimmy has
long been hailed as one of

our more underrated R&B
singers. Husky saxes and
boogie

piano

give

an

"Somethings

You Never Get Used To"
DOLENZ :sounds like the singe

causing
run down

icy shivers to
the

spines

of

beautiful young ladies, but

this may be more due to the

fact that Jim Webb is good

looking and sings. The song
itself is a trifle tedious as
Harry Belafonte, Johnny

Mathis, Georgie Fame and
Pat Boone will find to their
Jim
Webb
leaves me cold.

cost.

mania

GORDON WALLER:

"Every Day" (Columbia).

The old Buddy Holly song
dressed up with a new ar-

rangement by Mike Vickers.
Gordon Waller handles the

vocal with a relaxed ease,
but somehow the charm of
the song
been lost

seems

along

to
the

have

way.

Pleasant, but there does not
seem a great deal of point
to reviving a hit which has
such ohvioos personal connections.

song

that

sounds

over like too many other
tunes from "You've Lost
That Lovin' Feeling " to
Is
The
Cut
" First

record production and says:

Unbelievably bad, it only needs Davy to break out

in

Taylor

ANDY ELLISON: "You
Can't Do That" (SNB).

"Barry is a good singer,

penance.

PAT ARNOLD: "Angel
Of The Morning" (Immediproduction by
ate). Fine
Andrew Oldham of a Chip

tractive Clive Westlake and
Dave Most song that might
help Barry make up for lost

time. Paul is to devote attention to songwriting and

a jazz trumpeter who should be on his knees in

Supremes fans.

Deepest." A marvellous performance by the superb P.P.
and an extremely enjoyable
record. But unfortunately
not
enough
there
is
originality to make it a
chart contender. Still it's
nice to see Andrew wearing
his producer's hat again.

BARRY RYAN: "Goodbye" (MGM). Barry has
split from Paul and makes
his solo debut with an at-

all been promised, are the Monks liable to lose touch
with their existing audience and fail to gain a new

but this is a cunning ruse
to set the listeners think-

Heavily over -produced version of the Beatles hit given

a James Brown treatment,
which does not really suit
Andy's voice. He would be
more at home on more ballad type material, or simp-

er pop. Already the possessor of a good image, he

could easily break through.

A brilliant new
Howard/Blaikley song

HEATH

'TENEMENT

HAIVIPSTEAll

INAGEBIL,

*Ds ti -MELODY MAKER, June 22, 1980

Webb's
band

Put on Billie
and hear
the truth

of
love
CHICK WEBB: " Stompin'
At The Savoy." Let's Gel
Together, Blue Minor. On

Sunny Side Of The
Street, If The Moon Turns
It It Ain't
Green (a),
Love, Nieto Wind
The

BILLIE HOLIDAY made many mistakes in her private life, but when it
came to singing she was perfection. She considered LADY IN SATIN

;

True,

Tale
Fairy
Beg
Should

Some Holiday fans may think the string -laden orchestrations a poor substitute
for the jazz giants who accompanied her on hundreds of previous sides.

11

Grady

SCOTT

George

-

(bass), Tate (drs)
Ihi

(c)

Mtsbehavin'

LIKEa built-in

525321.
Webb

Tasket

Used To Be (c);
IMPULSE MIPL
In (c)

the nature of
monster itself.

Clark Terry, Jimmy Not-

Royal

Ernie

the

electric

fast or

On

medium tempo swingers It can
generate a certain massive
excitement, but nobody has
yet discovered how to use it

(organ),
Thad Jones, lee Newman,
Scott

tingham,

the reasons are
For a start there is

various.

505)

--

effectively on a slow ballad,

opts). Paul Falaise, Tom

or any song where the melodic
line calls for a high degree
of subtlety,
The assets and faults of the

McIntosh, Melba Liston,
Quentin Jackson limbs).

Phil Woods, Gerry Dodgion
(altos).
Jerome
Richardson, Bob Ashton
Bank
Danny
I terst

instrument are amply demonstrated on this set. On the
four big band tracks, the organ

.

Rawls, Ramsey Lewis Trio. 12.0
T: ouke Ellington Ork. 12.5
..1: Sammy Davis Jnr.

BRITISH STANDARD TIME

(z)

4.5 a.m. J: All That Jan (Fri.,

SUNDAY (23)
3.5 a.m. J.

Mon.-Taurs). 11.5 J. Golden
Gallery (.1, Hen..
Record
141:
Jazz
7.0
p.m.
Wed.)
Rondo. 7.5 3: Look -Back ProIncluding Birth of
g ramme.

Scene (Humph, Peter Clayton.
Coleman, Ian Carr). 4.0
11111
Bandwagon. 1.30

Knew

Jazz

Finch

J:

Ballads &

MONDAY (24)

733 p.m. 0: Big Band Parade.
11.0 03: 111 Free Jan (2) Jas.
Panorama with Hugues aaaaa Me (3) R and B. 11.10 Ni New
Orleans and chimer, Jazz. 11.39
T: Pop and Jan. 11.30 Ha:
lase. 12.0 T: New Jan Placards.

Sykora)
2.0 p rn,
E:
Washboard Rhythm, 1930-35. 2.40 HI,
Radio Jazz Magni. 10.30 (I:
Pep and lass 11-15 A2: Get
To

1.5
E:

Blues.

(Ken

11 30

Music.

Rein

U:

SATURDAY (11)
Jeer look. 11. 0 1.3:
SA
Requests

shearing.
Mike Raven's R

and show. 5.0 01: The Jazz

Lawrence and Eydie Gonne.
Duke Ellington Ork.
12.0 T:
U.S a.rn so and 2, Hawk, Breae,, Denny, nuke. Fortner.

Record

p.m.

7.0

Rack .0 Roll. 7.30 V: Irish Jan
Groups (Jim Riley Quartet Ann
B ushnell. Billy Whin Trio).
asin St. Jazz. 11.5B 0:
CS
Jan College 11.30 Ti Steve

Jan

All the tracks are associated

with big bands of

the Mob, February. 1935.

who heard him agree

ALLthat Chick Webb was
one of the greatest, probably the greatest of early

big -band drummers.

and on his four numbers, Nelson has stayed close to the
original conceptions.

CLICHES
The trio sides are far 1.s

satisfying.

TUESDAY (25)
53
Teday
113:
Jazz
p.m
(Charles Fox). e.5 J: Look -Rack

Lou

oat

swing with the best but has
cliches than most and
mo
I em not over -enamoured with
the most -used sounds of her
organ. She does, however,
avoid the temptation to mix
all available tone colours

which made so many organ
records sound such a mess.

For surface listening this is
a pleasant album that will get
But for
your feet tapping.
those who like some intellec-

tual and emotional depth in
their jam It hardly meets the

-

bill.

SOUVENIR
L.. oxonsuoras
6od,:red for
u,t.

Swann

< US, 24 rogm

tat

introducing Elvis
Presley. 9.0 El (a) Dutch Swing
Collage Rand. 9.30 E: (1) Herman (2) gob Crosby (3) Jimmy
Dorsey (4) Glenn Millar. 11.0
U: Barrelhouse JO. 11.5 0: Jazz

Programme,

Studio '54 (Larry Coryell). 11.30
T: Songs of George M. Cohan.
12.0 T: Oliver Nelson era.

tractive
relatively well-known Fowler
and
"Washcomposition)

board" are dull on the whole
squawky clarinet offers a few
felicities. The washbearder is
no wonder.

For the next several tracks
Rick's trumpet makes the
group into a washboard quartet related to 50th Chicago

735 p -m. 0: Big Rand Parade.
Jazz Club (Selina Jones.
Quintet, Frank
Ronnielz Scott
Powell Quintet, Alan fleece

0.). 9,20 0: Jazz For Every-

one, 10.20 El (1) Laic Schtrrin
Tony

(2)

1,613

if ie..:

ovioamplad

losa 010, and Sank
dew Prwod lmured

Past cheque or P.O. NOWI All

orders dean with

(plus6d.pap)

MT" 6

Relish

Dill;

(5)

Gillespie. 30.30 Q: Eric Dotphy.
bar
arlla
Szabo. 12.0 'T... Oliver Nelson'se
Jazzaatten Suite " 12.15
E: Jan And Near Jaz., 130 14:
Jazz

rotation

in seder

FOTO-NEWS :T.7447

FOWLER

are by a bigger band, tuba powered and with something
of the flavour of one of Jelly

LEM FOWLER: "Solos,
Washbord Wonders, Favourites." Satisfied Blues
(a); Blues Mixture (a);
Chitterlin'
Strut
)b);
Washboard

Roll's poorer outfits.
Fowler sings on "Percol-

atin'," which seems to be

lb):

Stomp

Old

Fool
Id)
Train Blues

;

(e);

Blues

fairly primitive Jam.

Express

(dl;

The
Salty

Feet

-

Gary McFarland did the scaring
and the all -ballad programme
Includes the beautiful ',Old
Folks," " I Wish I Knew," " it's
A Mee World," " Over Tha
Rainbow," and "Does The Sun
Really Shine On The Noon?"
it's a poignant session, sad
and wIstful and quite beautiful at times. Coot's ballad tone
has a timeless sound which is
enhanced by the ....amend
scoring. she British orthestra

lei -October
28, 1925. 101 -March I,
1925

1926.

performs
nicely
(,specially
harpist David Snell).
Zeal
in a moment of fatly decides

with unknown group. July
5, 1927. All New York.

roVnta's. 5:C-7,1',01:1"911;naonudr
or being
g
responsible for the

)g) -Fowler (ono, v.)

worst val version on record

subject

change

LENGTHS

IN

METRES

RTF France 2.3411 3.2501
B. WIC 1-247, a1500/VHF,

1-404 In. VHF
burg

1-402
271

R

NW le9

E.
N:

NOR inn, -

2.24 J. AFN
14.
Sanbrucken
Munich 3rIfla7

Hilversum
211

Frankfurt 304. T. VOA
Radio

Bremen

Eireann 530.

221

0,

Q.
231.

Woman," the last fairly tradi-

tional in style: an instrumental
" Detour," and mewell-copied
also
the
" goad gunner ":
" Hey, Bo Diddley ' song which
hits with less Impact than the
All
original signature tune.
(Willie Dlxores
except
one
" My Babe ') of the ten numbers is go -written. and the
quality is uneven, as you might

eXpest of such a hit -maker. But
the less commercial performalone aorth
w
the albums price, and It is int aaaaa
ing

listen

to

again

to

the

e arlier recordings - with their

amusing lyrics, odd balance
and general backroom sound,

-

and exotic oiddley beat
and
asseS s
the influence Diddley
had On the popular blues and

-

RAB scene here
USA.
N.J.

Lou

and

In

the

Rawls'

confident voice
and dramatic gospel -tiled style
are adequately displayed on

FEELIN' GOOD (capitol T2804).

The

arranged

set,

and

con-

ducted by H. I. Barnum, pre.
sents this singer's considerable
the
Newley-Bricusse title song and

a TV theme. "Even When You
Cry "

from

the
Ironsides
and several
of
the
swinging specials which show
series,

an his
l richness and drive
to best advantage. " The Letter " delivered with fervour
one a rock -and -rolling big
band arrangement, M a good

melc'.'ttahAnd

Is

another

TVV,1

pop -gospel

mover.

At all times Rawls works hard.
sometimes too hard, a. makes
the most of his material. Rut
for my taste, much of his
material
(" Encore,"
" My
Son " and " Gonna Use What
I Got" far instance)
Is everlY
sentimental Sr showbizzy.
And
the backings, bright but aphis
conventional, stress the saeness which lets down the an
rating. Still, Rawls can
sing, and with expression, and
must have plenty to offer In

the field of discotheque music
It not
Jam. - N.J

rarities by en obscure pianist

solo end with bands.
The first two tracks feature
piano solos and in many respests

are

the

album's

most

rewarding items.
FOWler appears to have been
a more than competent player,

evealed a thorough knowledge of Chicago boogie Wi o.

gie pram:

NOTABLE
On both solos he uses pretty
trehle phrases. " Blues Mix.
lure," which includes interesting bass Noires. is tunable
altogether aS a sample id
piano hlues vintage '23 kecorchng isn't 100 had fur the

sound quite distinguished nn

piano

continues

to

small.group
member,(
which IntloW " Chltterlin "
the

a

13), though the set Is more a
sampler than a solid blues LP.
Sonny

Boy

Williamson,

Timme

album,

Rosenkrantz (in an extract
from his memoirs) writes
glowingly of old days at
Harlem's Savoy Ballroom,
where the Webb band oper-

ated so successfully during
the Thirties. Chick's was
able to cut any band except
Duke's.
How much of

the

Webb

magic comes through on these
34 -year -old tracks it is hard
to say_ From everything I've

read and been told,

I under-

stand no recordings do juSticine
power and
spirational quality of his drum
parts. I never heard him in

to

tone,

the

person.

The kind of sturdy heat he

induced Can be guessed Irom
the
superior
performances
here; and we can gauge something of his ability to fill-in,
feed and generally communicate
with his bandsmen.
That's about all.
Fro m all accounts there was

- to use today's parlance

-

lot of lose in the band.
Chick'S own Opening number
was "Let's Get Together."
and the band got together
among themselves and with
the Savoy dancers, whose
favourite ensemble it was
We hear the surge of cornmon effort and enthusiasm on
those tracks which, in Panassie's words, typify Savoy
Swing: "Stompin' At The
Savoy," " Don't Be That Way.'
" When Dreams Come True,"
parts of " I Can't Dance " and
the title tune.
All were scored by Edgar
Sampson, also responsible for
" Blue Minor " and moat of the
others, and many of the alto
a

solos.

Good, and for the most part
individual, soloists crop up
through the set, Besides Scamp.
son, the featured men are Pete
Clark Olt), Sandy William
(trnb), Elmer Williams Onr)
Reunald Jones. gdayirl Baum.
Taft Jordan (tpts) and Joe
Steele (ono). Jordan, noted fo
his Louis take -off, does a fin
trumpet and vocal Impersona
lion of "Sunny Side."
What weakens this tribute
to Webb, unavoidably, Is th
presence of a few popula

songs with indifferent vocer
and the absence or many of

with

*Don't Start Me To Talking,"

and Nowlin' Wolf's early -Fifties
" How Many More Years'. re
out ahead with Little Walter's
"Juke," Mudd 's "You Need
Love" and John Lee Hooker's
" Leave My Wife Alone
running on well. Tracks by Jimmy

his

best

tracks

(the

ban

moved In Decca In 1934)
The LP gives no every thin

available to CBS, so th
Weight is made up by the Btu
Jordon Mob titles - agree.

able in their way, with polish

Witherspoon, Memphis Slim and
Jimmy InCracklin are below
these artists's best form and
Larry Williams'
M7
Baby's

Teddy

WilSOn.

clarinet

from

(30.1nlartiah

Johnny Minn'
expretteiVe Tar

- which don't even

Got Soul " and Luther Dixon's
Feeling Of Love ' Wlll een:

and

tastes.

We'll have In wan fur th
Dacca dmohle L.P volume lc
eel the real .Sri's,
-se!

pop.

Ill

RadM

a

bit of good music
croQuite
ps up on MORE
MORE RHYTHM
AND BLUES
Arch MAL

long -player

0,

HR

J.H.

such

and bandleader who began recording in 1923. He accompanied quite a few singers,
cut piano rolls, and recorded

a

year
His

5.47,34/1,

player.

he's

good

to

KEY TO STATIONS AND WAVE-

-

heave.

for
THIS
serious collectors, a set of
is

here and as enThere are
joyable as ever.
versions
Or
" MY
Pimping
For
A
Babe " and "Looking

are

ame.

skills in a popular sort of pro-

ZOOT SIMS/WAITING GAME
°malaise! HIM. S.) features
the famous tenorist with eleven
violins, tour violas, two cell',
English horn doubling oboe,
horns, classical
three
guitar, bass, drums and harp.

(f)
Percolatin' Blues )g); Hot
Strut (g).
(a)
Fowler (ono).
19 July 1923.
Fowler (pno),
Percy Glascoe (clt, alto).
unknown washboard, July
2, 1925.
(c) -Same but Seymour hick Opt) added.
August 8, 1925.
OH -Same September
24,

-

he was beginning to make a

g ramme whichcludes

Dog lel ; Jelly Roll Blues
Frisky

a

re -arrangement of the previtune,
but is hardly
ous
memorable. As I say, it's a
record for appreCiatOrs of

Dodgin' My Man (c); Pig
Foot Shuffle )c); Steppin'
Florida

Jimmy

as

accept much of what's here.,
As we reach late '25 and
early '26 the ensemble spirit
improves. Then, the final pair

Nero

Programmes

114

LEM

with a slow blues style which

1 35 p.m. U: Louie Armstrong.
5.0 H2: Jazz. 7.5 HI: Jere. 7.15
0' Big Rand Parade, 1.0 E: Pop
and Jam. 1110 T, Jack Jones,

IAM

1 doe POST

Sandler and

""" 10Lalsra'nel

Scm,oio, maim or tam

Blythe's.
ilGlascoe doubles un sax
lingly but these were not jam. men in the Johnny Dodds
class, and you need to be fond
of the washboard genre to
its

(f);

rather

Glascoe's

though

Thank

WEDNESDAY (26)

Peter

Dann' vaSittv

:nel6d,en

s

6

B.O.

THURSDAY (27)

`SATCH MO

2

can

Scott

Miss

Men like the late George
Wettling and Dave Tough
idolised him, and drummers
who know trim only from
records speak of a musician
who had perfect control.
On the sleeve of this at-

BILLIE: thought it was her best

past

the

CHRIS HAYES

RADIO JAZZ
FRIDAY

attraction lies in the
fine section playing and in
Oliver Nelson's arrangements.
chief

-

with or-

Ides)

chestra. 1933-34. (a)
Taft Jordan ( tpr ) and

effective
find their

resistance to

jazz organ - a resistance that
IS not shared by many of my
corespondents..

lc);
Things Ain't What They

IaI

I

many reviewers I have

SophIstr-

cated Swing la), Sometimes I'm Happy la), A
A

Scott (organ).
Tate
(bass),

Duvivier
(drs)
Scott (organ),
(c)
Richard Davis (bass), Ed
Shaugnessy (drs)

SHIRLEY SCOTT: " Roll
'Em." Roll 'Err, (al For
Dancers Only la); Little
Brown Jug lb); Stompin'
At The Savoy Ib1 Ain't

Tisket

Duvivier

small,

in

used

is

I

Lonesome Moments; Dark town Strutters' Ball. (CBS

SHIRLEY
.

Love,

For

Can't Dance, Imagtnatton,

REVIEWERS: BOB DAWBARN, BOB HOUSTON, JACK HUTTON, MAY JONES

tbart), Attila Zollm

Why

Devil In The Moon la),

RIM MORN

and hear the truth.-.I.H.

la/

I

But the rather smooth orchestra throws up her worn voice with stark clarity.
It's like a gleaming shaft of cruel truth, bitter sweet, poignant and reaching to the
very core of human experience.
No one could listen to this tired, but magnificent voice and not be moved. The
most trite words become meaningful, pregnant with thick emotion.
The choice of songs was a stroke of near genius on somebody's part -" I'm A
Fool To Want You," "For
DETAILS
All We Know," " Violets
For Your Furs," "You've
BILLIE HOLIDAY: " Lady In Satin." I'm A
Changed," " But BeautiFool To Want You; For Heaven's Sake; You
ful," and "The End Of A
Don't Know What Love Is; I Get Along WithLove
Affair"
among
out You Very Well; For All We Know; Violets
them.
For Your Furs; You've Changed; It's Easy To
This was the last alRemember: But Beautiful; Glad To Be Unbum that Billie recorded,
happy; I'll Be Around; The End Of A Love
released a year before she
Affair. (CBS Realm/jazz 52540j.
died on July 17, 1959. It's
the finest memorial she
could have wished for.
Put it on the turntable

The
Dreams
Louisiana

When
True,

Savoy;
Come

with the Ray Ellis Orchestra, the best album she'd made and, after listening
for days to this reissue, we can't disagree.

Al

Stompers'

for

most

trumpet

have Chick on drama.

blues
note is

point to
that these have been out before.
The price is right, but some of
Main

g

lows --NJ

Some

hl

r I.

Oiddley's most
Pattular singles are assembled
en HET, BO DIDDLES': (Marble
Arch mAL1114), nd at lls ltd
the LP must be bantam far
these

of

Some

SEE WHY ALL LONDON SHOPS AT

go

not already mock. with
Rid.y past and aaaaa nt His
I'm A Nen " and " Ito Old'
din." mode in the Filliee
when
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1,6I wf
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Small Faces

advert starts
urore
IN

never-ending quest for
eye-catching gimmicks, you never

their

know what those Ad Boys will get
up to next.
Now, a storm is buzzing around
the unsuspecting heads of the Small
Faces. All over that parody of the
Lord's Prayer in the MM on June I.
For it went thisaway: " Small
which were in the studio.
Faces
hallowed by thy name, thy music

-

come, thy songs be sung." And so on.

ADVERTISING
All in the cause of advertising the
latest Small Faces album, "Ogden's
Nut Gone Celebrated Flake."
And what a who -ha it triggered off.
Admitted a spokesman for Immediate Records: "There has been a lot
of comment about it. But we didn't
write it. We borrowed it from God.
We merely changed the words a bit."
One gentleman who objected to the
advert in the MM was P. R. Dawes,
of Kings College, Taunton, Somerset.

Dipping his pen in vitriol, he blasted: " How dare these exponents of
presume upon
something dear, and very real, to

popular

codswallop

countless millions of people?
" I refer to the disgusting, deplorable,

nauseating,

sickening,

base,

vulgar and pretentious way in which
the Small Faces have dared to interpret the Lord's Prayer in advertising
their latest mass wax wastage.

CONCERNED
"This must surely rank with the

sacrilegious crime of the decade for
these four ' musicians' to associate
themselves and

MARRIOTT:
life
goes

on!

O.C.

it could be taken as a serious knock
against religion.
" But on thinking it over, we don't
feel it is either particularly good or
bad. It's just another form of advertising. We don't particularly agree
or disagree with it. We're not all that
concerned about it. We're more concerned in writing our music and producing our records. We have nothing
to do with the publicity.

RELIGIOUS
" But

must admit

I

I

thought the

advert a bit cheeky. I only hope it
doesn't go any further.

" I think most people will consider
it as just an advert, and nothing

more.

" That chap who wrote to the MM
obviously goes to church and is a
very religious man. I'm sorry he was
so upset. And he obviously doesn't
like groups.
" Personally, I'm not that much concerned about religion. I haven't been
to church since I was a choirboy. I
realised then religion wasn't for me.
We attended weddings and funerals,
and it was all such a bore.
" But if people want to be religious,

that's their business. There will always be people who have to have
something to believe in.

"Me? I just believe in life.

goes on."

Life

YEAR BOOK

Count Basie
has been
IT'S UNUSUAL for a singer who
like
featured with a solid jazz orchestra
Count Basle's to get a hit with a country song.
with
But that's what 0. C. Smith has done
Holler's
the unusually -titled "Son Of Hickory "turned
Tramp." And for 0.C., the song has
it all around."
O.C., who is no
By phone from New York, toured
here w'th
stranger to Britain - he
said that having a hit had changed
Basic

-

have been busy doing
clubs and TV shows like the Johnny Carson
the charts,
show, hut now that I've made
has
everything's happening. More bigI'mwork
doing a
been offered to me. Right now
week at
I

concert tour and next week

I

start a

New York's Apollo theatre."
O.C. will almost certainly be In Britain for
month
a couple of weeks at the end of next
I
for promotion. ' That's virtually set and
he said,
suppose I'll be doing TV and things,"with
some
" but we're also talking about a tour
concerts and club dates.
at the
"Harold Davison is in New York
there are talks with him
moment
and
work in
about a tour for me. I'd really like to with
Bill
Britain. I enjoyed it there when I was
work
Basie and it would be a new experience to
there as a solo artist."
to
O.C. was eager to acknowledge his debt
beauthe Count. " Working with the band was use
to
tiful
there's no other word I can
describe it.
Joe Williams
When I joined him to replace
too long and the
I hadn't been in the business
was in :pierience I gained with the hand
and a
'Jumble I learned a lot about music
lot about life with those boys.
I
"But although 1 was working with Basle,
didn't feel I was too far into the jazz thing.I've always liked jam but I feel I'm not strict

-

Is

"We didn't know a
thing about the ad until we saw it
in the music papers. And frankly, we
got the horrors at first. We realise
Says Steve:

SMITH-from jazz THE 1969 MELODY MAKER

to pop via

everything for him.
"Since I left Basic

anything as beautiful and perfect as
the Lord's Prayer."
Strong words, indeed. But words
that call for a reply from Small Face
Steve Marriott.

by Laurie Henshaw

jazz artist. I'm happy that I've managed
as a solo.
move Into a more commercial bag
concert has a
a

" the sort of thing I do on a
hit of jar, feeling, though, and my regular
is very jazz orientled."
r1the trio Is led by pianist Jack Wilson and
n,ne I, C though numbers like " Work Song,"

0. C. SMITH: liked being with Baste

Love With Love" and
the more pop-based things like "Gain' Out Of
My Head."
But O.C. also digs country music. "I've
listened to it for a long time and always en.

"Fever," "Fallin'

In

joyed it. The songs always tell

a

have a style which Is alt their own.

story and

" How did I record ' Hickory Holler'? Well,
last year, I was in
just before Christmasliveofand
went to see Jerry
Los Angeles where I
Fuller, who does my A&R work.
"He had this demo of the song from Dallas
Frazier, who had written it. He played it to me,
I liked It and we decided to do it. And I'm
glad I did because it was a hit here and also
in Britain,
"As I said it's changed everything around."
O.C. has just completed work on a new
album which is caffed " Hickory Holier Revisited" and has also recorded a song which
his new single
he is releasing In the States as his
hers
and which may well follow his
this lime Gilled
"It's another love
' Gas, Food and Lodging.' It's got a kind of
song

country feel too, but it's different to ' Hollow.'
This Is about love that's lost - and nobody Is
knocking on the door in this one."
Fscept 0.C., from jazz to pop, via the Basle
powerhouse. And welcome in the chart, too.-

ALAN WAI.SH.

.
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..
.
..
..
..
..
..
.

The 2nd edition of the reference book specially devoted to every activity and
every aspect of the light music world
Distributed throughout the industry, this important publication will always be in the right place
at the right time, establishing a permanent
source of reference for everyone directly or indirectly concerned with the profession.
Among the many important people, companies,
organisations who will receive the Year Book,
the following appear on the free distribution list:
Major Record Dealers
Major Instrument Dealers
Major Music Publishers
Major Instrument Manufacturers and Wholesalers
Light entertainmet producers in B.B.C. Television
Light entertainment producers in Commercial
Television

The management of British theatres specialising

Major booking agents for variety circuits and
tours abroad
Municipal Entertainments Managers at all key

British towns and cities
Light entertainment producers in B.B.C. Radio
and Radio Luxembourg
Every national newspaper, daily and Sunday
Leading magazines specialising in entertainment
Production Companies for TV Commercials
Press offices of TV and radio organisations
Leading variety bookers on the Continent and
overseas

Major producers of cabaret and music in Britain
In addition to its circulation among those on this
special distribution list, the Year Book will also
be available for sale generally to the music trade.

THIS IS YOUR
SHOP WINDOW

in music

FOR EVERY ARTIST

Continental TV services and major American TV
networks
Leading British Advertising Agencies

Major recording companies in Britain and

FOR EVERY THEATRE

.

.

CLUB

.

BALLROOM

..

EVERY PRODUCER
AGENT
PROMOTER .. EVERY RECORD COMPANY
.

.

America

Major bookers of concerts and private functions
in Britain

.
..
..
..
..
.
..

INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURER AND
WHOLESALER
.
PUBLICITY AGENT
.

.

.

.

PHOTOGRAPHER

LOUT OCTOBER 1968
For full details of adverb emenf rates write to: J. P. Hassinger, Advertisement Manager, 'Melody Maker
Year Book', 161-166 Fleet Street, London, E. C.4.
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clealers

advice
the weird, singNN/HAT
ing sound in the beck -

mrgains

Is

" Wednesday's
Child" on "John Barry ConMovie
ducts His G
Hits" (CBS 63038)? IRIc
Charniey Saltely, Birmingham.

ground

of

A piece by Roland Kirk nailed

"You Did lt, You Did It"
was played on The SSZT Scene

a few weeks ago.

Is the TY'

cording available? (A. J. CasSouthampton). What has
hedy,
appened to Dave Rowberra,

who used to be organist with

(Mary Chriaopoulou, Istanbul, Turkey).
Wednesday' s Child" featured a percussmn instrument
flexitone. " You INd
called
it" is available on Mercury
LP MCL20037, titled " We
the

Animals?

Kirk piece available
LP
Kings'
on 'We Free
-

which has not yet been issued
in

Britain.

MARTIN AF -

Free Kings," featuring Roland
Kirk (saxes), Hank Jones
(prink Wendell Marshall (bass)
and Charlie Persip (drs). Dove
Rowherry is now songwriting
and arranging

FLECK, President of the Jerry

the

with a Conn 38B trumpet.-

tunes

WHATJerry Lee

are

on

Lewis LP,
"Soul My Way", and is
BritaIn7-Hank van
/eased

Rimy, Gentstraat den Bosch,
Holland.
Titles are

"Turn On Your

s A Hang -Up
Lovelight,"
Baby." "Just Dropped In,"
"Dream Baby," "Wedding
Bells," " He Took It Like A
Man," " Hey Baby," "Treat
" Holdin' On,"
Her Right,'
"Shotgun Man,' "1 Belch/
You're Gonna Like ft" The

27097,

album is SrnashMGS

Lee Lewis Fan Club (British
Branch),

Road,

Elizabeth

3

Worthing, Sum..

advise

me

which

PLEASE
outhplme can be used

W. Thompson,

Bishop Auck-

land.

You require a Conn Constellation mouthpiece and you will
find a suitable
be able to
model for your individual
requirements by consulting
The Proper Selection of Cup
Mouthpieces, by Jody C. Hall
chief acoustical engineer of
the Conn Corporation, which
we can supply for 3s 6d post
pplicahle
Although
free.
chiefly to Conn, the hook

BY CHRIS HAYES

EXPERT ADVICE
guidance
on selection of a mouthpiece

first sang "Lucky Old
Sun" on Radio Luxembourg

-

early in 1950, when I was
disc jockey but occasionally
sang a number between playing records and eventually did
a
15 -minute vocal spot. Act-

considerable

offers

for any make of heats instrument and it is being bought
and recommended by leading
TONY DUDsessionaires.

salesman, Rose Showroom.,
Retail
Morris
Shaftesbury Avenue,
81-83
LEY,

brass

London, WI,

I'M Involved
argument

a

friendly

about

singer
maintain

In

Teddy Johnson. I
that his first recording was

"Lucky Old Sun," when he

with Radio
Luxembourg before he went
solo in 1950. - F. King,
was

deejay

a

Middlesbrough.

1

My next recording/I
charts.
Walt.,"
"Tennessee
were
which sold more than "Beloved Be Faithful," followed
by "Mademsoille de Paris,"
" Love's Roundabout," and

" Lucky Old Sun." - TEDDY

JOHNSON.

only played It for a
giggle, but it roused such a

ually,

1

lot of interest that

I

recorded

Idols were
and his Band,
Denny Dennis

boyhood

NAYRoy Foe
singers

with

and Mary Lee. Can you tell
what

me

happened

has

to

came
it for Columbia when
back to Britain in June, 1950
after two years at Radio

them aIR-Fox Fan, Cookham

of 1951. My first, was "Beloved Be Faithful" which

Roy Fox when she was 14 in
1935, stayed until 1938, and

1

Dean, Bunks.

is

Fox

Roy

theatrical

a

Luxembourg. But it was my
fifth recording, in the spring

agent with an office in Chelsea. Mary Lee, who joined

was regarded as a hit in those
days when there were no

then sang for Jack Payne.
Jack Jackson and Ambrose,
went home to Glasgow in
1940, married Scots comedian
Jack' Milroy and raised a

local
dealer
playing-see
your
and
For expert advice on purchasing

(now 14) and a daughter
12)) Mary and Jack continued
to appear on Scottish TV, hut
son

1967 came back to London,
where Mary is a secretary in
an agency and Jack is doing
cabaret. Denny Dennis, who
was discovered in his native
De by in 1931, when he won
in

NORTHERN ENGLAND

SCOTLAND
over 600 Instruments and
1,000, al accessories

as

FORSYTH BROS. LTD

" TZ.117101'11g.'.'

stock ot

RAIN DGLERII rot ALL

BIGGARS

INIMICAL INSTROXENTS

SOUTHERN ENGLAND

LONDON

CRAMER
(BRIXTON)

guitars,

organs,

drums, and all musicalinstor
ments and accessories
58 Sockville Rood

BRI Inn

A.W.2
US.CO,

l

ofeeleonic

Bexhill -p1, -Sea. Tel

and Accessories

ant's

SAUCHIEHALL STREET
GLASGOW, C.2

Best terms, lineal service
PETE SEATON

Fox

la Hope Perk Terrace
Edinburgh 8

.

ir
Hirtnaten
3244

car oll Atuacol Instruments and
Accessortes

";;H!:::lhan7519261°'""

J. P. DIAS LTD.
149-151 BOTCHERGATE

Miner DEALER

CARLISLE

HOME COUNTIES

Ifemier & Selmer

RECORD SHOP

(Musical Instruments) LTD
35-36 Hermitage Road
HITCHIN, Herts. Tel: 4537
All musical instruments,
pianos, organs, etc.
Selmer, Marshall, Ludwig
Lowrey, etc.

THE BEAT "

FRANK HESSY
LTD.
62 Stanley Street
Liverpool
Cddlars AnTIFfiers

Melody House
17 Cannon Street
Birmingham 2
Bernsloghanis favourite
music shod
Val. MIDLAND 9043

SUPPLIERS
76 6 at sr. Leona,,
Te:"4.4
evfncrised

Thomas Organs

town to

The new MUSIC Centre

Premier 4..

at

Pore

63988

Ifemler /lent

RUSSELL CV DORRELL

R. S. KITCHEN LTD.
LEEDS (Fr NEWCASTLE
Specialists in Dance Rand
lastrriErsent

Selmer
Ife
mier
&
Alii140.1SECI DEALER
MOORED
ALFRBRADED

LTD.

FO
Specialist in Dance Band
Instruments

Lower Ground Floor
High Street
Worcester 28571
For all leading makes of
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

& Selmer

AfirlirderUTHORISED DEALER

BAND BOX
(Wolverhampton) LTD.
20 SNOW HILL

WOLVERHAMPTON

the rnstrument you are ...mg
be here in our Carnpreben
sivo rang.
and

Selmer DEALER

Phone

no.. exchange focilibet

Wel=e4teer

31410

The
the

I

instrument
was fortunate enough
a

are

to acquire in Majorca in 1966.
was looking over a factory
originally owned by famous
guitar makers Jose Ferrer and
his son, Jose Junior. The factory had been bought by a
music

dealer

THIS WEEK'S
BARGAINS

their hand -made
igh -quality folk and classical
hroducing
guitars for his distribution.

the

on the wall. I asked to play
w so enchanted by it
BRISTOL: it andas
OF
BROWN'S
it. But
I decided to hay
Secondhand Fender TREMOLUX that
I didn't have enough money
AMP, hoed 160, 98
with me, so the guests at my
motel made a collection and
&
HICKS. provided the balance until
CHALLENGER

(CARLISLE)
CUMBERLAND:
of
LTD.
Limited number of GUITARS,
etc., still at pre -devaluation
JAMES

P.

DIAS

prices

Contact 23644
HUNT'S OF WINDSOR:

FICCO
listed at

LETTE AMP. B 40,

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND

Stephen SI, Sm.

Sun

the

by

piano,

Paul

Whiteman

first performed "Rhapsody in
Blue " on February 12, 1924,

Old Man Ferrer didn't agree
with the deal and went off to

I

at New York's Aeolian Hall

of Popular Music, by
avid Ewen) and recorded it
DDistory
on June 10, 1924 for Victor
55225/HMV

(Brian

C1171

Rust).

I AM unable

to

tune

my

Telsco-Wem organ properly

with the tenor sax In my trio.

reason why there should he
There
a difference In pitch
organs arrive from Japan with
a standard tuning of 440 cps
(Al and this can candy be
to

the right

It

sharpen

to

effected by a
small wire -wound miniature
potentiometer (moveable resit,
tor) and the larger version can
be found in amplifiers, radios
etc. There are 12 of these

The tuning

is

tune and they ore found
on a transistor board. Each

to

one produces a note of the
chromatic scale Anyone with
a

good

ear

c an

tune

this

organ, as it is like tuning

piano. Use 4th and 5ths and
3rd and 6ths. It can be tuned
by pitch variations and you
should he able to tune the
saxophone to it quite easily

-

teacher
JACKIE GORDON, St Giles

Organist

and

Music Centre, London, Wel.

DARTFORD, KENT: Shop-soiled
THOMAS ORGAN ARL 2,
listed £260, now E190

OF DARTFORD
Far Ihr ronfp/eto range of
THOMAS ORGANS

BROWNS
OF BRISTOL LTD

featured

Dragon, who recorded it on
MGM 1380. With the corn poser, George Gershwin, at

wanted the Ferrers to go on

Lothian.
have played and tuned the
Teisco-Wem and can assure

altered by rotating either to
the left to flatten the note or

was

who

A. Paterson, WhItburn, West

"Rhapsody in Blue" first performed and recorded by Paul
Whiteman and his Orchestra?
(Mrs E. Smith, Chester).
The breakfast cereal singers
are Janie Marden and Vince
Hill. " Green Tambourine "

1

the tuning of this organ. -

programme

singing
"Green Tambourine.. Who
were they? (Noreen McArthur,
was
When
Workington).

1

& HICKS

15 St

is

Canadian

over

ALLWAYS
Electric Ltd.

In

and my colleagues were told
It always appears to be sharp
by a local music dealer that
there Is very little travel on

you that provided the ten.,
sax is low pitch, there is no

Release

make guitars for the Japanese
leaving the prototype of his
choicest guitar in a glass case

1

Drums etc

It

which

Tel. BELFAST 32991

CHALLENGER
KAY WESTWORTHS

OF

requirements

58 Wellington Place

MIDLANDS

AUTHORISED DEALER

"THE HOME

M. CRYMBLE LTD.
for nlulicins'

Spe,assi

CARLISLE2Homm-21,?-10"

featured two lads on his New

Green, Tooting.

HUNT'S MUSICAL

For oh musical instruments and
specialist advice

Slavin

Mon of La Mancha, at

35 Percy Street
Newcastle upon Tyne I

Tel. 20895

now

Piccadilly Theatre? - Howard

NOLMSIDE.CTIINDERLAND

C. JEAVONS
NORTHERN ENGLAND

WHICH
Archie

N. IRELAND

*

net,

is

in

guitar is played by

MUSIC
ELECTRONICS
NIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

AUTHOASED DEALER

HARRY LORD (Music) LTD.
239 GEORGE STREET
Contact fOr all enquiries
ABERDEEN 29230

inenedosto delovery
LP rescord9 nu rook,

RECORDS

!Semler &Selmer

and

living

Kelloggs
commercial

the

cornflakes
on TV? (Marie Linnane, London, SW5). Tony Blackburn

Selby, Yorkshire.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

KING'SVIMIIV17105

WHO sings

ruell"re

cafe.-

guitar in a local
ARCHIE SLAVIN.

Championship appearing with
The Mayfair Super Seven, has
played clubs in the Midlands

lowcs1 caw

SAVILLE BROS. LTD.

thempt

and North since leaving Roy

4695

them. Asa

nulltore

the
in
award
vocal
the
MELODY MAKER Dance Band

H. S. BIRD
For

ROLAND KIRK Mercury album

£200, perfect condirion,

In next week's nano

Peter Greed

£60.

C. JEAVONS of NEWCASTLE Write, call cir
ON -TYNE:

'phone for details of our NEW
hirrig
A_
AMPLIFICATION

1

service

TelepHhone 23646

od,ng makes
Arresuaics and Repairs
Atl

!fernier &Selmer
AUTHORISED DEALER

HARRY LORD OF ABERDEEN(
HOFNER PRESIDENT GUITAR,
2
Pick-ups, £40, HORNER

ineredibles

VIOLIN BASS GUITAR, £40

KITCHEN'S of LEEDS: Secondhand

CHANNEL ISLANDS

shopsoiled

RIVOLI GUITAR, complete in
case, £165, listed new F250
FENDER
MALIBU
approx
Round -hole

ARKAY MUSIC LTD.
16 York Sr. 20 The Poletl
St. Helier

1,.,

C1-24609

Sr..

Peleer-Pore
G

EPIPHONE

jumbo

Guitar

fisted 140 Ras Bargain al 7',

insets t'ortser
Don't mils.% it!

IRON -Rage le

'27.

Mr i OlrY MAK F R, June
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FOLK ALBUMS

Enthusiasm -that's

' iiiiiiiiii
WEDNESC)., cent'

SATURDAY cont.

THURSDAY
AT FOX, ISLINGTON GRN. Na

COME ALL YE WITH THE MOON-

TROUBADOUR.

Isr,,mmer, Rued

COACH & HORSES, KEW GREEN

1110

SHIRLEY
COLLINS

IAN McCANN

LIGHTERS.

B LACK BULL, HIGH ROAD, N.70
LEON ROSSELSON I!

/fit

THE ROAN COUNTY ROTS.

E.0 a FOLK CLUE, WILLIAMSON S

STEWART ENNS

the Weavers

e.

'THE TINKERS

DODO,

DON

DARBY, Prince of Wales, Dolling
mins

7

TONY
ROSE
Road,
Selkirk
Hotel,

Selkirk
Tooting Broadway.

AT

COLLIERS RANT
THE PEELERS

and Arlo Guthrie.

Pete Seeger will be there-

of the reconsituted
Almanac Singers in the Woody
part

Britain's best-selling pop weekly

DISC
and MUSIC ECHO

Chapman

TONY

TAVERNERS,

IN

DISC
and MUSIC ECHO

OUT NOW!

Keith Pearrion

udios

Hallsharn 93

Tel

THIS

at

WEEK

MOB:LE DISCOTHEQUES

£1.30-11.

1/4d. per word
PI 0 BILE
DISCOTHEQUES,

NAG'S

the

-

-

COOPER.

540-7715

904

ACT NOWt Hire or rent 11 00.

_.

plete Courier discotheque lye ter of PA and present your
show at Its best
NEWHAM
AUDIO. 01-534 4064.

-

MONDAY
AT CATFORD, RISING SUN.

ETC.

A GRAND CEILIOH

VALLEY

PINEWOOD

BOYS,

5107

1/- per word

MIKE

930

DEANE,

FOUR

CHINGFORD

MORRIS,

HOTELS

HOME

1/4 per word
LL HOSE
U.
HOTEL
AT THE PHOENIX, Cavendish m nut es West End> Pint
clans17
Square. John Princes S1
W.I.

BREW, QUAGGIES, CRAYFOLK.

-

ROY HARPER

lesson

YORK HOUSE, TWICKENHAM
Friday, 2IS1 June

enthosMs Ss

Sandy

Bull,

Tel

Mahal, the west coast group,

Kaleidoscope, and a not -so new face Eric Von Schmidt.

A country and blues night
will include Roy Acuff, the

Smoky Mountain Boys, George
Hamilton IV, Ralph Stanley,

MARTIN CARTHY
53 Lamblon Rd_,
4/6, 5/6, 6/6

Ken Threadgill, Jack Elliott,
and B. B. King.
A children's day programme
will feature the Bread And
Puppet Theatre, Jim Kweskin,
Tat Mahal, Sam Hinton, Bernice Reagon, Henry Crowdog,
and Allannis Obomsawin,

banjo -maker and ballad singer, will be featured in the contemporary concert with Buckley, Hartford, Mahal, and Judy
Collins.

Dates are from July 24

to

28.

BBC -2

same

TV on Monday. The
night,

the

Corrie's

BBC -1 TV show, Degrees Of

features
Bernadette,
Walter
Dorris
Henderson,
Carr reciting a McGonagall
dancer Sylvia Hen
Hen-derson.
Folk,

Ewan Mar -Cell and Peggy
Seeger play seine of My Kind
Of Polk on June 26 on Radio,

while the same evening
there's a 50 -minute show by
gypsy guitarist Manliee de

Plata on BBC' -2, with his Mo-

ther

and son, Hyppolite and

Raillardo, and
nephew. Ricardo B'

his

Matter°

.

JiFOY WFST sings on tie
of Christian Aid al
1..111
I hunk near Bosiord.

Suffolk on Sunday, July 7 in

ship programmes which feat-

ured the Folk Three from Sudbury folk club last Sunday.
Vicar at Groton, the Rev
Brian Bird, is just completing

book on the revival. Our
Kinda Folk with a foreword
the

oft -unacknowledged

originator of that kinds title,
Alex Campbell, and an appendix from Shirley Collins. The
book is presumably a sequel
to his earlier Skiffle-Folk Song

With A Beat,

SW20

new American girl

the

rooms.

HOLLY GWINN

commended.

the Pentangle at

the

Royal

Festival Hall and the Incredible String Band at the Royal
Albert Hall, now becomes the

-an interesting development
from the original "panto"
July 6. the Singers'
features a Crime and Criminals
evening, with MacColl, Seeger
and the CrItir-s.
On

rORRECTIC)N to the above
it becomes four.places-al

once,

because

the

Fornhon.

Folkfest, featuring Al Stewart,
Marlon, Allan Taylor, Terry

Masterson and Brian Golbey
takes place on June 29, too, at
the Bush Hole], Farnham

The same people are presenting on evening with the
blues, with Mike Chapman,
Ian Anderson, and a number
al other well-known Musa
men, including, perhape, a
(amour American Meat; on
July 5

37 WellICOMOe

Parrek

JOHN

ACCOMMODATION
1/- per word

early.

FURNISHED FLAT. AddlealOne.
near WelbrIdDe. Surrey. Two bed

TOWNSEND
KEITH
CLARK.
VERITY
STEPHENS,
FRANK McCONNELL, etc. Come
On

rooms lounge, kilt-hen,bulhrm
gns, - Weybridge 4371.31

dr
.he

E.4,FIL,

FOLK

CENTRE,

RAWHIDE
JACKET

SEE THURSDAY

Creek
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HAMMERSMITH

PIG 'N' POKE

FIONA STUART

MAIM

ORPINGTON FOLK club, Royal
Oak
Green Street Green. ALEX
CAMPBELL, DAVE PLANE.

ease

STEFAN GROSSMAN

plus special guests from America_
Next week

LI a ISa,r se
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ROY HARPER
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ANNE
Men,

Camden

BRIGGS

PEANUTS
B ISHOPSGATE,

Town, a
with The

KINGS
ECT

pm.

Cal'

PETER CHARLTON AND

PEELERS
CLUB,
STORES, WIdegate St,
gale

NIGEL DENVER
THE L C.S. presents THE SING
ERS CLUB. EVENING OF RES!
DENTS, EWAN SlacCOU., PEGGY
SEEGER

and

A.

Union Tavern.52
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west

Road,
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plus guests Adrn Ss. This week

TEL 01-937 2933
Fled B2, 17 Harmon Street
London, W.8
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London
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DIZ DISLEY
HUNGRY!

GEORGE HARRISON
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"RAMROD" No 979

COVENFOLK RE -OPENS at the
Ram, Wandsworth 111011 Street,
wish

ARMS,

amn

manly

CLIFFpresents
AUNGIER
DAVY
GRAHAM
plus guests. Next week. farewell ALEX CAMPBELL
of Snyder John Koerner.
at the Dungeon Club. The
All rilebtor

You -can't -be -in- three. places -

at -once trick, for the Singers'
Club that same night are presenting a preview of their
1968 Festival Of Fools show
at the Union Tavern. Every
month, they are presenting a
musical review of what went
on during the previous month

AA/RAC-

018504995.

CoPper.

jiVIY Try-to.be-in-two.placest vR at -once trick on June 29.
when I shall commute between

nclualva.

Road. Blackheath, London, 5 E.J.

HANGING LAMP C.A.Y.

ANGLERS, TEDDINGTON.
AT LES COUSINS,
Street, 7 30-11 pm.

Showers, bolo

TV / Radio lounge

NOEL MURPHY

SATURDAY

a series of folk -song in wor-

by

and

MOND, 8.15

for
younger

Cooney,

DAVE LIPSON

SHIRLEY BLAND a DAVY GRAHAM, MICHAEL COONEY, JOHN NLE.4`414NuEritYrzo;.giffsToii
BETMEAD, MICHAEL MILNER &
JOHN HADDON Book now July
AT THE
VINEYARD,
RICH5th

SEEGER:

Boston, Richie Havens, Mike

room and breakfast hotel. Terme
from 121. Id. daily.
lint and
cold, fully centrally heated all

,

LOUGHTON COLLEGE, BORDERS
LANE, LOUGHTON.

The Seekers have a 50 -minspectacular on
ute colour

DON PARTRIDGE - in colour!

- IlernpAlead aeenrdlnc

Stdisc

DAVE & TONI ARTHUR

TROUBADOUR,

TONY SHAW, DAVE ANDREWS,

CILLA BLACK plus special interview!

- the new wonder

recording al your Club with our
mobile recording aervlee Tope

Herta-

OLD TIGER'S HEAD, LEE S.E.

Fantastic giant colour picture of

penetrating

FOLK CLUES and anima. a Her

Harbin.

HOTEL.

TALISMAN

THE CENTRAL, BARKING ROAD.

"THE Four Square Circle, one
of the resident groups
1
from the Old Tiger's Head,
Catford, will be on Country
Meets Folk on June 29 -their
first radio appearance.

-

Crayfolk

The

plus

COLLINS

SHIRLEY

MARTIN & NONE EAST HAM.

Frank Proffitt jnr, presumably the son of the legendary

JIM WEBB
composer!

Stewart

JUNE za. SOUTHEOROUGN.

FOLK NEWS

PLUS:

Murray,

Tickets:

"veterans" like Judy Collins

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL Folk
Club 7.30 min Wednesday, June
II in basement Di Johnlon 3e
NUS & Folk Clubs only

RAILWAY HOTEL, DARTFORD

Resident,

DAVE SWARBRICK
STEFAN CROSSMAN

loosely
rather
a
running
framed concert featuring some
of the newer faces on the
scene, including members of
his jug band, Mel Lyman and
his " Family " from Fort Hill,

From the Cast of GOLDEN BOY

early.

strongly traditionally oriented.
The Johnstons have the ability to belt out songs and not
fall into that false heartiness that so often is a trade mark of
groups from Ireland. "They'll Never Get Their Man" and
"The Frogs Wedding" are good examples and are a complete contrast to their brilliant unaccompanied harmony singing on MacColils songs, "Apprentice Song" and "Tunnel
Tigers" and the Gaelic Song. "The Rich Old Hag."
The Johnstons are, in their present state, one of the best
of the revival groups to emerge from Ireland and could become
very big throughout Britain. They have a good approach to
Meir music that prevents it from being stilted, pretentious or
dull, and this album proves this convincingly -TONY WILSON.

Mahal and Janis Ian joining

JOHN BASSETTE

-

in the Irish chart with Ewan MacColl's "The Travelling People" which is the title track of the album. The Johnston's sound, before brother Mike left and was replaced by
Paul Brady and Mick Maloney, was a bit thin and, naturally,
dominated by the girls, nevertheless a pleasant sound.
Other tracks on the Marble Arch album include "The
Alamo," "I Never Will Merry," "Johnstone Motor Car," Tom
Paxton's "Leaving London" and "The Curragh Of Kildare."
On some of the tracks the girls are heard with the two new
members of the grouup, Paul Brady and Mick Maloney but it
cn THE JOHNSTONS (Transatlantic TARI69) that the group,
as it is now, is heard to its full advantage.
There is more
depth, richness of harmony and variation -and the album is

new boys and girls, with Tim
Buckley, John Hartford, Taj

JUG TRUST
TERRY GOULD

DON SHEPHERD

1

the United States, is
focused very much upon the

MUMMY.

MC,

HEAD with JOHN TIMPONY and Groups 01-961-9385.
" THE MEAT ?poen On
with
Gicyhound, Fulham Palace Road ROGER PRICE is
New Centuries - New
COME ALL YE
The Mobile Discotheque for par,
with DAVE Calk:lei-head, PADDY NEXT WEEK Is a
ties, clubs, scenes. illeproomta
Harries, GEORGE Harvey. 10 mins,
lion -Spencer
DaVia
COME ALL YE
Hammersmith Broadway
men., 01-734-7464, Evenings M205
York Road, Battersea. Is. 385.61128
FIGHTING COCKS, London Road members Our little mom upstairs
Kingston. Announcing the appear- Is very secluded and you will
nce of ARTHUR KNEVETT. Come get your rnoney.a worth!
FOR HIRE

(Marble Arch MAL808).

from

GUEST

DOGHOUSE FOLK,

During this
time, when Lucy and Adrienne were singing with their
brother
Mike, they seemed to be more strongly influenced by the trends
of the Irish scene than they are now.
However, this influence paid off for them and they achieved

PLUS:

t near

Chelsea

The "before" Johnslons can be heard on
TRAVELLING PEOPLE

interview!

King's Road,
Odeon Cinema)

LORD NELSON,

advertisements.

Elliott.
There will he a special concert to spotlight the reunion
of the Junior Wells -Buddy Guy
Blues Band and on another
night Jim Kwerkin will be

NOEL MURPHY

Come all ye

STARTING GATE, Station Road,
Wood Green, closed for Summer,
reopening Sepleniber.

Adm. 5/-.

Jim

JULIE DRISCOLL

Greek
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RON GEESIN

WITH Pye and Transatlantic both releasing albums by the
Johnstons, it's a bit like the old "before and after

.,

COUSINS,

LES

Street, 7.311 pm. The Incredible

of singing.

Jeanie and Bobbie and
alt the old faithfuls who used
to turn up so regularly at the
Newport Folk Festival? This
year's roster, just
received

Norbilon Grand

DON BONITO

FRIDAY

chart positions for singles such as Woody's "So
Long" and Leadbelly's "Goodnight Irene." Their records
sold in millions -and still sell today.
On THE WEAVERS' SONGBAG (Fontana FRAM
they are heard with a collection of songs that they made
well known on both sides of the Atlantic. These include
"Erie Canal," " I Never Wilt Marry," "Auntie Rhodie,"
"Old Riley " and "This Land Is Your Land." What comes
over particularly is the enthusiasm, the professionalism
and the humour with which Lee Hays, Pete Seeger, Ronnie
Gilbert and Fred Hellerman applied themselves to the job

Guthrie tribute --along with
Alan Lomax, Bess Hawes (also
original members) and Ado,
Ramblin Jack
and
Judy

-,--- -

FOLK AT The

Iniermoss

4o,

Pine, Daynnaler

Hotel,

Railway

5 110

HOLY GROUND,

MARIAN McKENTIE

can

now,

Om/ ern no

COLIN DES,
STAR & GARTER, EROMLEY,

Vest
PLUS ROHN v CAIRNDUFF
Mansion House, Theatre, The Green, Richmond week
NEW CLUE!
Johnny `Ilan!'
Evelyn Si, Deptford. This week. June 35, 7.90, A Folk concert In
Mk
GORDONG1LTRAP. Singers wet - support of the Human
SUREITON. A sFenlhly Bann,.
00.
campaign Seals 5s and as 40
come
ii JOHN
a p m DEREK S
E iiiii RISE. FRASER, PAT NELSON
HAMPSTEAD.
SHIRLEY BLAND, Railway Inn,
Opp Chalk Farm Stations 730
Abingdon,
TROUBADOUR, 9.31)

Their sound, to the younger fan, may appear dated and
perhaps it is but it's the forerunner of most folk group
sounds and in its time was very influential. The sound
was good enough, though, to win the Weavers top Ameri-

they

ANNIVERYE. -

ALEX CAMPBELL
open 7 30
Pon

ALEX CAMPBELL

FOLK FANTASIA. At Richmond

.

are

Ravenscourt Park

Tithe.
,A1E,K.TcoliaEKALL

A LEGEND in their own time," said Sing Out Magazine,
/1, "Grass roots of America . ." said Carl Sandburg.
American folksong collector
" a key -force in transforming folksong from a coterie cult to a popular pastime.
Their work shone with quiet integrity and mastery of
craft." wrote New York Times' Robert Shelton. They being the Weavers who were among the leaders in the
American folksong revival and who were also an important catalyst In the arousing of Interest In folk music in
Britain.
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Music Every Night
THE KENSINGTON
RUSSELL GARDENS, HOLLAND RD.

Dave Dee

KENSINGTON. W.II

O Friday, June 21st

Bow 27. 70 01, a (Oikelsol

and Co

10.30 -Dawn

8 PINK FLOYD
and return of

DAVE SHEPHERD

HURDY GURDY

QUINTET

On

invited

::

EASY MOSES
X Members 16/

RONNIE GLEAVES
(Vibes)

,,,-.'

BRIAN GREEN
JAZZ BAND
Saturday. 11nd June

Ross
Ronnie
Baritrinist
guests at Highgate's Old Gate
House tomorrow (Friday) and

CABARET

following week (20) the
club presents the Mike Westthe

a new single
by Ray Ennis and the Blue
Jeans, ' What Have They
brook band

.

Done To Hl "

is released

tomorrow (Friday) - the first
the revised name.

under

O
O

Non -atop Light Shows, Films
0 Members 11 /-

0 c oming Soon:

Monday. 11Th lona

IAN CARR

.

Return of

.

COUNTRY CLUB

DANNY RAE'S
Wednesday. 1. lune

WED., JUNE 26th, I.15-11.30

DENNY OGDEN'S

ALEXIS KORNER & BAND

OCTET

plus SUN

Wed

.

.

lune /6

Tho.

Country Club
BSC Recording SW Club
CrenmeelII on Club

CANA VARIETY AGENCY

.344 IKeenerle Stew, Lenten, W.I

America in October for TV,
radio and appearances.

.

.,.,

Idrrnand .11 end
!ahem, Shoredlkh
FLLIPAUnlvers.'
asandsnorn. sIc.ue'sNa

210" HAVERSTOCK HILL, N

.

The Scaffold appear at Edinburgh's Palladium Theatre on
August 26 as part of the Edinburgh Festival
John

.

LUCAS and flue
MIKE COTTON SOUND

CABARET

Ayns.
leased on June 28
ley Dunbar Retaliation will
make a three-week trip to

*

*

8
THE
BYRDS
O 0000 0000000 0000000 0

ALAN LITTLEJOHN/
TONY MILLINER

day (22), to play their single
"I Live For The Sun," re-

A2

Saturday, July 6th FromU S

8

BOWN ALBUM
Vanity Fare
August.
guest un Dee Time on Satur-

0
0
0
Dexter
Guests 21/- 0

JUNIOR EYES

SEXTET

ward Bound" is released on

RIATfair 1456
Orknks al normal bar pricer

London's new

mbb

Walker's new single is "Kenntucky
Woman " released o
Pentangle's con June 2R

Then you're also very wise.
A small advertisement in the

moo comfer-

holgneid
lounge

music

ARE YOU

.

SMALL

RAY KING SOUL BAND
run10 NINAINGHAPI, Cerep Hall
hor

hne 71,

RIRMINGHAM

MINDED?

Soot Ho, thew
MANCHESTER

PrIncws
Elorn.e Clot"
haw at WARRINGTON
Carlton Club
,nor 15

classified columns of Melody
Maker gets things movingf-a-1-0 Whether you're
buying or selling, looking for
musicians. or after bookings,
Melody Maker is there to
help you:
AND CET RESULTS FAST'

Relnhow Salo

s.,

melody
maKer

COVENTRY

SMALL ADS

VICTOR SUTCLIFFE /Glsr LIMITER

100 BrendeWury Peel, Londo, N.W.,
/011 S 1191 /7

MEAN BUSINESS!

"Melody Maker" Classified Advertisement Rates
ENGAGEMENTS

SCAFFOLD: Festival

tea at the Royal Festival Hall
on June 29 will be recorded
for their next album.
Matt Monro guests in Time
For
(22)

Blackburn

wife

.

.

.

WANTED 8 d.Zd

MUSICAL SERVICES

BANDS, BANDS WANTED

PERSONAL

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

PUBLIC NOTICES

MUSICIANS WANTED
SITUATIONS VACANT
VOCALIST WANTED
1/. Per
VOCALIST
Word

Mark Wirtz and his
Hannaman

Ross

make

Barefoot And Tiptoe"

re,

London
leased on June 21
Pops Orchestra, formed by
songwriters Tony Macauley

ABCDEFGHIJKL

REHEARSAL ROOMS

A BCDEFCH I IKL M NO
13/A par low

SPECIAL NOTICES

TUITION 1/4 Per
Word

ARC DE FG HUN LEI N O p GR ST UV

64 prune of I /10 por word

All won °Merl wrng. must he prep.id and should °row nor later lhan sin Pod Enda,' 1ar n`LLP1ln
ihe o snug Friday , iswe - Addrers communication to
Ckadned Ad. Dept., "MELODY
MAKER", 161-166 Fleet Stntet, Landon, E.C.4.
Phone. !LE 5011, Ent. 171. 176 a 234
The full name and oddrws of the Ad...trim., not necessarily For publwahon, musl orrompany ere,

VERE DIES
have

oddrenied io the Moody Maker' off .ces
Meose mate all reeettoncas payable to -MELODY MAKER' Cheques and P 0 s to be crossedr, Co I.
odrerhsernent Regfies

signed for two short visits to
Ireland-Belfast (July 5 and
6) and Dublin (71 and Dublin
(August 30 for three days)

o an. Number must

had

Freelanders

loon rwools from U S A

DISCOTHEQUE

the

Welsh,

Alex
the Alex

with

joined

has

his benne town
Edrnhurgh's Harlequin Room
the newly -formed Kendal
Club presents the Monty

Shaw trio

M

11,-

OH JUIY 10-11Ve
Mench eI
1%

W.

ler

'

Sign Hero

Popol orror No

Addros

& THE TONICKS BAND

Licensed Bar Doing/parr MI 2 ars

KRISIS

LADIES' FREE NIGHT
TUESDAY & THURSDAY

Plitios apply for Membership

Coming ttrartion from Amenm
hay Sth

MANAGEMENT: MERVYN THOMAS, 01-965 2991

PATTY LABELLE
THE BLUEBELLS

BRANDO, GREGORY, IGOR OISTRAKH
Donkwords, Julie Driscoll, Brian Auger and The
Trinity, Julie Felix, Captain Fish and His Limbo Troupe,
John

THE TOAST

Warren Mitchell and The Alf Garnett Family, Jon Hendriks, Cleo Loins, Jonathan Miller, Marion Montgomery,
Annie Ross, The Scaffold, Fou Tiong, John Williams

WORLD RECORD HOLDERS IOR
100 HOURS NON-STOP

PLAYING MARATHON

Stan, a 26 I.*.

ALBERT HALL
At theWEDNESDAY,
ROYAL
JUNE 26th, 7,30 p.m.

rt

Ti

Welwyn

M_

bee 71

Chrtoid

Row 13

Hmamerswilli

Non

low en

tooth=

wed

rwe al El*

Sat

tr.

Tickets 7/6 to 5 ons
Box Office KEN 8212 and all usual booking offices

Orr

hr.. 25 Rms..
SOLE AGENCY

International Defence and Aid fund contort
to commemorate Mown Righh Year and South Airman Freedom Day

JOHN
EDWARD
ENT AGENCY
PHONE 01 SOP 4645 RAW

TUESDAY JAZZ
in the open air

Battersea Park Concert Pavilion
JUNE 25, at 8 p.m.

5/- (no advance booking)

MR ACKER BILK & HIS
PARAMOUNT JAZZ BAND
HUMPHREY LYTTELTON AND HIS BAND

JULY 2

MOTHERS

HIGH STREET, ERDINGTON

BIRMINGHAM
SUNDAY, JUNE 23rd

ERD 5514

TYRANNOSAURUS REX
AND

JOHN
Midnight

8 p.m

tech/ring the ensuing sound at

PEEL

Bars 11.30 p.m.

PEGGOTTYS PEOPLE
ALL THIS SUMMER

Admission 7/6

THE IN SCENE 01 G. f6GG.GGS

NEW BROKEN WHEEL,

FICKLE PICKLE

RETFORD, NOTTS.

CHICAGO BLUES CLUB

SATURDAY, JUNE 22nd

HORNSEY WOOD rvEsH
Ser. Sisters Rood
Ins Mots Mao. r. tit

THE BREAKTHRU

Wleranave. Jun. 144.

WHITE MULE
UNION BLUES

Open 7.30-12 Sat. and Sun..
'

1U 011011011i 4- 441.24.

4,

4

I
THE COLLINS ORGANISATION LIMITED

41-43 Wardeur Sinew, W.1, Telephone,
01-437 6762

THE ROARING

20's CLUB

SO CARNABY ST

437 4024

First LP.

W.1

New Sin,.

now erallable
"Soft Rork

'My World
Is Getting
Smaller.
OUT NOW,

Saturday, June 22nd, 7.30-11.30 p.m.

THE POLYTECHNIC
Little Titchfield Street, W.1
trial lea Publicorran

JOEY YOUNG

THE

Please mead my Aare...wont under hooding

Chem*

Saturday, June 22nd

Club seen 7 niy. week

plus BLACK CAT BONES
errrbea

SQUARE DEAL BAND

AMPLE CAR PARR

fully LICENSED

RETALIATION

in

Sunshine band on Monde). 1241
t tip bounty Hotel session
saupcbester's Red River Jeep men appear in EIRC's

AND THE

u011 NIGHT with

.

Rae,

HORATIO SOUL

r30 II p

Wadn.day, ass. 26th

AYNSLEY DUNBAR

"Never Leave Me" released
bassist Ronnie
lastweek
formerly

Friday, Jun 21st

040,' a FREE
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AUSTIN BAPTISTE ou.ntet Cabaret Steel Band and LtalLes

LEAP GUITARIST seeks London
professional d.rs,crearn group,
FOR 1037, between
dedicated.
9-1030 pm
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by
TRUMPET AND tenor for north lounge
ALL
STRINGS
required
Experiente trurn
work
To
well.
also
west
coast
Vacancies
Must
read
ROME Orchestra,
pet - Barry 769 6512 now
for clarinet and cornet players. start as soon a possible, DRUMS, EXP, - Tottenham
considered Sandringham Rued, Morecambe
Other
instruments
01.000 3301
Permanent station near Reading. Lane,
c
GUITAR /
URGENT:
SASS
GUITARIST,
ELECTRIC
Stag Rand, Arbrrfirltl. Rrading, SINGER, rhythm/blues, able to read - Tel. AYH 6074 afteraI
read music requIred for Paris. pm.
Berks.
Well.pa Id contract for summer.
for
new
B ASS
GUITARIST
E X CHART No. I group's lead
assured.
St:
months
nr
one
year
serni-pro, well equipped group.
SaSup110111S1.
guitarist,
inger,
possible
Era,
50 watt
minimum essential
sungweiter, rap television. radio
Ptilei
or
phone
immediately.
995.0532
recording. tours, working Kr, ups
B ASS GUITARIST for new style IlL0r510s. 19IE roeau=oPn'A In London Ring MACauley 7779
rock
roll group. Work wallGOOD JAZZ TRIO. - 116 12S0.
613-6407
Phone
ing. Sky's the limit. West Lon. A';
pop
Ing
GUITAR. STANDARDS
dun - 01-9E2 4203 rifler 0 p m onURGENT
sports Youngish resident
478 8423
Phase irtirnedlately.
InPhone
1101100
day camp
GUITARIST, joinfforrn groupGUITARIST,or transport, land 39]6.
B ASS
Welwyn Garden 21422_
king seml.
vocal backing for
URGENT, SIX TOP PRO, MUSIGUITARIST SEEKS seasnn, gigs,
pro group In South East Loncrin CIANS TO BACK COLOURED
area. - 274 8010.
AMERICAN ARTIST, LEAD, ROSS, residency. - Dave 01 997 5010.
AND
GUITARIST / VOCALIST. very
B ASS (VOCALS) AND SINGER DRUMS, ORGANIST, TENORWORK.
TOP CLASS
WILLING TO REHEARSE, - REN TRUMPET,
nalnelif tek, 5T1AuDITIONS, PHONE 1.22-S381 OR
MR.
OMB 0022 EX. SE.
2466
,BASS / VOCALS, drummer to
VACANCIES. Esperienced wood
INSTRUMENTALIST / SINGER.
Own
wncl players -RAMC Staff Band. experienced.
folk
seeks
'Mrernnt
falli=s0w"a?Ca
Ash Vale, Aldershot
group. anything
duo
Close Hounslow.
VACANCIES FOR CLARINET. Iluenced
- Chris Turner. 191
BLUES DRUMMER for group, CORNET & STRING PLAYERS. construe°.
semlpro. Londonarea. - 440. Enlistment, transfer or ce en lull Askew Road, W 12
for
JAZZ CLARINETTIST, experiment
with
preference
2797 latter 7 gm).
you,. enced. seeks gigs / residency. guitarist. doubling Instruments, also APP.
BLUES
B RILLIANT
01450.2174. 5 pm -8 P.
15-174
years
all rod experience. urgently musicians
for audition to- Capt W. Allen.
JAZZ / DANCE guitarist
required. Ring 240.1327.
AR(M,
psm,
RA,
Royal
Artillery
DRUMMER
and organist re- Itarkhlit/ Band, Larkhill. Salis- 452 3722
JOHN WALDEN, blues harmoniBrentwood.- bury, Wilts.
Krdt;113wailing.
VOCALIST and bass guitar for ca. 01491 2.337
LEAD GUITAR, lead vocals.
DRUMMER, enthusiastic Blues Went End residency. -PUL 8139
pro, seeks work. - Ed. TUD
man, no Iles, for BR King. Jnr or FOE 3856 (Flat 2/

DRUMMER,
ORGANIST
and
VOCALIST
required
fur
progres.
needed
for
the
All ages S a e - Pen Sudety. sine group in the Sutton area. - trombonist (pro 1
84. per word
Cal Read Show. Tel. U. S Flat.
Knot Thorley, Lanes
01M2 1552
10y WIM
Press
PUBLICITY
G bass
Mlnirnum charge 2/8d.
VOCALIST (YOUNG mate) for
./4
s
and Public Relations) for groups, semSpro
harmony and drummer for forming blues
soul
and
mantauals,events. at moderate group - 014074343
A
ACCOMPLISHED
AXLE,
ieveningal influenced group. - 01404.3755. ACCORDIONIST.
Publicity Flair Ltd. Inlees
876 4541.
ORCHESTRA.
JAZZ
KENT
to
audition
WE ARE prepared
larViters by appointment Only
A
ABLE,
ACCOMPLISHED
Keen readers. Progre.ive roperMire. PIANIST.
vocalists who have had no
Phone 01 03 0941
876 4542
- Box 7328
vlo.
professional
experience
and
guitar,
BASS
ACCORDION.
HI ND S
OR
LEAD
GUITARIST
AND
VOCAre.
for
HAM 9501,
abroad. Thousands of ir suitable will be trained
England
LIST TO FORM COMMERCIAL violin
Send
photo
join band
AMATEUR,
ALTO,
World
members
Details.
169
2432,
B
LURS
GROUP.
(over 30 age group). Rehearse.
ME74. `.7,rdangl,"=- IT
Friendship
Enterprises,
versatile,
LEAD
GUITARIST,
and Cu Box 7136.
Is, - Rox 7341.
gag
Anthurst Park. N.I6
Good
for
showband.
wanted
WOR 9911.
ALTO/CLAR.
YOUNG GIRL pop singer -Send W1Cals. Top money paid. Phone
LAGOON FINDS THE photograph.
busks,
ALTO -SAX,
read.,
S
Norman Road,
anytime,
...0
=76 expertycetell eekszawkChearn, Surrey
tee
alto
/
MODERN
JAZZ
shirts,
100
SLOPE SWEATER
basses, good technique. original
lanlastle designs. The Move. Mon.
FEMALE VOCALIST
ALTAIWOR ay:liabteY- MgC
ideas needed, To loin drummer 3655.
ond aos00.1 row*
as onnr.
Yet's, etc Washable, 394 Ild. Sae
1211.
743 2549 (Dave).
Canadian
Free
brochure
ALTO/TENOR clar. CLI 4811.
MUSICIANS
REQUIRED
to
reels
Mal
,
omer
ieve
bi
dn.
re
814
Park
tile°,
Slopp Shirr Co
ALTOresidency/ TENOR / drums. Gigs,
ter
for
ships.
Sydney
Lipton.
p.m
denar
rose
cod
Ion
Lane Croydon. Surrey.
Londo n coast. LeoNOV
5034.
OGnso sower owwwwe
Wows*
pham 200.8.
SPECIAL OFFER TO MELODY
NORMAN
JACKSON
Agency
re.
A PIANIST seek, gigs. - MAY
ocarOop raollorl rad, Crake
MAKER READERS! New all.purquire
top
class
group
drummer
3304
YE ALIEN MISRPRISER. ass 7331
poi.e long life hand iewid - comfor
top
London
group.
Transport
10-1.
AVAILABLE DRUMMER, gigv er
plete with wallet Will fit In hand
692 3703.
and
phone
Tel.
550 5218.
lanslon. SCA.
ling or pocket Rs... all dirt.
ORGANIST
/
DRUMMER
/
Bans'
B ASS
&
RHYTHM guitarists,
01-S3a 1307 en 01-370 175
titit, grease, oil. 104 biro. etc
1 earl Cuitarists urgently required seek
group / form group urgently.
INSTANTLY I! NO WASHING by emergent group lobs/record Own transport
ORP 2267.
JUST RUE!! Leaves skineuith
Mg cont acts wailing_ Applicants
B ASS/SASS guitar, read. busk,
r than before, Send now Special
rnust be average. REM1 01.803-.97
offer available for 2 weeks only
ASV 6%7,iit'i";-.7L.11, bal.
S. each, 3 for 131 6c1 post free.
'AdtZiall'ern.FOR summer sea 0115
lad style, experienced proles'
61 Turnpike
W
W. 6 Co
Dorothy
Cafe,
Weymouth
1.
01.564 2677.
al
CABARET
Lane, London N
6350.
S ASS, GIGS, etc - 673 1979
FOR
ORGANIST
REQUIRED
THE ACTORS FORUM, London',
read
werl.earelMl
IS. or GI. - 01
B ASS
GIGS
(SHED GROUP ON AMERI- 449
Naperinseniril Drama School. pro
. tenor for harmony and lord oar
3221
Soul.
Pop.
lenhinal 1.1n111, ten week even,
CAN
EASES.
Ply.
.Mom
polar
B ASS
GUITAR,
experienced,
Ring COY. 2111 gigs
Standarda, etc
ing and afternoon courses, week
only, - 267-0824.
For
end C111111,01 1 tee 4 gns ).
(GERRY),
RING
622
6809
BASS GUITARIST AND DRUMORGANIST. SUPER, URGENTLY MER,
particular, write The Secretary.
EX PRO, WISH TO JOIN
REQUIRED for West End resi- WORKING
41 Sandwich How, Sandwich St.
GROUP.
MILL HILL
dency. ANY MONEY paid to right pus
London. W C.1
Tel 01.311 74960
For details phone
applicant.
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AND
CLIFF
SHADOWS
WERE SUPER
CLIFF proved how he has matured as an artist yet retained his boyish enthusiasm on ITV -s successful " After Ten Fellers-Ten!" show. And
the Shadows showed they have more versatility and professionalism than the
Beatles or Stones ever had. I was disappointed there were not old film clips of

the early days of Cliff mania, and the last half of the show rather lost the historical point. But they more than made up for this with Cliff's surprisingly
gospel " style number and the Bruce and Hank version of " Cool, Clear
good

Water." And it's funny to think the Shadows are still younger than the
Beatles!-TONY DOUGLAS. London SW5.

I1

REGRET

several years I have

FOR been

closely

associ-

ated with the music industry as an agent and as lead

guitar and vocalist with a
recording

During

group.

MAILBAG

this time I have grown used
the
to
traditional
"knockers."
I therefore went with an
open mind to see the Love
Affair at Coventry. I paid

my 9s 6d and have never

regretted

spending

money

more.

Or.ce on stage they spent

ten m'nutes tuning up and,

once started. seemed deter ;riffled to break every ear
&urn in the room. The or-

ganist stopped playing dor-

m; the second number to

take a cigarette from a fe-

male admirer, smoke it and
pass the remains back.
Whether or not the organ
.., Rex Brayley's guitar were
plugged in, I couldn't tell,
as all I could hear was
and
drums
occasionally,

bass,

and

Ellis'
voice - D. C. COOPER,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire.
Steve

tirely to the initiative of
non -jazz bodies.
"Marching Song" was commissioned by the Plymouth Arts
Guild and " Workpoints"
was commissioned by the
Arts Council Of Great Bri-

RIDICULOUS
UHE Old Place may have
been useful in a small
way to the limited number

of musicians who worked
there, but for Christopher
Bird to claim (MM 8/6/68)
that we owe it Mike West brook's "Marching Song"

or Graham Collier's " Work points" is ridiculous.
Neither band's idiom or
personnel was affected in

any way by either the rise
or the fall of the club, and

fact we owe both

in

above

the

compositions

en -

BERNARD COCHRANE and GEOFF HIBBERD
rcrro

now lamed forces

HIBBERD-COCHRANE ASSOCIATES LTD.
and that they wtli he operoting at the
lolboring address:I

FLOOD STREET

CHELSEA. S. W.3. TEL 352 7345/6/7
PRODUCTIONS, DARER MUSIC
CPUB, OrAll MUSIC,(1.I'EB HPIIIBERI§.TAS

pecenr the highest possible standard

.,tco ond w,ll deal in

VICTOR SCHONFIELD, London, min.

UNFAIR
BOB DAWBARN'S review
of

the

1,1

rectos:ling

record$ng, music

The last artist. OPAL BUTTERFLY
with the. record "BEAUTIFUL BEIGE"
cat nn
5th

new

Paul

learned

that tolerance

is

part of his Job.
I would suggest that Mr
Dawbarn sits down with a
good quality stereo outfit
and listens to some of this

"mood mush" on a Decca
Phase 4 stereo disc.
He

-

hear

recording which
tion
drivel
label

quality

a

not half

is perfec-

baked
on some U.S. soul
who seem to have
-

recording studios in water

closets and who could not

Pet.stent " GPOIONSFOF
FATissbalsrl
Suet
r,t

in

r

of

-

cussion of music-far from
it
but I urge all those
to whom music is simply
intellectual exercise to

put on their favourite LP
listen

and

it with an

to

-

LP WINNER
OVERWHELMED
I HAVE seen most of the

such as Jobim's "Wave"
or
Mauriat's "Love is

Blue," not a yelling Franklin, Knight or Redding

disc, all
in
my

of which

1

collection.

-

have

I

Black Cat Bones accompaniment
of
Champion
Jack Dupree should be addressed to the "Champ"
himself, as the Black Cat
Bones

are his own choice

If backing group. - B. R.
GILLIAM, London, ECI.

INTOLERANCE
I HEARTILY endorse Bob
Quairs

comments in
Mailbag about the Intolerance of blues purists.
Many blues, jazz and
even pop fans seem to have

lost the ability to actually

as

an artist

thing.

With the majority of the

blues bands
merely
was

1

realised

I

appreciating

their -musical ability. Howwith

the Fleetwood
was their sheer

it
feeling and sincerity which

ESTEEM

IT IS not often one is able
to meet a complete musician.

Such

was

Bobby

Pratt who died last week

at the early age of 40.
Like many truly great

men he was both modest
letter, Mailbag (8/6/68)

matured

being able to play the real

overwhelmed
completely
me. - ANDY POWELL,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts,

as

CLIFF RICHARD:

prominent
British
blues bands but none come
anywhere
near
Peter
Green's Fleetwood Mac in

it may
seem, when I come home
from work
like to relax
with a nice smooth album

years.
As strange

would like to point out
that complaints about the

So if you want to start winning, get SPORTING
RECORD every Tuesday, 6d.
To be sure of your copy, place a regular order
with your newsagent.

Carried to extremes, as
it often is, this attitude
becomes laughable. I am
not against rational dis-

ever,
Mac,

FOR READERS THAN ANY OTHER

SPORTING RECORD
GETS THEM!

has

reproduce a decently balanced stereo disc in 100

RECORD
irs RESULTS THAT COUNT-

every record listened to, is
viewed only as an opportunity to compare, judge
and minutely dissect what

open mind. They will be
pleasantly surprised.
N.
T. MANSON, Deal, Kent.

w h i t e washing

TOUCHE
IN REPLY to Mr Cohen's

PAPER

attended,

lackey of the pop misfits,
he should by now have

nalistic

STUART COWBURN, Bail don, Yorks.

WINS MORE POOLS DIVIDENDS

concert

an

1

Sporting

Every

Mauriat single was viciously unfair. Although a jour-

would

HIBBERD-COCHRANE ASSOCIATES LTD.
CHELSEA MANOR STUDIOS,

-

tain.

enjoy their chosen music.

and warm-hearted. Those of
us

who have known him

more

recently

understand
why all his colleagues in
the Heath and Parnell bands
held him in such high
esteem.

Not only one of the country's finest lead trumpets,
Bobby
despite his " I

-

don't really play jazz, you
know"
produced chor-

uses that were the envy of
many a jazz soloist. He was
naturally
buoyant
and
brought sheer excitement to
everything he played.
The loss of Bobby to the
musical world cannot be expressed in a few words. He
will be missed both as a
great musician and a very
good friend. - BOB BAR -

E'ER, SurbItou.

Davy a drag on Top
tempt for Davy Jones' per-

of th

thusiasm for every disc on
the show was as bad as
his continued abuse of the

dates.

1 WOULD like to publicly
denture my utter con-

formance on Top Of The
Pops.
His overacted en-

word "Fantastic."
Stories that he is to take
over the drum duties with
the Monkees, left me, as a
drummer myself, in a state
of shock.
I'm sure

many readers

will agree wholeheartedly
with my anger at the way
spoiled

he

great

perform-

ances by Julie Driscoll, the
Equals and Manfred Mann.
-JON HARRISON, Leeds,

ELLIS,

A.

L.

and

e Pops
J.

London, NW6.

G.

Surrey.

LP WINNER
VIOLENCE

WILL
tell

someone

BE FAIR
please

me why the BBC

lyrics which suggest
something natural like sex,
when they repeatedly play
songs like " U.S. Male"
which suggest violence?
ban

VERNON JAMES, Croydon,

-

FAIR play Top Of The
Pops.

The

Easybeats
did reach number 20 In the

BBC chart so why didn't

they
make
your
programme? - C. J. BROWNE,

London, N.W,2.

Yorks.

UKULELE CHORD DICTIONARY

BENEFIT

By John Peer=

A LOT is said about
"-- British groups deserting

their

fans

to

play

abroad, but nothing is said
for the groups that stay
In this country so the fans
can see more of them.
One such group is Amen
Corner who have turned
down offers in America and
abroad so their fans in this
country could have the
benefit of them on two
Lours,

clubs and ballroom

A gook to all

rho

Price

common chords IN playing song. and Awn

14I
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